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Introduction to ZTE Communications

ZTE Communications is a quarterly, peer ⁃ reviewed international technical
journal (ISSN 1673-5188 and CODEN ZCTOAK) sponsored by ZTE Corpora⁃
tion, a major international provider of telecommunications, enterprise and con⁃
sumer technology solutions for the Mobile Internet. The journal publishes origi⁃
nal academic papers and research findings on the whole range of communica⁃
tions topics, including communications and information system design, optical fi⁃
ber and electro⁃optical engineering, microwave technology, radio wave propaga⁃
tion, antenna engineering, electromagnetics, signal and image processing, and
power engineering. The journal is designed to be an integrated forum for universi⁃
ty academics and industry researchers from around the world. ZTE Communica⁃

tions was founded in 2003 and has a readership of 5500. The English version is
distributed to universities, colleges, and research institutes in more than 140
countries. It is listed in Inspec, Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA), Index of
Copernicus (IC), Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory, Abstract Journal, Chinese Jour⁃
nal Fulltext Databases, Wanfang Data — Digital Periodicals, and China Science
and Technology Journal Database. Each issue of ZTE Communications is based
around a Special Topic, and past issues have attracted contributions from lead⁃
ing international experts in their fields.
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ince the first computer was invented in 1946, a few major mile⁃
stones have stood along the way of Information Technology’s devel⁃
opment. Among them, most notable ones are personal computers
(PC), the Internet, World Wide Web (WWW), and cloud comput⁃

ing. Cloud computing has drastically changed the landscape of IT industry by
providing some major benefits to IT customers: eliminating upfront IT invest⁃
ment, scalability, proportional costs, and so on. In addition, cloud computing
also prompts new challenges and brings in new progress. However, the delay⁃
sensitive applications face the problem of large latency, especially when sev⁃
eral smart devices are getting involved. Therefore, cloud computing is unable
to meet the requirements of low latency, location awareness, and mobility
support.

To overcome this problem, Cisco has first introduced a trusted and depend⁃
able solution through fog computing to put the services and resources of the
cloud closer to users, which facilitates the leveraging of available services
and resources in the edge networks. Edge devices such as routers, routing
switches, integrated access devices provide an entry point into enterprise or
service provider core networks. Fog computing is a scenario where a huge
number of heterogeneous ubiquitous and decentralized devices communicate
and potentially cooperate with each other and with the network to perform
storage and processing tasks without the intervention of third⁃parties. Similar
to cloud computing, fog computing provides data, compute, storage, and ap⁃
plication services to end users.

Dew computing is an on⁃premises computer software⁃hardware organiza⁃
tion paradigm in the cloud computing environment where the on ⁃ premises
computer provides functionality that is independent of cloud services and is
also collaborative with cloud services. The goal of dew computing is to fully
realize the potentials of on⁃premises computers and cloud services. Roughly
speaking, fog computing mainly involves automation devices while dew com⁃
puting mainly involves computers; fog computing mainly involves devices
such as routers and sensors in the Internet of Things (IoT), while dew comput⁃
ing mainly involves on⁃premises computers.

The definition and features of cloud computing, fog computing, and dew
computing, the relationships among them, and their applications are still un⁃
der heated discussions and are the focus of this special issue. This special is⁃
sue aims to provide a unique and timely forum to address all issues and defi⁃
nition related to cloud computing, fog computing, and dew computing. The
open call⁃for⁃papers of this special issue has attracted excellent submissions
in both quality and quantity. After two⁃round careful reviews, seven excellent
papers have been selected for publication in this special issue which is con⁃
sists of six research papers and one review paper.

The basic idea of fog computing and edge computing is to bring cloud serv⁃
ers closer to end users at the edge of network, reducing the code/data trans⁃
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ferring and/or exchanging time between mobile devices and
servers. The first paper“A Transparent and User⁃Centric Ap⁃
proach to Unify Resource Management and Code Scheduling
of Local, Edge, and Cloud”by ZHOU et al. addresses this chal⁃
lenging issue. The authors propose a software ⁃ defined code
scheduling framework which allows the code execution or data
storage of end applications to be adaptively done at appropri⁃
ate machines under the help of a performance and capacity
monitoring facility, intelligently improving application perfor⁃
mance for end users. The pilot system is described and prelimi⁃
nary performance results are reported.

The proliferation of the Internet of Everything (IoE) has
pulled the computing to the edge of the network, such as smart
home, autonomous vehicles, robots, and so on. The operating
system as the manager of the computing resources, is also fac⁃
ing new challenges. The second paper“An OS for Internet of
Everything: Early Experience from A Smart Home Prototype”
by CAO et al. presents Sofie, which is a smart operating system
for IoE. The authors introduce the design of Sofie, and also
show the implementation of Sofie for smart home. Their work
shows that Sofie could be helpful for practitioners to better
manage their IoE systems.

Cloud operating systems (COSs) working on the physical de⁃
vice and legacy operating system, manage and schedule all
hardware and software resources, and provide fundamental re⁃
sources and operation environment for cloud applications. The
third paper“HCOS: A Unified Model and Architecture for
Cloud Operating System”by CHEN et al. introduces a unified
model and architecture for providing both Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) services.

The fourth paper“Dew Computing and Transition of Inter⁃
net Computing Paradigms”by WANG et al. focuses on the de⁃
velopment of dew computing, including its origins, research
status, development status, and its impact on the transition his⁃
tory of Internet computing paradigms. The paper also creates
two metrics to measure how important the Internet is and what
data redundancy rates are in different stages of the Internet.

The discussion and analysis there provide a systematical guide⁃
line for beginner researchers in dew computing.

Cloud computing platform, as the mainstream hosting plat⁃
form for large⁃scale distributed computing, provides a parallel
computing framework for big data job execution. The fifth pa⁃
per“Online Shuffling with Task Duplication in Cloud”by
ZANG and GUO studies minimization of the traffic cost for da⁃
ta pipelining task replications by transmitting non⁃overlapping
data in a cloud computing network. To achieve this goal, the
authors present a controller, which chooses the data generated
by the first finished task replication and discards data generat⁃
ed later by other task replications belonging to the same task.

With the development of cloud computing, container tech⁃
nology becomes one of the hot issues in recent years. The sixth
paper“Technical Analysis of Network Plug⁃In Flannel for Con⁃
tainers”by YANG et al. studies the technical implementation
of the Flannel module, a network plug⁃ in for Docker contain⁃
ers, including its functions, implementation principle, utiliza⁃
tion, and performance.

The last paper“Virtualization Technology in Cloud Comput⁃
ing Based Radio Access Networks: A Primer”by ZHANG and
PENG surveys the virtualization technology in cloud comput⁃
ing based radio access networks (CC ⁃ RAN), focusing on C ⁃
RAN, H⁃CRAN, and F⁃RAN. The background of network virtu⁃
alization, virtualization architecture, key enabling technolo⁃
gies, as well as open issues are all discussed. The challenges
and open issues mainly focus on virtualization levels for CC ⁃
RANs, signaling design for CC ⁃ RAN virtualization, perfor⁃
mance analysis for CC⁃RAN virtualization, and network securi⁃
ty for virtualized CC⁃RANs.

Finally, we would like to thank all the authors for contribut⁃
ing their papers to this special issue and the external reviewers
for volunteering their time to review the submissions. We
would also like to thank the staff at ZTE Communications for
giving us the opportunity to organize this timely special issue
in this esteemed journal and their help during the production
of this special issue.
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A Transparent and User⁃Centric Approach to UnifyA Transparent and User⁃Centric Approach to Unify
Resource Management and Code Scheduling ofResource Management and Code Scheduling of
Local, Edge, and CloudLocal, Edge, and Cloud
ZHOU Yuezhi1, ZHANG Di1, and ZHANG Yaoxue2

(1. Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China;
2. Central South University, Changsha 410083, China)

Abstract

Recently, several novel computing paradigms are proposed, e.g., fog computing and edge computing. In such more decentralized
computing paradigms, the location and resource for code execution and data storage of end applications could also be optionally
distributed among different places or machines. In this paper, we position that this situation requires a new transparent and user⁃
centric approach to unify the resource management and code scheduling from the perspective of end users. We elaborate our vi⁃
sion and propose a software⁃defined code scheduling framework. The proposed framework allows the code execution or data stor⁃
age of end applications to be adaptively done at appropriate machines under the help of a performance and capacity monitoring fa⁃
cility, intelligently improving application performance for end users. A pilot system and preliminary results show the advantage of
the framework and thus the advocated vision for end users.

cloud computing; fog computing; edge computing; mobile edge computing; resource management and code scheduling
Keywords
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I
1 Introduction

n the past several years, cloud computing has made a
significant achievement by penetrating into our daily
work and life through pervasive smart devices and
fixed or mobile networks. Large or small companies

increasingly adopt commercial clouds (e.g., EC2 by Amazon, G
Suite by Google, and Azure by Microsoft) or private clouds to
host their computing or storage services. A cloud typically con⁃
sists of hundreds or thousands of servers, facilitating flexible
and rapid access to a shared pool of dynamically configured
and nearly unlimited computational and storage resources. The
two major advantages of cloud computing (i.e., the elasticity of
resource provisioning and the pay⁃as⁃you⁃go pricing model) en⁃
able users to use and pay only for their actually needed re⁃
sources, inspiring most companies to transfer their traditional
computing facilities to cloud platforms.

In the meanwhile, it has witnessed the pervasive usage of
smart mobile devices, such as smart phones, pads, and wear⁃
ables to access thousands of services (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,

Wechat) hosted on different cloud platforms. As of 2011, the
global shipments of smart mobile devices had exceeded PCs.
At the end of 2016, the global mobile users reached up to 7 bil⁃
lion [1]. End users of mobile devices often use the proliferated
high⁃speed wireless access technologies (e.g. long term evolu⁃
tion (LTE), 4G, worldwide interoperability for microwave ac⁃
cess (WiMax)) to access services from remote cloud platforms,
making cloud computing into a new developing stage. Howev⁃
er, even with more powerful computational and storage equip⁃
ment, the process and energy of mobile devices are still limited
due to the fact that mobile applications are now becoming
more sophisticated than ever in terms of computing and storage
requirements. To alleviate this resource bottleneck of mobile
devices, the computation, storage, and networking functions
are often offloaded to cloud, giving rise to a new mobile cloud
computing (MCC) [2], [3].

However, the relatively poor performance of long⁃haul wide⁃
area and wireless networks and the unpredictable contention
for the shared system resources at consolidated cloud servers
make end⁃user experiences far away from satisfaction. On one
hand, limited network bandwidth, time⁃varying network quali⁃
ty, and long roundtrip time of long⁃haul wide⁃area or wireless
networks [4], [5] would impair the code/data transmission and
responsiveness of users’demands, especially degrading the us⁃

This work was supported in part by Initiative Scientific Research Program
in Tsinghua University under Grant No. 20161080066, and in part by
International Science & Technology Cooperation Program of China under
Grant No. 2013DFB10070.
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er experience of interactive applications. On the other hand,
the computation consolidation at the shared resources (e.g.
CPU, disks, and I/O) at cloud servers would bring with in⁃
creased and unpredictable contention, which may lead to sig⁃
nificant performance degradation in terms of code execution
time and result ⁃ return latency. This problem of noisy ⁃ neigh⁃
bors or multitenancy is an outstanding issue especially in pub⁃
lic or commercial cloud [6]. Unstable and unpredictable perfor⁃
mance due to multitenancy has also been observed when exe⁃
cuting computation ⁃ intensive scientific tasks on commercial
cloud platforms [7] and has even led companies to give up the
usage of cloud [8].

Recently, many researchers have proposed that in order to
address these challenges faced by traditional cloud computing
in various application environments, new computing paradigms
have to be brought forward under the principal of“bringing
cloud closer to end user”. Typical computing paradigms are
proposed including fog computing [9], mobile edge computing
[10], edge computing [11], and dew computing [12]. This
means there is a paradigm shift from the centralization of cloud
computing to the decentralization of fog/edge computing simi⁃
lar to the shift from Mainframe computing to PC computing.
Considering that the resource management and code schedul⁃
ing in cloud computing has to be changed due to the paradigm
shift from PC computing, we position that the resource manage⁃
ment and code scheduling in the post ⁃ cloud computing era
would also call for new mechanisms and approaches. Obvious⁃
ly, how to manage resources and schedule codes in an efficient
and/or optimal manner is very challenging in today’s comput⁃
ing environments, considering the co ⁃ existence of local, fog,
and cloud computing. In this paper, we advocate for a transpar⁃
ent and user ⁃centric approach as a novel mechanism to man⁃
age the resources and codes among a local device, its peer de⁃
vices, nearby fog/edge servers, and cloud servers in a unified
manner from an end user viewpoint, and then schedule and dis⁃
tribute the code to execute on the appropriate machines in a
transparent and intelligent way under the help of new facilities
or tools. We position that this management and scheduling ap⁃
proach will retain the core advantages of using Micro clouds
(formed with one or several fog/edge servers) and/or clouds as
a support infrastructure but will put back the control and trust
decisions to end users in an easy and hales⁃free way, allowing
for novel mobile applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec⁃
tion 2, we describe our idea and position of a transparent and
user ⁃ centric mechanism for resource management and code
scheduling in the virtually unified federal computing environ⁃
ment consisting of the local computing, fog/edge computing,
and cloud computing. In Section 3, we present a software⁃de⁃
fined code scheduling framework for illustration of our vision
in details. In Section 4, we discuss a pilot system of the pro⁃
posed code scheduling framework and evaluate the system
through several experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness

of the framework. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 Unifying Resource Management and Code
Scheduling for Local, Edge, and Cloud
In a typical cloud computing environment, as shown in Fig.

1, there is a data center with logically unlimited compute and
storage capacity. A lot of end⁃user devices surround the data
center and connect to it with a wireless and/or long⁃haul wide⁃
area network and access the services from the cloud. An end
user manages the local resources of their devices (e.g., smart⁃
phones, iPads) and run their applications on the local machine.
If needed, the end user requires to use the compute or storage
resources from the data center. The cloud provider or the sys⁃
tem administrator of the data center manages and schedules
the resources of the cloud platform based on their benefits in a
centralized manner and chooses the policy or strategy about
where and how to execute the offloaded code from end users.

If the local compute resource is not enough for the end⁃user
device, an end user can upload/offload these computation ⁃ in⁃
tensive codes and related data to the cloud to execute there.
Usually, two steps may occur during the period of the code exe⁃
cution. In the first placement (assignment) step, the uploaded
codes is put on a specific server chosen in the data center by
the code scheduler or dispatcher of the cloud platform based
on current system status of resource usage. However, if the sys⁃
tem status is changed due to some reasons (e.g., underutiliza⁃
tion of server resources, conflicts of other resource consumers),
the second reassignment (also referred to as migration in virtu⁃
al machine (VM) based code offloading) step will occur and the
code scheduler will transfer and schedule the code (accompa⁃
nying with its data) to run on another more appropriate or opti⁃
mal server in the data center. Note that this reassignment step
to achieve an optimal performance or resource utilization may
occur multiple time during the period of the code execution
based on the tradeoff between the quality of experience (QoE)
of end users and the resource operating costs/polices and rela⁃
tive benefits of the cloud provider.

Due to the natural ownership of the local end⁃user devices
and the remote cloud servers, the resource management and
code execution scheduling policies and strategy are made inde⁃
pendently by end users and the cloud owner or provider based
on their respective benefits and the service level agreement
(SLA). Obviously, in the above centralized cloud computing

End user

▲Figure 1. Typical scenario of a cloud computing system.

Base station
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system, centralized resource management and code scheduling
for offloaded codes can make usage of the resources of cloud
platform by fully exploiting consolidation to improve the re⁃
source utilization and reduce the operating cost in the data cen⁃
ter. It is also reasonable for end users to just require and de⁃
mand the execution service based on the SLA. Therefore, the
current centralized resource management and code scheduling
without the involvement of end users is natural and suitable for
cloud computing⁃based systems.

On the contrary, with the recently emerged fog/edge comput⁃
ing, there might be servers at nearby Nano data centers closer
to end users in addition to servers located in remote data cen⁃
ters. Considering that fog/edge computing is just an extension
of cloud computing at the edge of network, we believe that the
traditional centralized cloud computing and the newly decen⁃
tralized fog/edge computing will coexist for a long time. In
such a situation, there would be several types of machines or
places that end users can put their application codes to exe⁃
cute, including the local device, peer devices, nearby fog/edge
servers, and remote cloud servers.

As shown in Fig. 2, we consider a general picture of mixed
or federal computing environments in which end users can
offload their computing tasks/codes to different computing de⁃
vices, including local mobile devices, peer mobile devices,
nearby fog/edge servers, and remote cloud servers in data cen⁃
ters. All of these computing devices or servers are interconnect⁃
ed through wireline or wireless links. Typically, the access link
from the mobile devices to the fog/edge server is wireless. Gen⁃
erally, fog/edge servers are attached to the points of wireless
access in a form of Nano data center or Micro cloud. Nearby
Micro clouds of fog/edge are generally characterized by limited
computation or storage resources, but are directly accessible
by end users to avoid the additional communication delay of
the Internet. Considering the cost of establishing a Micro cloud
of fog/edge could be very little, even with only a single server,
we believe that there could be multiple nearby Micro clouds
around an end user and these clouds may be or not be owned
and managed by the same provider.

Obviously, a mixed computing environment consisting of lo⁃
cal devices, peer devices, edge servers, and cloud servers is
much more complex compared to a single cloud environment of
local devices and cloud servers. It is natural that the resource
management and code scheduling mechanism in a mixed sce⁃

nario would be much more complicated to achieve a global op⁃
timization. Currently, a cloud provider only commits to avail⁃
ability of their services, through SLAs with their clients. There⁃
fore, there are numerous inherent factors that introduce uncer⁃
tainty regarding the actual performance of an offloaded task by
end users in a cloud computing infrastructure [13]. However,
in a mixed computing environment, if the performance of an
offloaded task degrades due to the uncertainty of a cloud serv⁃
er, an ideal code scheduler or dispatcher can reassign its code
to execute on another fog/edge server in the whole federal com⁃
puting system to exploit better resources than that of any serv⁃
er in the original cloud to furtherly reduce the execution time
and mitigate the effects of uncertainty than before. This is the
basic reason that we advocate for a new and unified resource
management and code scheduling mechanism for efficiently
and optimally utilizing the whole system resources across dif⁃
ferent computing devices and different Micro clouds or cloud
servers in the post ⁃ cloud era. This will bring end users with
better performance and much more satisfactory experience.

In this section, we elaborate the resource management and
code scheduling mechanism that enables end users to leverage
the resources that across all of the computing devices and serv⁃
ers that may be owned and managed by different individuals or
organizations. We positon that end users can select and choose
where and how to execute their offloaded applications (e.g.,
code, data, networking) at their will and benefits. In contrast to
the centralized approach where the cloud provider selects the
cloud⁃wide optimal scheduling strategy, we advocate for trans⁃
parent and user ⁃ centric approaches where the decisions are
made independently by each end user or task. First, we delin⁃
eate the performance benefits that arise for mobile end users in
emerging computing paradigms and identify the opportunities
to logically unify the resource management and code schedul⁃
ing across different computing devices, Micro clouds and cloud
servers to improve the performance in a user⁃centric viewpoint.
Second, we explain the difficulties and challenges for end us⁃
ers to manage and schedule their tasks/codes across different
computing devices, Micro clouds and/or cloud servers, and
identify the requirement that an intelligent facility or tool is
called for to help end users and even Micro cloud or cloud pro⁃
viders to achieve an optimal scheduling for them under several
constraints to achieve a more efficient resource utilization
among the whole mixed and federal system.
2.1 Unifying Resource Management and Code Scheduling

from User⁃Centric Viewpoint
As stated above, the resource management and code sched⁃

uling mechanism in a cloud is a centralized one where the
cloud provider selects the scheduling strategy for the cloud
based on the benefits of their own. Obviously, this mechanism
is a cloud ⁃ centric or server ⁃ centric approach. Because the
cloud is a dynamically changing environment, its performance
depends on numerous uncontrollable and unpredictable param⁃▲Figure 2. Typical scenario of a mixed computing environment.

Peer device

End user Mobile device
Base station

Peer device

Wi⁃Fi
Fog/edge servers Cloud servers
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eters. The performance of an offloaded task/code cannot be
guaranteed and it may upgrade or degrade with the available
resources on the hosted server. However, in a mixed computing
environment of local, edge, and cloud, the current cloud⁃cen⁃
tric approach cannot utilize the resources across different com⁃
puting devices, Micro clouds or cloud servers as a whole and
thus cannot globally achieve an optimal scheduling strategy
from the perspective of an end user. To elaborate the benefits
of a new code scheduling mechanism, we give two hypothetical
application scenarios based on code offloading of mobile appli⁃
cations.

In Scenario 1, because of his smart phone’s limited comput⁃
ing power, Bob offloads a computation ⁃ intensive task into a
server (S1) in a remote cloud owned and managed by the pro⁃
vider P1 to efficiently execute the code according to the SLA.
Afterwards, he moves to another place where there is a nearby
fog server (F1) that is free and its available computing power is
much more than the host server S1 that is now competitive for
several tasks of other end users.

In Scenario 2, Alice wants to offload her computation⁃inten⁃
sive task into a nearby edge server due to her limited smart
phone’s computing power. There are two edge severs (E1 and
E2) owned and managed by two providers (P2 and P3) respec⁃
tively. Without further information, she chooses the cheaper
E1 to execute the task. Afterwards, another woman also choos⁃
es the E1 to execute her code, reducing the computing power
shared by Alice. At the same time, E2 is available with a much
higher computing capacity.

With the current cloud⁃centric or server⁃centric code sched⁃
uling mechanism, there is not a facility to help Bob and Alice
to schedule their codes across Micro clouds or clouds, thus
what Bob and Alice can do is only waiting for his or her task to
finish without any control of the execution of their offloaded
tasks.

If we imagine that there is an ideal global resource manage⁃
ment and code scheduling facility or tool that can obtain the in⁃
formation online about dynamics of the computing device, Mi⁃
cro cloud and cloud server, with the help of such a facility,
Bob could move his task to F1 and Alice could reassign her
task at E2 to leverage the more powerful computation resourc⁃
es to execute their tasks. Here we assume that the overhead of
code and data transferring can be omitted compared with the
achieved performance and the network link capacity and char⁃
acteristics should be kept at a same level.

Based on the above observations and considerations, we ad⁃
vocate that novel resource management and code scheduling
mechanisms are required to improve the performance of
offloaded functions or tasks for end users and/or to achieve a
more efficient global resource utilization. Here, we move to dis⁃
tributed approaches where the scheduling decisions are made
independently by an end user or each offloaded function/task.
To adhere to a realistic scenario, we assume that information
about the dynamics of computing devices, Micro clouds and

cloud servers is presented online, not available as a priori, just
before a scheduling decision is made. Therefore, from the per⁃
spective of an end user, they can obtain these information to
choose or select optimal or near ⁃optimal machines to execute
their functions/tasks. We also assume that the code/data up⁃
loading (transferring) or task migration process are standard⁃
ized and can be carried out across different computing devices,
Micro clouds, and clouds to form a virtually federal computing
system. Considering the reality of industry standardization and
industry alliance, we think this assumption is also realistic.

Therefore, we take a user⁃centric approach to schedule the
tasks/codes to run at the selected optimal places or machines
based on the benefits of end users from time to time, not just of
cloud providers. In this way, the resource management and
code scheduling of the whole system consisting of local, edge,
and cloud is logically unified from the viewpoint of an end us⁃
er. Note that the computing devices, Micro clouds or cloud
servers are still owned and managed by their owners and they
just make a logically federal computing system by interactions
and agreements.

From a user⁃centric view, the virtually unified Internet com⁃
puting environment consisting of data centers and clouds is at
the core, Nano data centers (consisting of standard servers or
routers, Wi⁃Fi points, and base stations with available comput⁃
ing capacities) and Micro clouds at the edge, and peer comput⁃
ing devices such as desktop PCs, tablets, and smart phones at
the leaf. Based on this view, the resource management and
code scheduling mechanism helps end users to leverage the re⁃
sources of such a virtual system as a whole and achieve the
most benefits. In summary, a user⁃centric approach to resource
management and code scheduling encompasses the following
elements:
1) Human⁃centered design: Human⁃centered design considers

humans as an important factor in designing and developing
a mechanism. First, humans should naturally interact with
the system and impact the system behavior. Second, hu⁃
mans should be put in the control loop, so that users can
take or retake control of their information. This leads to the
design of novel crowdsourced and informed scheme where
users control the information flows. Finally, the human⁃cen⁃
tered design also calls for novel and innovative forms of hu⁃
man⁃centered applications.

2) User ⁃ controlled decisions: The decision ⁃making about the
resource management and code scheduling is under the full
control of end users. First, end users can choose and obtain
all needed information about their nearby peer devices, fog/
edge servers, and/or cloud servers. Second, end users are
able to freely coordinate with computing devices or servers
surrounding them to assign or delegate computation synchro⁃
nization or storage to other computing devices or servers se⁃
lectively. Finally, end users can get the status of their
offloaded tasks and decide where and how to reassign their
tasks to another computing device or server based on their
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own intentions.
3) Local or edge proximity: It is more efficient to communicate

and distribute data among nearby computing devices or serv⁃
ers than to use resources far away from end users. Here, of
course, nearby can be understood both in a physical sense
and a logical sense.

4) Local or edge trust: Personal and social sensitive data is
clearly located in the local or the edge under the control of
end users. Therefore, the control of trust relation and the
management of sensitive information flows in a secure and
private way must also belong to the end user.

2.2 Unifying Resource Management and Code Scheduling
in a Transparent Manner

In Section 2.1, we advocate for a novel resource manage⁃
ment and code scheduling mechanism that virtually unify and
schedule the resources across the local, peer, edge, and cloud
and leverage these resources to execute functions or tasks for
an end user. However, even with the information about Micro
cloud dynamic or cloud dynamic is acquired, it is still very
hard for a common end user to choose and select where to up⁃
load and execute their codes. Therefore, an intelligent facility
or tool should be developed to automate the assignment or reas⁃
signment process of offloaded tasks on behalf of end users, in
order to make an easy and transparent manner to interact with
such a virtual and complex system. Several research efforts
have been done to enable an easy and transparent manner to
use emerging complex computing systems [14], [15]. Here, we
follow the concept of transparent computing as a basis for de⁃
veloping the unified resource management and code schedul⁃
ing mechanism. To sum up, a transparent approach to resource
management and code scheduling encompasses the following
elements:
1) Easy⁃to⁃use interface: The interface for end users should be

easy to use, at least keeping the same experience of offload⁃
ing tasks to a cloud. Novel and easy ⁃ to ⁃ use interface are
called for to make the code scheduling across different
types of computing devices and servers much easier.

2) Hassle ⁃ free management: End users should just focus on
their tasks, not the techniques about the installation, mainte⁃
nance, and management of such a scheduling mechanism.
This means that the techniques need to be transparent to
end users and make the complex system of systems as a sin⁃
gle system.

3) Intelligent decision⁃making: As it is very hard for humans to
handle the information obtained from time to time and make
a decision where and how to schedule the codes to execute,
the novel mechanism or approach could semi⁃autonomously
or autonomously help end users to make decisions of place⁃
ment or reassignment according to their requirements. Of
course, end users can intervene the process by some means.

4) Adaptive reaction: Due to the continuous changing charac⁃
teristics of cloud servers, the new mechanism should also

adaptively react to the changed environment. First, it should
sense the changes of the hosted servers and the candidate
servers that could be reassigned. Second, it should make a
decision weather a reassignment is needed. Finally, it
should select and reassign the code to another appropriate
server to finish the remaining task.

3 Software⁃Defined Code Scheduling
Framework with Capacity and
Performance Monitoring
In this section, we illustrate our vision of a novel transparent

and user ⁃ centric approach to resource management and code
scheduling by presenting a software ⁃ defined code scheduling
framework with capacity and performance monitoring facilities
as a case study. As shown in Fig. 3, the framework has three
parts: the monitoring facilities (MF), scheduling engine (SE),
and decision engine (DE). The MF periodically acquires the in⁃
formation about task performance and capacity of any ma⁃
chines in the concerned scheduling domain. If an end user
wants to initiate a scheduling process, the SE gets the needed
inforamtion from the MF and sends the predefined scheduling
policy and the related information to the intellegent DE. The
DE makes a scheduling strategy by using various intelligent
scheduling algorithms. An end user can initiate a scheduling
process periodically or by giving an instruction through defin⁃
ing the scheduling policy for her/his tasks, e.g., the task perfor⁃
mance degrading to an unsatisfying level.

To meet diverse scheduling requirements of various kinds of
end users, end applications, and usage scenarios, the schedul⁃
ing polices for different end users or tasks could be defined
and specified in advance by a graphical tool or a specific police⁃
defining language.

The framework provides various selections and places for
computation and storage of end applications. This characteris⁃
tic can be used to improve the performance of offloaded task
and thus the user experience of end users by assigning compu⁃
tation and storage at appropriate machines. For example, the

▲Figure 3. Software⁃defined scheduling framework with monitoring
facility.
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computation can be carried out at four kinds of machines, i.e.,
L, P, E, C, which denote the local device, peer device, fog/edge
server, and cloud server, respectively.

Given a computing task, the computation time of the task
would be the sum of time consumed by different stages. Typi⁃
cally, there are five stages of the life of a task as follows.
1) Preparation: Once a new task is generated by an end user,

the scheduler or dispatcher will choose one or several desti⁃
nation peer devices, Micro clouds, or clouds for her/him.
Then the needed code and any input data required for the
initialization of the task are transferred to the destinations.
Finally, the task will be executed at the selected peer devic⁃
es, Micro clouds, or clouds.

2) Assignment: Once the required code and data have been up⁃
loaded to the destination, a local scheduler or dispatcher is
responsible for the assignment of the task to a specific pro⁃
cess at the peer devices, or a specific fog/edge or cloud serv⁃
er.

3) Execution: This is the actual processing of the offloaded
task/code. A new execution entity, such as a concrete pro⁃
cess or a virtual machine is created for the specific task at
the selected machine, and it starts to execute immediately.

4) Reassignment: The instance of the executed task/code may
be transferred from its current machine to a new one to con⁃
tinue execution there for various reasons. As mentioned be⁃
fore, this reassignment stage may occur multiple times dur⁃
ing the task execution. For the further execution of the task,
the accompanying related data required for the initialization
of the new execution instance has to be transferred to the
new destination machine. Note that the reassignment,
though optional, may occur several times during the lifetime
of a task and may cross different computing devices, Micro
clouds or clouds.

5) Outcome: At this stage the mobile end user retrieves the fi⁃
nal results. We assume that once the whole processing is
completed, the final data are immediately downloaded by
the user through the current access technology or forwarded
to another place to store.
The total time of finishing the offloaded task is the sum of

the time spent at these different stages. Obviously, it depends
on several factors. First, the selected machine at the assign⁃
ment or reassignment stage mainly affects the execution perfor⁃
mance because different computing devices or servers have dif⁃
ferent compute and storage capacity. Second, the constantly
changing capacity of the selected machine due to the execution
of other offloaded tasks also has an impact on the considered
tasks. Third, the scheduled reassignment stage itself may sig⁃
nificantly affect the execution due to the needed transferring of
codes or data. Thus, the scheduling policy of reassignment, the
times of the reassignment, and the selected reassigned ma⁃
chine would have an impact. Finally, the mobility of the end
user may make the original scheduling decision inefficient or
invalid. All of these factors, even if possible, are very hard to

accurately predict and make an optimal scheduling decision.
Therefore, it is very challenging to ensure that a scheduling
scheme for an offloaded computation task is an optimal sched⁃
uling. Considering the situations in the real world, a realistic
solution must be given on time to respond to the scheduling de⁃
mand. We call for further researches to deal with these new
challenges in the post⁃cloud era.
3.1 Monitoring Facilities of Capacity and Performance

If an end user or task initiates a scheduling periodically or
due to the observation of performance degradation, the first
thing to do for the framework is to learn about the current sta⁃
tus of the entire system.

To collect performance metrics of the computation task and
the capacity of the peer devices, nearby fog/edge servers, or
cloud severs, the MF employs a proxy that resides inside the lo⁃
cal and peer devices, nearby fog/edge servers or cloud servers.
These proxies periodically collect the performance metrics of
computation tasks and the capacity metrics of related candi⁃
date destination machines (e.g., CPU and memory capacity and
utilization) and then send all the needed information to the SE
to form a scheduling decision.

The selection of metrics is critical for the usability of a moni⁃
toring facility. The low⁃level metrics of the physical machines,
such as CPU and memory utilization, are easy to collect, but
they do not meet the requirements of some types of applica⁃
tions. The high⁃level metrics of software applications, such as
click response, are difficult to collect and specific to certain
types of applications. To explore, we develop a tool to choose
the appropriate metrics by using a machine learning method
based on historical usage data or conducting real⁃world experi⁃
ments under different usage scenarios. These metrics can be
specified automatically or manually by system administrators.
3.2 Software⁃Defined and Adaptive Code Scheduling

With the assistance of the above monitoring facilities, we de⁃
velop a software⁃defined scheduling engine that can schedule
the code in a predefined way or adapt to the changing comput⁃
ing environment based on the monitoring of the task perfor⁃
mance in a timely manner. For example, if the performance
metric of the monitored task is below a threshold, then the
scheduling engine could be triggered, and the scheduling poli⁃
cy predefined by end users would be read and analyzed. Then,
all the needed information is sent to the decision engine to
form a scheduling strategy, which includes where and how to
execute the computation or storage. The decision engine runs a
scheduling algorithm and then obtains a scheduling strategy
based on the current system status according to the predefined
scheduling policy or adaptively learns a scheduling policy
based on artificial intelligent rules from the changes occurred
in the whole system status before. After getting a scheduling
strategy from the decision engine, the scheduling engine takes
actions to enforce the scheduling strategy by interacting with
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the selected peer devices, Micro clouds, or clouds. The whole
scheduling process is illustrated by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 2 gives a general example of scheduling algo⁃
rithm for the proposed framework. Considering that obtaining
the optimal placement is time consuming and unnecessary in
the real world, several heuristic algorithms are designed for the
decision engine to run under different usage scenarios. The
end user can give a rule to run any scheduling algorithm by
specifying the scheduling policy in the scheduling framework.
Therefore, the scheduling is software ⁃ defined and controlled

by the current system status and the enforced scheduling poli⁃
cy. Algorithm 3 gives a heuristic example of scheduling algo⁃
rithm. Here, the algorithm just uses the network performance
to predict the actual execution performance of the scheduled

Algorithm 1: Software⁃defined code scheduling process
Input:
The set of performance metrics: M1, M2, ..., Mn
The specification file of scheduling policy: F;
Output:
Scheduling strategy S ;
Step 1: Retrieve and analyze monitored metrics
Initialize performance metrics: M1, M2, ..., Mn ⇐ NULL;
for each i ∈[1, n] do
if Mi is defined then

Obtain Mi from MF;
end if
end for

Step 2: Retrieve and analyze scheduling policy

initialize scheduling condition: Con ⇐ NULL;
retrieve F;
for each i ∈[1, n] do
if Mi is defined in F then

Con = Con ∪ Mi ;
end if
end for

Step 3: Judge and select the predefined scheduling algorithm
if Con ≠ NULL then

retrieve scheduling algorithm A from F ;
return A ;

else
return NULL;

end if

Step 4: Form a scheduling strategy
if Con ≠ NULL and A ≠ NULL then

run scheduling algorithm A ;
return S ;

else
return NULL;

end if

Algorithm 2: A general code scheduling algorithm
Input:
The performance metric: Mn
The threshold of the performance metric: Tre;
Output:
Place to execute the code: D;
Step 1: Estimate the performance at different machines
initialize the set of place candidates: Pls ⇐ NULL;
for each i ∈ L, P, N,C do
for each j ∈ N,C do
Estimate the code preparation performance TRj ;
Estimate the code transportation performance TTj,i ;
Estimate the code execution performance TEi ;
Calculate the whole performance T i,j=TRj +TTj,i +TEi

if T i ,j ≥ Tre then Pls = Pls ∪ {i, j }
end if

end for
end for

Step 2: Choose the best place to execute the code
if Pls ≠ NULL then
Choose the best performance candidate from Pls;
return {i, j };

else
return NULL;

end if

Algorithm 3: A simple heuristic code scheduling algorithm
Input:
The network performance metric: Mnet
The threshold of the metric: Tre ;

Output:
Place to run the code: D ;

Step 1: Estimate the performance at different machines
initialize the set of place candidates:Places ⇐ NULL;
for each i ∈ L , P, N,C do
Estimate the value of M net to Net i ;
if Net i ≥ Tre then Places = Places ∪ i
end if

end for

Step 2: Choose the best place to run the code
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code, significantly simplifying the implementation complexity.
Note that the network performance in the exemplary schedul⁃
ing policy and the scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 3) is just
for illustration and not specified. If the network performance
means network bandwidth, the condition judgement of Neti ≥
Tre is established. However, if it means network delay, the con⁃
dition may be set as Neti ≤ Tre.

4 Pilot System and Preliminary Results

4.1 Pilot System
We developed a pilot system using commercial off⁃the⁃shelf

desktop machines and servers to demonstrate the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed software⁃defined code sched⁃
uling framework based on the transparent computing [15].

The pilot system uses VM technology to encapsulate the
codes of OSes and their applications. The computation or stor⁃
age can be scheduled and executed on three types of machines
or servers, namely, local machines, nearby fog/edge servers,
and remote cloud servers.

To simplify the implementation, a heuristic threshold⁃based
scheduling algorithm is designed to run when the performance
is below a predefined threshold. More details about the pilot
system can be found in [16].
4.2 Preliminary Results

Two sets of experiments are conducted to show the effective⁃
ness of the proposed framework. In all experiments, local ma⁃
chines use Intel Core i7 ⁃4790 (8 cores, 3.6 GHz) chips, with
12 GB DDR3 RAM, a 1TB Seagate 7200 rpm hard disk, and a
1 Gbps Realtek RTL8139C (plus Fast Ethernet) NIC. The near⁃
by fog/edge servers use Intel Xeon e5 ⁃ 2620 (24 cores, 2.0
GHz) chips, with 24 GB DDR3 1333 RAM, one 1 TB Western
Digital 7200 rpm RAID5 hard disk, and a 1 Gbps NetXtreme
BCM 5720 Gigabit Ethernet network card. Local machines and
nearby servers are connected by a TP⁃Link TLSG⁃1048 Ether⁃
net switch with 48 1 Gbps ports. The OS and software code are
encapsulated as VMs and scheduled to run at the local ma⁃
chines, nearby servers, and Amazon cloud servers, which are
configured with one virtual CPU, with 2 GB memory and a 50
GB hard disk. The nearby servers use XenServer 6.0.2 OS.
The local machines use Ubuntu 14.04, and a VM based on Vir⁃
tualBox 4.3.36 runs on every machine. The VMs run Windows
7 SP1 with 1024 × 768 (32⁃bit color depth) resolution. The lo⁃

cal machines access the VM running on the nearby server
through SSH virtual network computing (VNC) 1.0.29 and ac⁃
cess the VM running on the Amazon WorkSpace cloud server
through Amazon WorkSpace 2.0.8205 client.

First, we evaluate the performance under different scenarios
with standard 2D graphics test suite of PassMark Performance
Test 8.0. This test suite includes operations of drawing lines,
bitmaps, fonts, text, and GUI elements. To be more specific,
eight tests are: simple vector, complex vector, fonts and text,
Windows interface, image filters, image rendering, direct 2D,
and overall 2D performance. We also compare the performance
in three scenarios: scheduling code to run at the remote Ama⁃
zon cloud server, the fog/edge server (accessing with VNC),
and the local machine.

As shown in Table 1, the overall 2D performance of execut⁃
ing code on local machines outperforms that on the nearby fog/
edge server and the fog/edge outperforms the cloud. This
means that the performance is worse when the software codes
are executed farther away from the end user. However, in the
test of Windows interface, the fog/edge gets a slightly better
performance than the other two, and in the test of image render⁃
ing, the cloud achieves the best performance. These two tests
show that the performance will be better if the codes are sched⁃
uled to run at appropriate machines.

Second, we evaluate the video playback performance by
playing a 21 ⁃ second video clip, which has 320 × 240 pixels
and 24 frames per second, in the 1024 × 768 resolution with
Windows Media Player 12.0. The performance is measured
with slow⁃motion benchmarking [17], which uses a packet mon⁃
itor to capture network traffic for quantifing performance in a
non ⁃ invasive manner. The video playback quality defined in
the slow ⁃ motion benchmarking is taken as the performance
metric. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We evaluate the perfor⁃
mance under different scheduling strategies. In each schedul⁃
ing strategy, the network bandwidth is changed to see how it af⁃
fects the video quality. The video quality of the local machine
with 2 Mb bandwidth (nearly 1) is better than that of the fog/
edge server (nearly 0.11 with VNC) and the remote Cloud serv⁃
er (nearly 0.25) when the codes are scheduled to run at the lo⁃
cal machine. This result indicates that adaptive scheduling can

if Pls ≠ NULL then
Choose the best performance candidate from Places;
return i ;

else
return NULL;

end if

▼Table 1. Performance of 2D graphics (Scores)

Test
Simple vector
Complex vector
Fronts and text

Windows interface
Image filters

Image rendering
Direct 2D

Overall 2D Performance

Cloud
29

109.1
136.1
115.5
608
575
6.6

481.5

Fog/Edge
28.6
171.6
151.7
116.6
672
513
8.5
554

Local
38.8
191.5
159.9
109
725
507
13.8
659
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sharply enhance video playback quality, and such enhance⁃
ment substantially improves the end⁃user experience. A com⁃
parison of the video quality with different network bandwidths
shows that the video quality is highly sensitive to the band⁃
width. This also explains that our adaptive scheduling frame⁃
work can achieve better performance by scheduling the soft⁃
ware codes to run at machines with higher network bandwidth
to end users.

5 Conclusions
The recently emerging computing paradigms, such as fog/

edge computing, have brought great changes to the computing
environments for mobile end users and also numerous opportu⁃
nities for creative applications. However, the current cloud ⁃
centric or server⁃centric resource management and code sched⁃
uling mechanisms are not suitable in the complex computing
environment that consists of different Micro clouds or clouds.
Thus, we advocate for new and novel resource management
and code scheduling mechanism to deal with such a challenge
and elaborate the details of this vision. To illustrate this vision,
we proposed a software ⁃ defined scheduling framework to as⁃
sign or reassign computation and/or storage to appropriate ma⁃
chines, including peer computing devices, nearby fog/edge
servers and remote cloud servers. To demonstrate the effective⁃
ness in real world, we also developed a pilot system. The pilot
system shows that our vision and approach have good potential
to further improve the performance of end applications and us⁃
er experience in today’s emerging computing environments by
adaptively scheduling the codes to execute on appropriate ma⁃
chines. Further research and exploration are also called for re⁃
alizing such a transparent and user⁃centric approach to global⁃
ly achieve efficiency of resource utilization and optimal perfor⁃
mance of code execution.

▲Figure 4. Video quality performance.
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Abstract

The proliferation of the Internet of Everything (IoE) has pulled computing to the edge of the network, such as smart homes, autono⁃
mous vehicles, robots, and so on. The operating system as the manager of the computing resources, is also facing new challenges.
For IoE systems and applications, an innovative operating system is missing to support services, collect data, and manage the
things. However, IoE applications are all around us and increasingly becoming a necessity rather than a luxury. Therefore, it is im⁃
portant that the process of configuring and adding devices to the IoE is not a complex one. The ease of installation, operation, and
maintenance of devices on the network unarguably plays an important role in the wide spread use of IoE devices in smart homes
and everywhere else. In this paper, we propose Sofie, which is a smart operating system for the IoE. We also give the design of So⁃
fie. Sofie can be implemented via different IoT systems, such as Home Assistant, openHAB, and so on. In order to implement So⁃
fie to get some early experience, we leverage Home Assistant to build a prototype for the smart home. Our work shows that Sofie
could be helpful for practitioners to better manage their IoE systems.
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1 Introduction
ith the burgeoning of the Internet of Every⁃
thing (IoE), computing in our lives is shifting
from PC, mobile device, and cloud to the
things at the edge of the network [1]. More and

more data is generated as well as consumed at the edge of the
network. According to the report from Cisco Global Cloud In⁃
dex, the data produced by people, machines, and things will
reach 500 zettabytes by year 2019 [2]. Moreover, 45% of the
data contributed by the things will be stored, processed, ana⁃
lyzed, and acted upon close to, or at the edge of the network
[3]. While more devices and applications are coming out for
IoE, the operating system (OS) for IoE is still unavailable. Con⁃
ventional operating systems for PC and smart phones care
more about resource management. The application practitio⁃
ners directly use hardware resources since the hardware of a
computing platform is well⁃designed and forms a fixed environ⁃
ment. For cloud computing, a service provider will manage all
the hardware so that application practitioners only need to fo⁃
cus on the service. In this case, cloud computing OS is de⁃
signed as a service⁃oriented architecture, and various members
of the“as a Service”(aaS) family such as Software as a Service
(SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and Platform as a Ser⁃

vice (PaaS).
The IoE operating system should have similar functions as

traditional operating systems; however, there are several differ⁃
ences. In the IoE, similar as cloud computing, application prac⁃
titioners should not care about the hardware. However, unlike
cloud computing system that has service⁃oriented architecture,
an IoE operating system should be data ⁃oriented, considering
that most of the things are just passively collected and the re⁃
ported data are in a predefined manner. Moreover, IoE operat⁃
ing system should also be responsible for hardware manage⁃
ment like PC or smart phone operating systems. This is be⁃
cause the IoE is a highly dynamic system where devices are
added or removed frequently.

Therefore, traditional OS is not suitable for the IoE. In this
paper we introduce a smart operating system for the IoE—So⁃
fie. In Fig. 1, we compare the mobile operating system, cloud,
and Sofie. In the case of mobile device and PC, the operating
system focuses more on resource management and provides in⁃
terface for applications to access hardware resources since the
software and hardware are all fixed in a determinate machine.
When the applications want to access any hardware resource,
they can directly send a request to the operating system. On
the other hand, in the case of cloud computing, the users on
the front end might have limited information about hardware re⁃
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sources on the other end of the network. Therefore, the cloud
service providers should access the request and send a comput⁃
ing result back to the users in a distributed manner. For IoE,
Sofie faces new challenges [4]-[8]. Unlike the mobile, PC, and
cloud, where the hardware configuration is fixed to a certain ex⁃
tent, the things in IoE could be highly dynamic and unreliable.
Moreover, the things, which compose the back end of the para⁃
digm, usually have very limited computing resources (just pas⁃
sive report data and receive commands). To better serve the us⁃
ers on the front end, Sofie should be able to abstract the data
from the things and satisfy the front end by taking the comput⁃
ing back to Sofie, rather than forward the request to the things
on the back end.

Sofie is both data⁃oriented and things⁃oriented. The detailed
design of Sofie will be presented in the following several sec⁃
tions. In this paper, we would like to take smart homes as an
example to show how to implement Sofie in a domestic environ⁃
ment and how Sofie works to help practitioners better manage
their IoE environments.

We organize the remainder of this article as follows: In Sec⁃
tion 2, we present the design of Sofie with things management
and data management as two major functions. We further show
how Sofie looks like in a real IoE environment. We choose a
home as an environment for Sofie and present the architecture
of Sofie in Section 3. In Section 4, we review both commercial
and open source products for smart homes, and evaluate them
from different aspects. We introduce the implementation of So⁃
fie on top of Home Assistant and also show how Sofie works for
smart homes in Section 5. In Section 6 we present the lessons
learned through our work experience with smart homes. Final⁃
ly, the paper concludes in Section 7.

2 Design of Sofie
In the IoE, although there are various kinds of sensors and

devices that can produce data, they work in a passive manner
of data reporting, without adopting any action to process the da⁃
ta [9]- [11]. However, for practitioners, the generated data
could be leveraged for multipurpose use in the society. Such
utilization fields include video analysis, smart homes, smart cit⁃
ies, connected health, and more. All these fields treat data as

an indispensable ingredient. For example, data produced in a
smart home is consumed to improve the user experience for the
occupants; data captured by traffic cameras is retrieved to
track suspicious vehicles; data provided by the police depart⁃
ment or city hall is utilized to benefit the public; data collected
in connected health is used to facilitate communication among
hospitals, pharmacies, insurance companies and so on.

Given the significance of data in IoE applications and sys⁃
tems, as well as the underlying hardware, a data ⁃ driven and
thing⁃driven operating system is required in the IoE. In this pa⁃
per, we propose Sofie, which is a smart operating system for
the IoE. As shown in Fig. 2, Sofie is sitting between devices
and services, as both a service provider of the upper layer and
a hardware manager for underlying devices, to provide high
quality data through well performed things. For the IoE, Sofie
is the brain that manages data, devices, and services. For ser⁃
vice practitioners, Sofie is capable of reducing the complexity
of development by offering an abstracted data access interface.
In regard to functionality, Sofie is divided into two layers: the
things management and data management.

The general architecture design is shown in Fig. 3. On the
one hand, Sofie has the capability of maintaining all the con⁃
nected things, since most of the involved things just work pas⁃
sively to generate data, while their number is too large to be
tracked manually. On the other hand, Sofie is designed to en⁃
capsulate underlying things well, and only provide the data ac⁃
cess interface, since super⁃stratum services only care about the
data and do not need to know the low⁃ level status. In the re⁃
maining part of this session, we will introduce Sofie from the
views of things and data respectively.
2.1 Things Management

Taking control of different kinds of devices and sensors, So⁃
fie has responsibility to reduce human intervention work, and
coordinate all the devices to guarantee stable functionality and
performance. In order to support qualified performance, the
things management layer is made up of two parts: things config⁃
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uration and things maintenance.
2.1.1 Things Configuration

Things configuration includes things registration and re⁃
placement. Although manual operation is inevitable in this
part, Sofie takes care of all the remaining work after the device
is connected to the system. When a new device is connected to
the system, Sofie searches configuration files for its available
service. Meanwhile, the identity information of a new device is
recorded for Sofie to distinguish the new added device from
other devices.

If a device dies or does not perform well, Sofie would raise a
replacement request. Before the replacement happens, a com⁃
pensation method is needed to preserve the stable performance
and avoid any service interruption or damage to the system. In
a relatively small and closed environment, suspending all ser⁃
vices related to the malfunctioning device is a practicable
method. In a relatively large and open environment, where ser⁃
vices are more complex and mature, one alternative way is as⁃
signing the tasks of the malfunctioned device to adjacent devic⁃
es temporarily. After the replacement is complete, Sofie will re⁃
store the states of the malfunctioning device to the new one, in⁃
cluding the related services or functions.
2.1.2 Things Maintenance

Given the complexity and specificity of the IoE, it is not fea⁃
sible for a human to take care of all the devices [12]- [16].
Thus, things maintenance is actually the mechanism of self ⁃
management for Sofie. When there is no human intervention,
Sofie is the dominator to coordinate all the devices and sensors.

There are several ways to monitor health status of things. In
this paper, we propose the following two techniques that will
be implemented in Section 5.The general method is life check⁃
ing. For each device connected to Sofie, a heartbeat signal is
required to be sent to the system in regular time intervals. If no
heartbeat is received from a certain device, Sofie could figure
out the device is dead or disconnected from the system, and a

relevant compensation method could be
raised. In addition to life checking, which is
seen as the regular monitoring method, some
unconventional monitoring ways would be
very helpful in extraordinary situations. For
instance, when a device keeps sending heart⁃
beats, while sending irregular data to the sys⁃
tem compared to previous records, it can be
reasonably inferred that there is something
wrong with that device. Multimodality check⁃
ing is another way to monitor the health status
of things in Sofie. It harmoniously combines
the different capabilities of connected devices
as an auxiliary means to check the possible
failure of a certain device. Smart home is one
scenario that could implement this method.

Data could be used here including video/image information re⁃
corded by cameras, temperature information recorded by tem⁃
perature sensors, sound information recorded by acoustic sen⁃
sors, etc. Correspondingly, multimodality checking could be
adopted between a camera and a light, an audio system and an
acoustic sensor, an air conditioning system and a temperature
sensor and so on. To be specific, if a light component is not op⁃
erating normally, Sofie could invoke domestic security camera
to check if the light bulb works when its service is switched to
on mode. The camera could take a picture or a short video of
the surrounding environment of the light, and send it to the sys⁃
tem for analysis. Similar to life checking process, if a device is
observed to perform poorly, relevant remedial actions will be
initiated. These actions could call neighboring devices to tem⁃
porarily share the task of the broken device, or ask for a re⁃
placement.
2.2 Data Management

As a things⁃driven and data⁃driven operating system, data is
another criterion to Sofie. Data management contains not only
data quality, but also data storage and data access.
2.2.1 Data Quality

As we discussed before, the IoE is a broad concept, includ⁃
ing different kinds of hardware that anyone can think of.
Things in it could be as small as a motion sensor, or as large as
a city. Due to the limitation of computational capacity, energy
capacity and so on, most of the things only produce data in a
passive way. Due to unstable wireless connection and volatile
environment, the IoE is fragile to some extent. Considering the
unreliable environment of the IoE, it is important that the data
is of high quality, which means the data should be valid, com⁃
plete, and timely. In general, the data quality of Sofie could be
evaluated by two criteria: history pattern and reference data.

Data easily form a certain pattern due to the periodical activ⁃
ity of human and nature. To detect abnormal data and provide
high quality data, historical data records could be employed by
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some data mining algorithms. If newly acquired data differ sig⁃
nificantly from the history pattern, Sofie would analyze the rea⁃
son for that, which could be device failure, communication in⁃
terface change, or hostile attack.

In some cases, it is unavoidable that some devices or sen⁃
sors malfunction. For example, in the case of several traffic
cameras over road junctions where one traffic camera malfunc⁃
tions and keeps sending low quality data, the data processed
by nearby cameras could be leveraged as the reference before
a replacement is complete.
2.2.2 Data Storage

Data storage is integral to Sofie data management. Underly⁃
ing devices of Sofie generate a large variety of data every day.
Some of the data is just redundant, while some could be valu⁃
able for future use. To cater the design that service should be
isolated from things, valuable data should be abstracted before
being stored in the database.

The database in Sofie is used to record the following four
kinds of information:

•Device information. When a new device is added to Sofie,
the identity information is recorded, as well as some con⁃ figu⁃
ration related information, such as related services. When a re⁃
placement happens, this kind of information could be used to
restore previous configuration.

•State history. Basically, the state of a device could be di⁃
vided into three cases: on, off, and unreachable. Both on and
off indicate the device is available to the system, while un⁃
reachable state shows the device is disconnected. State infor⁃
mation is significant for Sofie to manage things.

•Event history. It records every action of a device triggered
by a related service. Event history would be useful when ana⁃
lyzing the history pattern of a certain device, or retrieving an
event at a given time.

•File path. This is an alternative information, specifically
designed for systems that include cameras. For such systems,
video or image storage usually consumes a significant amount
of space. Therefore, storing file paths in database is meaning⁃
ful for secondary development.
2.2.3 Data Access

Without a uniform programming interface, developers would
spend considerable time and effort to get data from different de⁃
vices. Created for upper layer service, a programming interface
is developed to make data access in the IoE flexible and conve⁃
nient to service practitioners, as well as a tool against potential
malicious attacks. Utilizing the database, the developer is able
to utilize the unified interface to get abstracted data from Sofie.

3 Sofie at Home
In this section, we present the home environment as an ex⁃

ample for Sofie, show how to design and implement a home OS

based on Sofie, and address the widespread latency challenge
in smart home environment.

The design of Sofie at home is shown in Fig. 4, including
seven components: the communication adapter, event hub, da⁃
tabase, self ⁃ learning engine, application programming inter⁃
face, service registry, and name management that stretches
across other components.

To integrate a device into Sofie, the communication adapter
gets access to the device by the embedded drivers. These driv⁃
ers are responsible for sending commands to devices and col⁃
lecting state data (raw data) from them. Sitting between devices
and the event hub, the communication adapter packages differ⁃
ent communication methods that come from various kind of de⁃
vices, while providing a uniform interface for upper layers’in⁃
vocation. In this way, developers and users do not need to deal
with multiple kinds of communication methods when manipu⁃
lating the system. Moreover, it only provides abstracted data to
upper layer components, reducing privacy risk to some extent.

As the core of the architecture, the event hub maps to two
layers in the logical view: the data management and self⁃man⁃
agement layers. The event hub is responsible for capturing sys⁃
tem events and sending instructions to lower levels. Those in⁃
structions are smart commands based on machine learning de⁃
veloped through communication with the self⁃ learning engine.
It collects requests from services and sends them to the com⁃
munication adapter, and in turn, collects abstracted data from
the communication adapter and sends them to upper layers.
The database is another component in the data management
layer. As a data⁃oriented system, Sofie generates large amount
of data every day, which contains valuable information related
to user preferences and settings. The event hub stores data in
the database. The data stored in the database is utilized by the
self⁃learning engine that belongs to the self⁃management layer.
The self⁃learning engine creates a learning model. This learn⁃
ing model called the self⁃learning model acts as an input to the
event hub to provide decision ⁃making capability. To provide
better user experience, the self⁃learning engine is developed to
analyze user behavior, generate the personal model for the us⁃
er, and help improve the system.

The application programming interface (API) and service
registry are located in the upper layers of the system, and are
utilized by third⁃party services. Developers are encouraged to
use Sofie APIs to communicate with the event hub, and regis⁃
ter their services with the system.

Required by all the layers, the name management module
helps the system keep devices organized. When a new device
is registered with the system, this module allocates a name for
it using the following rule: location (where), role (who), and da⁃
ta description (what). This rule is complied by all the layers.

The design of Sofie is quite flexible to accommodate multi⁃
ple functionality. Recently, with the cognitive technique devel⁃
opment, there is a growing market for voice⁃controllable smart
home products like Amazon Echo [17], Google Home [18], and
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Apple HomePod [19]. Such audio⁃based function is able to be
realized in Sofie as a registered service, with the presence of
suitable Natural Language Processing (NLP) model [20].

4 Smart Home Systems
There are many systems that can be used to build a smart

home. We did not build Sofie from scratch but tried to utilize
available systems to fulfill our concepts. In this section, we
will review both commercial and open source products for
smart homes.
4.1 Commercial Products

With the proliferation of the high ⁃ speed Internet and IoE,
more and more products for the smart home are also available
on the market. A smart device such as iRobot, Philips Hue,
and Nest learning thermostat shows that homeowners are ready
to embrace smart devices in their daily lives. Amazon Echo,
Samsung SmartThings, and Google Home provide a hub and us⁃
er interface for occupants to interact with connected devices.
HomeOS from Microsoft and HomeKit
from Apple enable a framework for com⁃
municating with and controlling connect⁃
ed accessories in a smart home.

Although there are a bunch of choices
on the market to implement a smart
home, the lack of proprietary software
APIs and competitors’product support
makes it hard to use commercial smart
home systems in our project.
4.2 Open Source Systems

Despite the commercial products on
the market, there are several communi⁃
ties that worked on open source projects

for home automation systems. In this section,
we compare the popular open source systems
that can be used in a smart home, and hope
this information could be helpful for the prac⁃
titioners who plan to leverage open source
home automation system in their own work.

In Table 1, we compared six open source
systems from various aspects including pro⁃
gramming languages and documentation sup⁃
port. Different object ⁃ oriented programming
languages are used in these systems such as
Python, Java, C++, C#, and Perl. We also in⁃
spected the lines of code for each system. We
found out that all the systems’lines of source
code fall into the similar magnitude between
100,000 to 1,000,000. Most of the systems ex⁃
cept MisterHouse [21] use HTML to provide
an interface to interact with the end user on

the front end. Some of the systems also developed front end na⁃
tive mobile applications for iOS and Android such as Home As⁃
sistant [22], openHAB [23], and HomeGenie [24]. Becides Mis⁃
terHouse, all of the other systems offer an API for the practitio⁃
ners to utilize their data and functions. For the data storage,
Home Assistant, Domoticz [25], and HomeGenie use SQLite
database. OpenHAB and Freedomotic [26] provide data persis⁃
tence service to the user, which means the user can freely im⁃
plement customized database through the offered interface. In
MisterHouse, the history data is not stored, and the users need
to code directly into the source file if they want to implement
automation methods. Meanwhile in all of the other systems, au⁃
tomation can be implemented through scripts file. Moreover,
for Home Assistant, openHAB, and Freedomotic, automation
could also be easily implemented by offering“trigger⁃condition
⁃action”rules. All of the systems can be running on multiple
platforms such as Linux, Windows, and Mac OS.

In the previous sections, we talked about our design of de⁃
vice abstraction and data abstraction. During the review, we
found out that none of the current open source systems offered
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▲Figure 4. Design of Sofie at home.

▼Table 1. Comparison of smart home systems
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data abstraction function, which means they only store the raw
data reported by the devices. Only Home Assistant and open⁃
HAB implement device abstraction. They can isolate devices
from services by abstracting the role of devices. In this way,
services do not need to know the physical information of devic⁃
es such as IP and MAC addresses.

Documentation is the last index we used to evaluate the sys⁃
tems. A well written and maintained document is extremely
helpful for the practitioners to install, configure, and manage
the system. Home Assistant, openHAB, and Freedomotic pro⁃
vide good documents for the users.

Based on our evaluation of the above open source systems,
we decided to use Home Assistant and openHAB in our proj⁃
ect since their architectures fit our design better. We eventual⁃
ly chose Home Assistant over openHAB since Python has less
overhead than Java, and the Home Assistant community is
more active with updates and latest device support.

5 Implementation
In this section, we will introduce the architecture of Home

Assistant and the implementation of Sofie on top of it.
5.1 Architecture of Home Assistant
Fig. 5 shows the architecture of Home Assistant. For the

things with open APIs (as most of the products on the market
are), there are usually some third party libraries written in Py⁃
thon by the community. Home Assistant utilizes those libraries
and abstract things into different components. Then on top of
the components is the core of Home Assistant, where a state
machine, an event bus, and a service registry are supported to
control and manage the components. A user interface is offered
on top of the Home Assistant core for users to access the home
information and control devices. Home automation is also sup⁃
ported by providing a YAML (YAML Ain’t Markup Language)
[27] configuration file.
5.2 Sofie on Top of Home Assistant

Based on the comparison of open source smart home sys⁃
tems, we chose the communication layer of Home Assistant as
the substructure, and developed Sofie on top of it. As we
claimed in the previous section, Home Assistant has imple⁃
mented device abstraction in a comprehensive way. More than
600 components are supported by Home Assistant, and univer⁃
sal interfaces are provided for different kinds of devices. We
use Home Assistant as an open source package to build Sofie
prototype because Home Assistant solves the driver issue,
which facilitates the creation of Sofie, and avoids redundant
work.

To successfully implement functions required by Sofie, we
modified the components in the event bus layer and service lay⁃
er, as shown in Fig. 6. In comparison with Home Assistant,
which focuses on the functionality of the system, Sofie pays at⁃

tention to both functionality and the self⁃management of devic⁃
es. To demonstrate Sofie’s capability of data management and
things management, we conducted several preliminary experi⁃
ments by leveraging Home Assistant framework.
5.2.1 Database Renovation

Home Assistant uses SQLite as the default back end data⁃
base to store historical data. There are four tables in the data⁃
base:
•The events table records what type of event happens of what

device and at what time. It is frequently updated once a ser⁃
vice is registered, a new platform is connected, or a device
state is changed, and the detailed information will be stored
in this table.

•The recorder runs table records the start and end time of the
whole system. It only updates when Home Assistant starts
or ends.

•The schema changes table records the system update histo⁃
ry. It seldom receives and stores new data compared to other
tables.

•The states table records changes in device status, including
the last changed time and last updated time. It is an active
table since the device state changes from time to time in the
smart home environment.
To successfully realize the functionality of Sofie, we added

the following two tables. One is the IP address table to store
the IP addresses of registered devices. It updates when new de⁃
vices are added to the system, when a replacement occurs, or
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▲Figure 5. Architecture of Home Assistant.
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when a connected device changes the IP address. The life
checking component relies on this table to check the reach ⁃
ability of registered devices. The other is the file path table to
store the image/video files recorded by security cameras. Vid⁃
eo images are important information for both Sofie and top lay⁃
er services. For Sofie, this information could be utilized in de⁃
vice management. More details will be discussed in 5.2.4. Ser⁃
vices built on top of Sofie may need to fetch historical image
data to finish the tasks. For instance, this table could provide
the path of related files to a service by analyzing historical data
when the service needs to track a specific person or an event.
The update frequency of this table depends on the setting and
could vary greatly. In our experiment, it is only updated when
a certain event occurs.
5.2.2 Life Checking

Based on the Sofie design discussed in Section 2, monitor⁃
ing the healthy status of devices could help maintain system
performance. The general method to track the devices is life
checking. Considering the passive character of most devices,
the core is set as the action initiator to start the life checking.

In our configuration, all the IP addresses
in the database are attempted in a round⁃
robin manner by the system every five min⁃
utes. If an IP address could not be ac⁃
cessed, Sofie will suspend its current con⁃
figuration and mark the state as“unreach⁃
able”both in database and user interface.
Otherwise, the working state will be dis⁃
played on the user interface. Generally
speaking,“unreachable”is not necessary
because of device failure just because the
user turned off the device through its phys⁃
ical switch, or due to environment power
outage.
Fig. 7 is an example of a user interface

with life checking function. There are four
devices in the living room: a table lamp
controlled by a smart switch, ceiling lights
composed of several smart light bulbs, a
smart thermostat, and Chromecast. During
the life checking round, the Chromecast is
inaccessible, and therefore the user inter⁃
face displays“unreachable”as its current
state.
5.2.3 APIs

Sofie provides two APIs for practitio⁃
ners to work with: a Python API inherited
from Home Assistant to interact with
things, and a database application pro⁃
gramming interface (DB ⁃ API) for SQLite
database. With the Python API shown in

Fig. 8, developers can connect to Sofie remotely with IP ad⁃
dress and password combination, get data from Sofie, and also
control the devices. With DB⁃API shown in Fig. 9, developers
can connect to the Sofie database directly if the service only
cares about the home data.
5.2.4 Multimodality Checking

Another way to check the healthy status of devices is multi⁃
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▲Figure 6. Architecture of Sofie on top of Home Assistant.

▲Figure 7. Home Assistant user interface with life checking.
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modality checking. When a new device is registered, the user
is allowed to set up a rule for multimodality checking. The rule
manner is Name_of_device1: multimodal: name_of_device2.
This rule states that Device 2 will be invoked when Sofie
checks the healthy status of Device 1. Such status check rela⁃
tionship could exist in different kinds of devices such as light
and camera, AC system and temperature sensor, and sound sys⁃
tem and acoustic sensor. In the preliminary experiment, we
used light and camera as an example, in which the security
camera plays a key role in taking pictures and utilizing vision
related libraries to process the captured images. Assuming a
relatively dark background, Sofie checks if the light is operat⁃
ing normally by triggering the camera to take a picture when
the light turns on and compare it with a previously saved one
when the light was off. Then Sofie retrieves the vision related li⁃
brary to compare the difference between the two images to
check if the light successfully turned on.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the multimodality checking process.

The pictures in Figs. 10a and 10b are taken from the same an⁃
gle, and the same applies to Figs. 10c and 10d. The generated
gray level histogram of each picture is shown in Fig. 11. Figs.
11c and 11f are the gray level histogram of difference image of
Figs. 10a and 10b, and Figs. 10c and 10d respectively. To ana⁃
lyze the grey level images, an appropriate threshold method is
meaningful [28]. As a preliminary experiment, we set the
threshold of pixel gray level to 50. That is, if more than half of
the pixels are larger than 50 in the image difference gray level
histogram, the system treats the light as turned on. The same
method standard can also be used to confirm the light is turned

off. During the preliminary experiment, the average response
time is 220 ms for a complete multimodality checking process,
which including taking picture, transferring message, compar⁃
ing two pictures, and getting the conclusion. Multimodality
checking is not limited to monitoring a light’s state. In a ma⁃
ture smart home running Sofie, the security camera has the
ability to check several devices such as a smart stove and a
washer machine.
5.2.5 Configuration File

When Sofie starts, it will reach out to the configuration file
to set up the initial smart home environment. Inherited from
Home Assistant, the configuration file is consisted of two parts:
1) default settings, including the user interface (username and
password) and geographic location (longitude, latitude, time
zone, etc.); 2) custom settings input by the user, telling the sys⁃
tem what kind of device is ready to connect and what kind of
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◀Figure 9.
DB⁃API example code
for Sofie.

# Python⁃API interface for Sofie inherited from HA
import homeassistant.remote as remote
# Connect to Sofie Hub
api = remote.API(‘192.168.0.1’,‘YOUR_PASSWORD’)
# Get available services, events, and entities
services = remote.get_services(api)
events = remote.get_event_listeners(api)
entities = remote.get_states(api)

# DB⁃API interface for SQLite databases
import sqlite3
# Connect to database
comm = sqlite3.connect(‘Sofie.db’)
c = conn.cursor()
# Query data from database
c.execute(“SELECT * FROM event_data WHERE
entity_id=’switch.livingronn_switch’”)
# Save (commit) the changes
conn.comit()
# Close the connection
conn.close()

◀Figure 8.
Python API example
code for Sofie.

Figure 10.▶
Camera snapshots

when light turns
on/off. d) Light on

a) Light off

b) Light on

c) Light off



service is required. A sample configuration file is shown in
Fig. 12. Usually, same kind of devices are grouped to the same
component, then distinguished by different platforms (brands)
and IP addresses. Fig. 12b defines one media player (Roku
TV), one light group (control through Phillips Hue), and two se⁃
curity cameras (Amcrest camera, and MJPEG camera). Accord⁃
ing to this configuration file, the living room camera is in⁃
volved in the multimodality checking of light.

In this section, we introduced how we implement Sofie for a
smart home, and we also showed how to implement our design
on the top of an open source system. An open source package
of Sofie is going to be released on our website soon.

6 Discussion
Here, we share some lessons and experience we have

learned during the design and development of a smart home.
6.1 Latency in Sofie at Home

In a smart home, the response time is an important metric to
determine whether a smart home system is satisfactory or not
[29]- [35]. Sofie is no exception. Back in 1968, Miller de⁃
scribed computer mainframe responsiveness in three different
orders of magnitude [36]: 1) 100 ms is perceived as instanta⁃
neous; 2) 1 s or less is fast enough for the user to interact with

the system in a free way; 3) 10 s or more reduces the user’s in⁃
terest. Generally speaking, controlling the response time under
1 s is sufficient for the satisfactory functionality of the smart
home implementation, and meeting user expectations.
Fig. 13 shows the latency of turning on light in both conven⁃
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a) Default settings

f) Image difference

◀Figure 11.
Gray level histogram
corresponding to the
snapshots in Fig. 10.

a) Light off b) Light on c) Image difference

d) Light off e) Light on

▲Figure 12. Configuration file example code for Sofie.
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tional and smart home scenarios. When a user walks to a physi⁃
cal switch position to turn on the light (Fig. 13a), we assume T1
is the time that takes a user to physically walk to the light
switch position, and T2 is the time to switch the light from off
to on position, then the total response time is T1+T2 ≈ T1 sinceT2 is perceived as instantaneous (T2 ≈ 0). Therefore, the laten⁃
cy is T1 in this scenario. On the other hand, in Sofie the re⁃
sponse time for turning on the light consists of three parts (Fig.
13b): The time for user sending the command by voice or user
interface (T1), that for Sofie parsing the command to determine
the object and action (T2), and that for Sofie turning on the
light according to the command (T3). For the user, the expected
response time is counted after he actuates the command (T1 ≈
0). Thus, the response time is T2+T3. As discussed earlier, the
response time should be limited to 1 s for the user to interact
freely and easily with the system. That is T2+T3 ≤ 1 s. During
this process, many factors could potentially contribute to the la⁃
tency, including software components, hardware configuration,
and network conditions. In our preliminary experiment, turning
on the light via a user interface takes less than 200 ms for an
event from initiation to completion in a stable Wi⁃Fi environ⁃
ment. However, if the light is turned on by using a voice⁃con⁃
trolled service, Sofie will face more challenges by spending
more time in capturing and parsing voice commands [37], [38].
This is mainly due to dependence on NLP models. Thus, a well
⁃ trained NLP model and search engine are urgently required
for a satisfactory response time in Sofie.
6.2 Lessons and Experience

Whether it is a technical or non ⁃ technical task, there is a
minimum skill level required to complete the task on hand. De⁃
pending on the task complexity and the field the task belongs
to, knowledge in more than one field or area might be required.

Converting a non⁃smart home to a smart one requires some
knowledge in software, hardware, and networking. For a non ⁃
technical homeowner, the Do⁃It⁃Yourself (DIY) task of convert⁃
ing a non⁃smart home to a smart one can be difficult and over⁃
whelming. It will take several trials and errors before such a
task is completed successfully. As an example, a DIY wireless

surveillance system project will require 1) hardware configura⁃
tion, 2) software installation and configuration, and 3) mainte⁃
nance. Therefore, there is a considerable amount of manual
work involved that most homeowners will find cumbersome.

Open source home automation software like Home Assistant
provides a solution for integrating various home automation sys⁃
tems into one single solution via a uniform user interface. Al⁃
though such open source software is vendor⁃ neutral, hardware/
protocol⁃agnostic, extensible, and platform independent, a ho⁃
meowner has to invest a considerable amount of time in learn⁃
ing its concept and architecture in order to setup a customized
smart home. The steep learning curve revolves around the set⁃
up and configuration of the system. That is, the existing open
source software is neither plug and play nor a commercial off⁃
the⁃shelf (COTS) product.

In addition to that, the current open source software is still
not a data ⁃oriented system; therefore, it does not involve ma⁃
chine learning. To further elaborate on that point, an experi⁃
enced smart home user can utilize external software by creat⁃
ing scripts to communicate with the open source software. As
an example, a user can use software like Blueiris to consume
open source software API in order to trigger events. As an ex⁃
ample, Blueiris can communicate with Home Assistant to turn
on lights, TV, and so on when motion is detected. That is, any
device (thing) on the home automation bus can be controlled re⁃
motely when motion is detected.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed Sofie, a smart operating system

for the IoE, and discussed its design and implementation. We
illustrated the design of Sofie at home and the significance of
latency in a smart home environment. We then compared open
source and commercial smart home systems that are available
on the market nowadays. When explaining the implementation
of Sofie in detail, we attempted to discuss a few of IoE⁃associat⁃
ed challenges that are related to configuration and mainte⁃
nance. In general, whether it is a smart home or a connected
vehicle, the user experience is very critical to the success of
IoE applications. If it is hard to configure, maintain, and com⁃
municate with devices, the smart home experience will not be
successful. If it takes 30 seconds to turn on a light remotely,
the chances are that the user would not use the application for
long. We showed that Sofie could be helpful in the IoE to prac⁃
titioners to better manage their things, data, and services.
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The main characteristics of HCOS are introduced and two typical applications are illustrated in this paper.
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1 Introduction
loud computing is an emerging business comput⁃
ing model. It is seen as the third IT revolution fol⁃
lowing the personal computer revolution and the
Internet revolution. It brings a fundamental

change in lifestyle, production methods and business models.
It integrates or segments physical resources into resource pools
by using virtualization technology. Then a variety of applica⁃
tions could use virtualized resources according to their actual
demands. Classically, cloud computing systems provide three
main categories of cloud computing services: Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a
Service (SaaS). The supporting system of the three types of
cloud services is cloud computing platform, which is usually
built above large data centers.

The core software of cloud computing platform is cloud oper⁃
ating system (COS), which is also called cloud platform. COS
is a set of control systems for applications running in the cloud
environment. It works on hardware and legacy operating sys⁃
tem, manages and schedules all resources, provides fundamen⁃
tal resource services and operation environments for cloud ap⁃

plications. From a technology perspective, COS defines a set of
standard interfaces between cloud resources and cloud applica⁃
tions, ensuring the efficient and standardized use of resources.
COS is also built with a set of efficient task and resource sched⁃
uling models, used to decide how to efficiently manage and al⁃
locate system resources.

Existing cloud operating system is divided into two parts:
PaaS and IaaS. The two parts are completely independent and
could be deployed or used respectively. The IaaS manages
computing, storage and networking resources and provides ba⁃
sic resource services to the PaaS or to users directly. The PaaS
supports the full life cycle management of cloud applications,
including coding, testing, deployment and maintenance. It
could be built on a traditional data center or on an IaaS⁃based
cloud data center.

IaaS plus PaaS is a typical and complete cloud solution. For
example, an architecture for cloud brokering given in [1] imple⁃
ments dependability properties in an end⁃to⁃end way involving
different cloud actors and all over cloud service models includ⁃
ing SaaS, PaaS and IaaS. However, in such systems with inde⁃
pendent IaaS layer and PaaS layer, these two parts have their
own message mechanisms and dependent scheduling models,
which may cause some problems such as resource state incon⁃
sistency[2]. In addition, IaaS cannot perceive the global de⁃
mand of the development or the task for high⁃level applications
of PaaS layer, so it cannot make optimal scheduling operations.

This work was supported in part by Sichuan Provincial Public Security
Bureau of China under Grant No. 2015TD0002, Unicom Cloud Data Co., Ltd
of China under Grant No. 2013JQ0005, and Science and Technology
Department of Sichuan Province under Grant no. 2017HH0075.
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We call this as an IaaS and PaaS isolation problem (IPI prob⁃
lem for abbreviation). Moreover, there are usually massive het⁃
erogeneous resources in cloud computing environment. Cur⁃
rently, the unified management of heterogeneous resources
(and operating systems) is not well supported in existing cloud
operating systems.

IaaS and PaaS are becoming integrated [3]. In this context,
aiming at solving the IPI problem and providing the unified
management for heterogeneous resources, a new six ⁃ layered
cloud operating system architecture is proposed in this paper,
which is based on the theory of operating system. According to
the architecture, a new unified Hua⁃Cloud Computing System
(HCOS) is presented and described.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the architecture model, and the design of
HCOS, Section 3 discusses the performance comparison and
analysis of HCOS and a few existing cloud operating systems.
The related work is discussed in Section 4 and the summary of
our research work is given in Section 5.

2 Design and Implementation of HCOS

2.1 A Six⁃Layered Architecture Model of COS
According to the requirements of industrial application and

the limitations of existing COS, we present a new unified cloud
operating system architecture model referring to the theory of
traditional operating system (Fig. 1).

As can be seen from Fig. 1, this cloud operating system from
the inside to the outside has a total of six layers, and is divided

into the kernel mode (from layer 1 to layer 5) and the user
mode (layer 6). The working mechanism of this six⁃layer archi⁃
tecture is similar to the operating system (OS) of personal com⁃
puter. It has distinctive features and advantages compared with
the existing COS architecture. A cloud operating system de⁃
signed and implemented in this six⁃layered architecture model
can provide both IaaS and PaaS abilities in an integrated way.

The six layers are as follows.
1) Cloud Infrastructure Environment (CIE). It is the first layer

and in the most central part within the six ⁃ layered model,
which indicates the basic environment of cloud computing.
It corresponds to the basis hardware of legacy OS. However,
it does not belong to the cloud operating system itself. CIE
is just used to define the raw infrastructure resource man⁃
aged by the cloud operating system.

2) Common Infrastructure Interface Layer (CI2). The second
layer is CI2, which corresponds to the driver layer of legacy
OS. It provides drivers for resources of the infrastructure en⁃
vironment.

3) Abstract Resource Management Layer (ARML). The third
layer is ARML, corresponding to the hardware abstraction
layer of traditional OS. It achieves an abstract management
of all resources defined in the first layer.

4) Basic System Layer (BSL). The fourth layer named BSL is
the kernel of COS, corresponding to the logical resource lay⁃
er (also known as the“kernel”) of traditional OS. It supports
applications of upper layers directly, and consists of OS in⁃
stalled computing systems, file systems and database sys⁃
tems (with prepared storage devices). Applications are run⁃
ning over this basic layer, similar to applications running
over logic resource layer of traditional OS.

5) Enterprise System Layer (ESL). The fifth layer is ESL,
which is also the function layer of cloud operating system,
corresponding to the system call layer of traditional OS. The
main function of this layer is providing business functions.
By calling these functions, cloud applications can combine
with basic system and then form complete business systems.
The ESL also schedules business system in accordance with
application requirements. Moreover, in order to adapt to the
development trend of big data, it can provide special inte⁃
grated data management and processing abilities.

6) User Service Layer (USL). The sixth layer is USL, corre⁃
sponding to the library function and human⁃computer inter⁃
action layer of traditional OS. The main function of this lay⁃
er is to provide a series of service interfaces, so that users
can use cloud operating system conveniently. Through this
layer, cloud operating system can be exposed the same abili⁃
ties as traditional IaaS or PaaS platform. Obviously, cloud
operating system can be used as an IaaS or a PaaS platform.

2.2 HCOS—A Implementation of Six⁃Layered Model
HCOS was designed and implemented according to the six⁃

layered cloud operating system model. Its overall system archi⁃

ARML: abstract resource management layer
BSL: basic system layer
CI2: common infrastructure interface layer

CIE: cloud infrastructure environment
ESL: enterprise system layer
USL: user service layer

▲Figure 1. Six⁃layered COS architecture model.
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tecture is shown in Fig. 2.
The six layers of HCOS are also CIE, CI2, ARML, BSL, ESL

and USL. The basic resources of HCOS could come from pub⁃
lic clouds, private clouds or hybrid clouds. ARML takes re⁃
sources as standard computing, storage, networking, and soft⁃
ware templates (including operating systems, database sys⁃
tems, etc.). BSL manages all the instances of the resources
coming from ARML. ESL is composed of a number of basic sys⁃
tem instances on demand. And USL provides a variety of busi⁃
ness systems, resources and capabilities to the user as services.
In addition, HCOS also includes Common Monitoring Logging
Management (CML) and Unified Security Centre (USC). Above
HCOS, we can provide different cloud services through corre⁃
sponding portals, such IaaS portal, PaaS portal, and uniform
cloud portal. The overall architecture of HCOS will be de⁃
scribed in detail.

1) CIE
In HCOS, CIE supports heterogeneous infrastructure envi⁃

ronment, including common physical infrastructure (comput⁃
ing, networking and storage devices), virtualized infrastructure
(virtualized computing, networking and storage devices) and
other cloud infrastructure platform. HCOS can support a vari⁃
ety of mainstream virtualization systems such as the Kernel ⁃
based Virtual Machine (KVM), Microsoft Hyper ⁃ V and VM⁃
ware ESXi. At the same time, it also supports physical and vir⁃
tual resources provided by mainstream public cloud platforms
such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), or private cloud plat⁃
forms such as OpenStack. Furthermore, HCOS implements a
comprehensive support for hybrid IT architecture by combin⁃
ing internal and external resource services, based on a combi⁃
nation of internal and public clouds.

2) CI2
As mentioned above, hybrid IT structure is supported in

HCOS, so CI2 integrates a variety of different control interfac⁃
es, including the driver interfaces of physical resources (host,
network, and storage), virtual resources (from different virtual⁃

ization systems) and the resources of multiple
cloud platforms. In this layer, all driver interfaces
are described as a general resource object format
defined by the ARML, so as to achieve the purpose
of uniform resource management.

3) ARML
In HCOS，ARML is used to manage and dis⁃

patch all resources. The basic facilities in ARML
include compute, network and storage resources.
The computing unit, the network unit, and the stor⁃
age unit are defined in this layer. The core object
of a computing unit includes the CPU, memory,
disk, network card and other components of a host.
The core object of a network unit includes switch,
router, and IP, and additional components such as
load balancing, firewall, etc. The core object of a
memory cell includes disk volumes, file systems
and block devices. In addition to the management
of hardware infrastructure resources, the manage⁃
ment of basic software resources is very important.

4) BSL
BSL is the core of HCOS, also called the logic

layer. It is mainly used to provide resource instanc⁃
es based on all software resources and collabora⁃
tive infrastructure resources. All layers under BSL
just manage the basic resources, which are not di⁃
rectly available to the cloud application. So all the
software and hardware resources are combined in
this layer to become the system level resource ser⁃
vices to support the operation of cloud applica⁃
tions. Main objects managed in this layer include
computing system, network system, storage system
and database management system.

5) ESL
In HCOS, ESL works as the kernel layer. It is

ARML: abstract resource management layer
AWS: Amazon Web Services
BSL: basic system layer
CI2: common infrastructure interface layer
CIE: cloud infrastructure environment

CMLC: common monitor & log center
ESL: enterprise system layer
IaaS: infrastructure as a service
KVM: Kernel⁃based Virtual Machine

ORMS: overall resource management

PaaS: platform as a service
USL: user service layer

USMC: unified security management center

▲Figure 2. Detailed system architecture of HCOS.
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used to implement practical supports for HCOS applications.
The way is to build an application system which can run busi⁃
ness applications, and to coordinate the resource allocation for
applications in order to achieve the best resource utilization.
ESL provides standard application program interfaces (APIs),
so that USL can call all functions of this layer.

The functions of ESL can be divided into three kinds: the ap⁃
plication deployment, the operation and management of cloud
applications, and the management of data. All messages from
the three types of functions are processed in a business system
event center. The event center is the message bus of HCOS.

6) USL
In HCOS, USL can invoke three kinds of services directly.

The first kind is basic system services, such as physical hosts,
virtual hosts, virtual networks, object storage, and elastic load
balancing service. The second kind of services are on top of
the basic system, including programming environment and run⁃
ning environment, such as database service, middleware, appli⁃
cation deployment kit, and elastically stretchable application
architecture. The third kind is big data processing services and
business data services. This is especially for big data applica⁃
tions.

USL has a process orchestration module, which can organize
the order of multiple services to realize user specified work⁃
flow. All services are registered on the HCOS service bus. The
service bus receives these registrations from the APIs invocat⁃
ed in the corresponding service layer. Based on the abilities of
the service bus and process orchestration, various services can
be combined to form complete business applications. This ap⁃
proach provides a flexible extension of human⁃computer inter⁃
action. Users can redefine the business model of COS accord⁃
ing to their actual demands.

In addition, USL includes a command⁃line tool which is sim⁃
ilar to the shell command in a traditional OS. It is also a basic
and important human ⁃ computer interaction tool, which pro⁃
vides a means of interacting with HCOS where the user (or cli⁃
ent) issues commands to the system in the form of successive
lines of text (command lines). Users can call all functional
APIs of HCOS kernel layer through entering Python commands
into the command ⁃ line tool. Moreover, HCOS allows users to
call functional APIs with other programming languages by
building other forms of command⁃line tools or graphical portals.

7) Common Monitor & Log Center (CMLC)
The functions of CMLC include:

•Log management: providing the monitoring and log manage⁃
ment of all components in HCOS

•Physical environment monitoring: providing the monitoring
and log management of physical environment

• Virtual environment monitoring: providing the monitoring
and log management of virtual environment

•Basic system monitoring: providing the monitoring and log
management of various basic systems

•Business system monitoring: providing the monitoring and

log management of all instances of business systems
•Service monitoring: providing the monitoring and log man⁃

agement of running and calling of all services.
8) Unified Security Management Center (USMC)
The USMC is the function enhancement of HCOS from secu⁃

rity perspective, mainly including user tenant management,
role rights management, identity management, red and white
list management, security equipment extension, virtualization,
security and logs audit, etc. The red and white list manage⁃
ment aims at making some constraints on resource access for
certain tenants and users. The security equipment extension
function supports effective integration of traditional security
devices and systems into the basic system layer, such as fire⁃
walls, virus protection, intrusion detection, encryption systems
and other external systems. Therefore, it can provide compre⁃
hensive security protection for business system. Virtualization
security includes new security methods achieved with virtual⁃
ization technology, and new security protections against virtual⁃
ization security risks. It mainly refers to the security enhance⁃
ment method implemented in the virtualization layer. The uni⁃
fied security management mechanism integrates a set of securi⁃
ty policies adapted to user scenarios to meet different require⁃
ments.
2.3 Key Features

Two key features of HCOS are summarized as follows.
1) Unified messaging mechanism
Current IaaS and PaaS platforms are isolated in resource

management, leading to a weak performance caused by differ⁃
ent messaging mechanisms. We use a new unified messaging
mechanism and an adaptive message synchronization to solve
those problems. In this way, HCOS realizes efficient and fast
synchronization of all resource status.

Specifically, in HCOS, BSL manages all resources and ESL
is responsible for business system management. The collabora⁃
tion between these two components is implemented through
the unified messaging mechanism. All the operations from us⁃
ers within HCOS are sent to ESL by USL. Based on this, the re⁃
sources used by various system instances are notified to the
unified message bus when they are instantiated and managed
by ARML. At the same time, the unified controller on BSL can
be used to collect the information of each system from the mes⁃
sage bus through the unified communication mechanism, and
complete the control of system. Finally, using the message bro⁃
ker within each system, information is continuously collected
to insure the state consistency of the security and reliability of
all instances.

Compared to the structure of existing IaaS and PaaS, the
whole system of HCOS is coupled by a unified message mecha⁃
nism. ARML, BSL and ESL work together to achieve the uni⁃
fied management of resources, business system and basic sys⁃
tem instances. As soon as a system instance states changes,
each layer’s components can automatically adjust to ensure
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the consistency of business system. The new architecture and
message mechanism of HCOS eliminate the boundary of tradi⁃
tional IaaS and PaaS systems, solving the problem that current
IaaS and PaaS systems are not consistent in state management.

2) Unified scheduling mechanism
The computing, storage and other resources of current cloud

platforms are scheduled independently, which affects the over⁃
all scheduling based on the characteristics of applications and
leads to low efficiency of resource usage. Moreover, the global
optimization cannot be achieved due to the separation of re⁃
source adjustment and application demand.

HCOS provides a set of system calls to applications in the
business system layer, based on which the application system
can define and use resources in the cloud environment flexi⁃
bly. For the process of application construction, first of all,
BSL specifies the resource requirements and the dynamic
scheduling strategy of application system in a formal descrip⁃
tion way. An automated application system construction pro⁃
cess is then realized combined with the business characteris⁃
tics and scheduling strategy. The running process of applica⁃
tion system adjusts the resource allocation of BSL according to
the operating conditions of application in ESL, so as to achieve
the purpose of dynamic optimization of application system re⁃
sources. For heterogeneous resources, our system has an adapt⁃
ed scheduling strategy.

In addition to run⁃time scheduling, HCOS also supports pre⁃
setting a series of behavior patterns or learning new behavior
patterns for business systems in running time, and then sched⁃
ules the resource according to the behavior patterns. The man⁃
agement of behavior patterns reflects the ability of our intelli⁃
gent mode management system. Usually there are more than
one business systems in HCOS, so the scheduling decision
must rely on the state of all business systems. If there is no re⁃
source competition for two business systems, the policy of as
little as possible should be used to ensure the normal operation
of these two business systems. Resource requirements of multi⁃
ple business systems should be considered while scheduling
are mainly reflected in the intelligent behavior management
system. If users can set the default behavior pattern of the busi⁃
ness system, at the time of system deployment, several en⁃
gines can be triggered when the schedulers are dispatching
tasks.

The innovation of unified scheduling mechanism is realized
with multi ⁃ objective optimization theory, and the intelligent
perception approach to user policy, business characteristics
and heterogeneous resources features. It breaks through the tra⁃
ditional independent scheduling of resources and services.

3 Performance Evaluation

3.1 Performance Comparison
Table 1 compares HCOS with VMware’s vCloud [4] and

Cloud Foundry [5], and OpenStack [6], regarding the fusion of
IaaS and PaaS, the heterogeneousness (heterogeneous cloud
platforms and resources management) and the unified schedul⁃
ing mechanism. These three aspects of competence are incom⁃
plete with VMware. OpenStack is an IaaS level solution, focus⁃
ing on platform virtualization and cloud resources manage⁃
ment, including virtualization engine, cloud management com⁃
ponents, virtual functions and resource pool management, and
cloud service components. As a result, it has only some hetero⁃
geneous resource management capabilities. Comparing with
them, HCOS focuses on the integration of IaaS and PaaS in the
effective management of massive hybrid and heterogeneous re⁃
sources.
3.2 Typical Applications of HCOS

3.2.1 Public Security Cloud Based on HCOS
Public Security Cloud based on HCOS is a provincial public

security information system, which is consisted in multiple da⁃
ta centers. Public Security Cloud has an overall structure as
shown in Fig. 3.

The whole Public Security Cloud is divided into three lev⁃
els. The first level is the public security resource cloud plat⁃
form, which can provide basic resources, service support, big
data processing and other types of services. The second level is
the public security business cloud platform, which mainly in⁃
cludes application transforming and data processing services.
These two parts are fully supported by HCOS. The kernel and
fundamental technology of the second level is integrated with
big data management. The third level is a dedicated SaaS layer
focusing on public security field, constructed by new genera⁃
tion of public security applications. This Public Security Cloud
has been put into use since May 2014.
3.2.2 China Unicom Cloud Based on HCOS

As shown in Fig. 4, China Unicom Cloud system is a large
scale and integrated business cloud platform. It supports het⁃
erogeneous nodes to constitute resource pool clusters, provid⁃
ing intelligent resource scheduling, dynamic adaptation, and
comprehensive and accurate reforming capabilities for large ⁃
scale resource management.

Using a set of unified management interfaces and interactive
portals, China Unicom Cloud can realize the management of
cloud host and cloud storage resources for design, creation,
test, verification, maintenance and recovery in all the life cy⁃

▼Table 1. Comparison of a few COSs

HCOS:Hua⁃Cloud Computing System IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service PaaS: Platform as a Service

Features
Fusion of IaaS & PaaS
Heterogeneousness

Unified Scheduling Mechanism

VMware
No
No
No

OpenStack
No

Partial
No

HCOS
Yes
Yes
Yes
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cle. Snapshot and template methods are adopted, enabling rap⁃
id and efficient management.

4 Related Work
In recent years, the research of cloud computing has made

big progress. Google has issued GFS [7], Big⁃
Table [8] and MapReduce [9]. Amazon has
provided EC2 [10] and S3 [11]. Microsoft
has raised Windows Azure [12].Some other
companies and research institutions also
have had their own cloud computing technol⁃
ogies and products. However, the concept
and the ability requirement of the cloud com⁃
puting system were not established at the be⁃
ginning. Currently, some research focuses on
the cloud storage and cloud virtualization.
With the emerging technologies mainly con⁃
centrating in the performance of the cloud,
there were also a few concerns about cloud
operating systems [12], [13]. Table 1 pro⁃
vides a comparative study on a few typical
COSs. The problems such as the fusion of
IaaS and PaaS, unified management for het⁃
erogeneous resources, and unified schedul⁃
ing mechanism have not been well studied.

Amazon [6] aims at providing services at
the IaaS layer. Gagana et al. [2] discuss the
function provided by the existing PaaS plat⁃
form with an emphasis on the efficiency of
application development. The advantages of
the PaaS platform are analyzed by Lawton et
al. [14], especially on how PaaS increases
the production efficiency of enterprises. Ser⁃
rano et al. [15] analyze the current state of
cloud computing to provide users with help
on how to select a suitable infrastructure.
Steve et al. [16] present the OpenStack plat⁃
form to support the heterogeneous framework.

There are quite a few cloud operating sys⁃
tems such as OpenStack [6], VMware vCloud
[4], and Cloud Foundry [5]. OpenStack just
provides IaaS ability. It can realize effective
management of virtualized resources, but
does not provide application and service mid⁃
dleware management. VMware vCloud and
Cloud Foundry are two independent COS
products. The former focuses on the virtual⁃
ization of hardware resource management,
while the latter is a typical PaaS platform.
These COSs are closely related to our work
and we considered their advantages for the
design of our new architecture.

5 Conclusions
This paper presents a unified six ⁃ layered cloud operating

system referring to the operating system theory of traditional
PC. HCOS is designed and implemented based on this new

SaaS: Software as a service

SaaS
application layer

▲Figure 3. Overall structure of Public Security Cloud by HCOS.

▲ Figure 4. General structure of China Unicom Cloud Based on HCOS.
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COS architecture model. In view of the abilities and shortcom⁃
ings of a few existing COSs, HCOS focuses on the integration
of IaaS and PaaS, the heterogeneous platform management and
the unified scheduling mechanism. It achieves resource state
consistency and fast response based on unified messaging and
scheduling mechanism. Users can run any service needed on
their devices without concerning themselves with the underly⁃
ing technologies, and can obtain timely response. HCOS pro⁃
vides a multi⁃level management structure together with a multi⁃
point structure for heterogeneous resources.

Our future research will focus on the following issues:
1) Improving interface standards of our unified messaging

mechanism and strengthening the timeliness of resource
scheduling. This work can further help the fusion of IaaS
and PaaS. We are also developing parallel scheduling for
HCOS to improve the efficiency of resource allocation.

2) Improving the efficiency and intelligent capabilities of big
data processing. Current HCOS provides a framework with
the unified business system data object that may be distrib⁃
uted in different business applications. We are considering
solutions to further improving the efficiency and intelligent
processing capabilities of big data with data communication
security across different areas.

3) Extending HCOS to more application areas, such as digital
home applications. Currently we are evaluating HCOS in
the public security cloud and heterogeneous resource cloud
with PCs and Tablet computers.
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The goal of this paper focuses on the development of dew computing, including its origins, research status, development status,
and its impact on the transition history of Internet computing paradigms. By gathering and studying all the research papers related
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computing from other Internet computing paradigms and to reveal its essential features, we analyze the transition history of the In⁃
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1 Introduction
ew computing is a new computing paradigm that
appeared after the widely acceptance of cloud
computing. Obviously the natural cloud metaphor
descends to the ground through the dew metaphor.

Since its first appearance in 2015, the concepts of dew and
dew computing have been explored by different researchers.
Many different definitions and applications have been pro⁃
posed. Researchers also tried to integrate dew computing into
existing applications, such as Internet of Things (IoT) stream⁃
ing, medical care, indoor navigation, and cyber ⁃ physical sys⁃
tem. There is a lack of a systematic and comprehensive re⁃
search on the development history and state⁃of⁃art of dew relat⁃
ed activities. Additionally, dew computing, as a new Internet
computing paradigm, has changed the way PC interact with the
network and the cloud; a study regarding to the transition of In⁃
ternet computing paradigms is needed.

Dew computing is positioned at the ground level in the archi⁃
tecture containing cloud computing, fog computing, and dew
computing. The vertical, complementary and hierarchical divi⁃

sion from cloud computing to fog computing and to dew com⁃
puting satisfies the needs of high⁃ and low⁃end computing de⁃
mands in everyday life and work. The goal of dew computing is
to fully use the potentials of personal computers and cloud ser⁃
vices. The dew computing paradigm lowers the cost and im⁃
proves the performance, particularly for concepts and applica⁃
tions such as the IoT and the Internet of Everything (IoE). In
addition, the dew computing paradigm will require new archi⁃
tectural and programming models that will efficiently reduce
the complexity and improve the productivity and usability of
scalable distributed computing.

The contributions of this paper are: 1) systematically survey
all the research activities and development activities in the
dew computing area; 2) propose two indices to assist further
analysis; 3) analyze the transition of the Internet computing
paradigm to reveal the essential features of dew computing.

The rest of the paper is organized as the following: Section 2
covers the current status of dew computing research and dew
computing applications. In this section, we try to provide a
comprehensive survey of the research papers in the dew com⁃
puting area; we also describe the development work and prod⁃
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ucts related to dew computing. In Section 3, we analyze the In⁃
ternet computing paradigms at different stages. We also intro⁃
duce two indices to assist such analysis. Section 4 is the con⁃
clusions.

2 Dew Computing and Its Applications
In this section, we collect and study all the existing impor⁃

tant research work in the dew computing area and classify
these research works into three categories: early explorations,
dew computing features research, and dew computing applica⁃
tion research. In this way, we show to the readers the land⁃
scape of the dew computing research area. We also describe
the progress of commercialized dew computing applications.
2.1 Early Exploration

The first group of research work in the dew computing area
can be called early exploration. In this group, a few papers
were published and the dew computing research area was
formed. Cloud⁃dew architecture [1] was proposed as a possible
solution to the offline data accessibility problem. Later, more
work about cloud⁃dew architecture was performed [2]-[4]. Al⁃
though we may consider cloud⁃dew architecture as the starting
point of dew computing, we found out that dew computing ap⁃
plications started their existence years before the cloud⁃dew ar⁃
chitecture was proposed. This is quite normal in real life: new
concepts appear after new products appear; these new con⁃
cepts generalize and enhance the features of the new products,
promote and facilitate the development of broad range of simi⁃
lar products.

At the beginning, the scope of dew computing only includes
web applications [1]. In other words, at that time, the proposed
dew computing applications were all web applications. Later, a
broader definition [5] was proposed. An important work in this
area is that a scalable distributed computing hierarchy includ⁃
ing cloud computing, fog computing, and dew computing was
proposed [6]. Some other work includes the relationships
among cloud computing, fog computing, and dew computing
[7], the implementation of a horizontal scalable balancer for
dew computing services [8], and a new definition and categori⁃
zation of dew computing [9].
2.2 Dew Computing Feature Research

After the early exploration stage, research work in the dew
computing area can be classified into two groups. The first
group, dew computing feature research, is discussed in this
section; the second group, dew computing application re⁃
search, is discussed in Section 2.3.

Dew computing feature research focuses on the overall fea⁃
tures of dew computing. So far, these research works include
the relationship between dew computing and fog computing
[10], the implementation techniques of the cloud⁃dew architec⁃
ture [6], [11], the relationship between dew computing and

cloud computing [12], the relationship between cloud comput⁃
ing, fog computing, dew computing and possible unified frame⁃
work [13]-[15], and model explorations [16], [17].
2.3 Dew Computing Application Research

Dew computing is not only a research area, but also an appli⁃
cation area. Since dew computing is in its emerging stage,
many researchers introduce dew computing into various new
application areas. Till now, these areas include service and
control technology [13], software delivery model [18], high⁃per⁃
formance computing [19], life sciences and medical care [20],
[21], legacy software language support [22], IoT streaming de⁃
vices [23], indoor navigation [24], and relations to Cyber⁃Physi⁃
cal Systems [15], [25].
2.4 Dew Computing Commercial Applications

Dew computing is not only an emerging research area, but
also an emerging application area. Some commercial applica⁃
tions already exist. Here we examine the status of dew comput⁃
ing applications through a few examples.

Flight entertainment systems play important roles during
flight. While some airplanes have been equipped with screens
for all seats, one airline has achieved good passenger satisfac⁃
tion without these screens. This airline encourages passengers
to download an app in their smart phones, tablets, or laptops;
using this app, passengers can access free Wi ⁃ Fi during the
flight. This Wi⁃Fi will connect passengers’devices to the sys⁃
tem on board, and access flight information, movies, TV shows,
and so on for free. This arrangement is also called Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) media streaming. Passengers can also ac⁃
cess the Internet to surf websites and exchange information
with outside world, but fees are normally involved. This on ⁃
board entertainment system is a typical dew computing system.
It has an on⁃premises (on⁃board) dew server to provide services
to passengers’devices. This dew server synchronizes with
cloud⁃server (airport server) to get new movies and other infor⁃
mation. Another kind of synchronization happens when passen⁃
gers want to use paid Internet services and it will be accom⁃
plished through satellite links.

A few companies are providing series of products for bus Wi⁃
Fi. It seems that these products are also dew computing prod⁃
ucts. For example, a company in UK, Mobile Onboard Limited,
provides this kind of products.

Some music subscription services, such as Spotify, allow us⁃
ers to download music into local devices in a special format
and play offline. Such services can also be considered as dew
computing services.

The overall concept of dew computing refers to enabling con⁃
tent when there is no Internet connectivity. In early develop⁃
ment stages this was initiated by introduction of small wear⁃
able devices (dew devices) such as iPod. Some services can be
realized as simple downloads and having files on local reposito⁃
ry, such as downloading a song, album or film by iTunes,
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Google play, Spotify, etc. This concept is extended to dynami⁃
cally created content including maps or web sites. The idea is
to enable offline web sites or web pages by providing function⁃
ality of a web application provider besides the content avail⁃
ability. For example, this means that the dew device needs to
act as a web server, besides downloading static files, as real⁃
ized by some applications for iOS and Android systems.
Google has also implemented this concept on offline maps by
realizing a map engine as application provider on the device.
The other way of communicating the information is also imple⁃
mented. Examples include features of uploading content on the
web or postponed cloud service requests. In this case, the ap⁃
plication will make a temporary copy of the cloud request that
will be transferred when the Internet will become available.
Shazam is such a service that depends on the Internet, and its
later versions include temporal storage of a music sample until
it is sent for analysis by an Internet service when the Internet
is available. Some existing software packages have dew com⁃
puting features. For example, open source package Gobby is a
collaborative editor. Users can perform editing without the In⁃
ternet, and the changes made by different users can be syn⁃
chronized when an Internet connection is available.

It is hard to determine if there is any link between these dew
computing applications and the dew computing concept and
methodology. One thing is certain: dew computing applications
are what users need and have huge potentials. Dew computing
research could lead to useful concepts, techniques, frame⁃
works, and platforms; these results will in turn facilitate the fur⁃
ther development of dew computing applications.
2.5 Dew Computing Implementation

There are a few efforts on the design and implementation of
a dew or the cloud⁃dew system architecture. Among them, the
work in [11] explores the implementation of a dew structure on
user’s PC and proposes a cloud⁃dew architecture that features
the interaction and collaboration of the cloud and the dew.
Fig. 1 illustrates a conceptual dew structure and the interac⁃

tion among its components. Note that in some specific applica⁃
tions, more components may be needed. The entire dew struc⁃
ture on the local PC is formed into a dew virtual machine
(DVM), an isolated environment for the dew server to be exe⁃
cuted on the PC. DVM contains the following components.
•Dew server (DS). The DS is the representative of web servers

in the cloud on the local PC. It interacts and periodically
synchronizes with web servers and provides customized vir⁃
tual web service to the user of the local PC.

•Dew analytics server (DAS). Dew analytics server is a local
version of the web analytics server, which analyzes data gen⁃
erated when user uses the dew server, viewing dew sites. In
this case, user data can be pre⁃processed before sent to the
cloud to the web analytics server.

•Artificial intelligence of the dew (AID). The AID component
collects analytical results from the DAS, and uses it to guide
the operation of the dew server, customizing the dew server
to better serve the local user.
A multi ⁃ DVM dew architecture is also proposed in [11],

where for each web server the dew interacts, there is a DVM
initiated. This design may potentially improve the performance
decline caused by the one to fit all scheme. For example, Face⁃
book server and YouTube server may use different database
systems. Different settings in the two DVMs to work with them
will increase the system performance.

3 Transition of Internet Computing
Paradigms
In this section, we try to reveal the essence of dew comput⁃

ing through analyzing the transition of Internet computing para⁃
digms.

In terms of general computing paradigms, we may list batch
paradigm, time ⁃ sharing paradigm, desktop paradigm, network
paradigm, and so on. If we concentrate on the Internet, the net⁃
work paradigm can be further classified from different perspec⁃
tives. In this paper, we focus on information and the way that
information is distributed, propagated, collected, and interact⁃
ed among the end users through the Internet. Let us briefly re⁃
view the history of the Internet computing paradigms.
•When ARPANET, the predecessor of the Internet, started in

1960’s, there were only 4 nodes. All of them were main⁃
frame computers. At that time, information was saved in
each node and the connections between nodes were email
and other simple communications.

•With time goes by, personal computers became dominant on
the Internet, client ⁃ server architecture was proposed, and
websites were created. Moreover, cloud computing has
pushed the client ⁃ server architecture to the extreme: soft⁃
ware, platforms, and infrastructures are all placed on the
server side; client side local computers are merely terminals
to access the Internet. The Internet’s architecture has
changed significantly since the mainframe computer stage.

AID: artificial intelligence of the dew
DAS: dew analytics server
DS: dew server

DVM: dew virtual machine ◀Figure 1.
Dew components.

AID DAS

DS
DVM

Cloud
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•When more and more dew computing applications are devel⁃
oped, the Internet computing paradigm is changed again.
Terminal devices, such as laptops, desktops, smart phones,
and tablets, are not only terminals any more; they can also
provide significant services to the users.
To summarize the above brief review, the early form of the

Internet computing paradigm was that information existed in
mainframe computers and these mainframe computers commu⁃
nicated with each other through email, File Transfer Protocol
(FTP), and other protocols. With the development of the Inter⁃
net, its architecture changed to websites and cloud computing,
communicating via Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and
FTP like protocols exchanging Extensible Markup Language
(XML) structured files. Since dew computing emerged, the In⁃
ternet’s computing paradigm has entered a new stage, where
the computers work as conventional web services, or as dew
services and directly communicate via XML oriented services
and protocols. To simplify our analysis, we only consider these
three stages in the development of the Internet computing para⁃
digm: the mainframe stage, the website/cloud computing stage,
and the web service/dew computing stage, as presented in Fig.
2. Three generations are classified by the information storage
locations and level of information exchange.

To explore the features of the Internet and the trend of its
computing paradigms, we create two indices: online impact
and redundancy rate. We will use these indices to describe the
Internet computing paradigms and to find the regularities in
the transitions of these paradigms.
3.1 Online Impact

In this paper, we consider online impact as an index that
measures the importance or impact of the Internet to a node on
the Internet. It is defined as

I = log2
U
V , (1)

where I is the online impact of a node on the Internet; U indi⁃

cates the amount of information available to a node if this node
is online; V is similar to U except that when the node is offline.

In the above definition, U and V are information amounts,
but we did not specify how to determine the values of U and V.
The basic way to determine an information amount is to find
the size of the related storage in bytes. For example, if a cell
phone has 16GB storage and the storage is almost full, we may
estimate that V = 234 bytes.

Now, we use an example to show how to calculate online im⁃
pact I. The first question we have to solve is how to calculate
U, that is, how to determine the total amount of available infor⁃
mation when a device is online. Note that we are not talking
about the total amount of information that has ever produced
and saved on the Internet; we are talking about the amount of
information that is publically available and relevant. Also, the
accuracy of this number does not matter much because it is on⁃
ly used in an example. For these reasons, we chose a simple
number as the base of our estimation: the sum total of data
held by Google, Amazon, Microsoft, and Facebook is at least
1200 petabytes [26]. For easy estimation, we assume that the
sum total of all available data held on the Internet is 8192 pet⁃
abytes, i.e., U = 263 bytes. Next we need to estimate V. We as⁃
sume that the node in question is a personal computer and it
has 1TB storage; the storage is almost full. Under these as⁃
sumptions, V = 240 bytes. Thus the online impact

I = log2
263

240 = 23 . (2)
In some special situations, we may also calculate the online

impact using other information estimation methods, not the ba⁃
sic one discussed above. For example, a user is interested in a
special group of programs, say games. Suppose there are 1000
such programs on the Internet, and there are 8 such programs
on the local node. We may use the number of available pro⁃
grams to estimate the available information amounts: U = 1000
and V = 8. This node’s online impact would be

I = log2
10008 = 7 . (3)

For the same node on the Internet, we may get different on⁃
line impact numbers using different information amount esti⁃
mation methods. The reason we define the online impact in
such an indefinite way is because it is a subjective index: for
the same node, when the Internet becomes not available, it
could have a great impact to one user but have a less severe im⁃
pact to another user.

Although the online impact is defined in an indefinite way,
it does not prevent us from using this index to perform compari⁃
sons and other analysis because online impact numbers are
comparable as long as they are all calculated using the same
method. The freedom of choosing information amount estima⁃
tion method makes the online impact meaningful in different
situations. Once an information estimation method is chosen,
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this method should be applied consistently so that this index
would be comparable.

Now we try to estimate the online impact values for different
stages of Internet development: the mainframe stage, the cloud
computing stage, and the dew computing stage. In the follow⁃
ing analysis, basic estimation method is used.

In the mainframe stage, major computing tasks were done by
each node. The Internet (ARPANET) provides email, telnet,
and similar services. Since these services were low ⁃ efficient,
they cannot drastically change the size of the available informa⁃
tion. We can estimate that the amount of the available informa⁃
tion when a node was online could be more than the amount of
the available information when this node was offline, but would
not be more than doubled. Thus, the online impact would not
be more than 1. Generally speaking, in the mainframe stage,
the online impact was pretty low.

In the cloud computing stage, major computing tasks are
done at the server side. In extreme situations, the node on the
user side (user’s device) is merely a terminal; no useful infor⁃
mation is stored in the node. In these situations, the user ex⁃
pects the device is always online; when the device is offline,
the user’s device loses its connection and control to the cloud;
although submitted jobs can still be processed, no more new
jobs can be submitted. When we calculate online impact for
the extreme situations, we will find that U is a big number and
V is 0 or almost 0, which leads to an online impact that is infin⁃
ity or a huge number.

In the dew computing stage, the dew server and related data⁃
bases on a node provide useful information to the user. Appar⁃
ently, the whole dew mechanism increased the V value, and
thus decreased the online impact: either from infinity to a fi⁃
nite number or from a bigger number to a smaller number.

Next, we summarize the above three situations:
In the early mainframe stage, the online impact was very

low; it shows that the Internet had not well developed and the
Internet did not have vital importance at that time.

Currently, cloud computing is still the dominant form of the
Internet computing paradigm. In other words, the Internet is
still in the cloud computing stage. In this stage, a node’s on⁃
line impact is very high and, in theory, could be infinity. This
fact reflects that the Internet has well developed; the Internet
has vital importance to many users; once offline, some users
feel they can do nothing.

In dew computing stage, the online impact is getting small⁃
er. This is an interesting phenomenon. In the past, the online
impact is getting bigger and bigger, which shows that the Inter⁃
net is getting more and more important. Now the trend has
changed: the online impact is getting smaller; it seems that the
Internet is getting less important.

Does dew computing reduce the importance of the Internet?
If we carefully analyze this issue, we will find that the answer
to this question is no. Dew computing does reduce the online
impact number; in other words, dew computing reduces the

shock when an Internet connection is lost. However, this bene⁃
fit is obtained based on the support of the Internet. We may no⁃
tice that the dew computing components on a user device have
collaborative relationship with cloud servers. In the past, a
node’s available information may have nothing to do with the
Internet. If dew computing paradigm is adopted, a node’s
available information, i.e. the dew component, would be well
organized and supported by the Internet. In this way, we may
say that the Internet plays a more important role in the dew
computing stage.

This brings in an important conclusion: dew computing re⁃
duces the online impact, thus it reduces the user’s shock when
an Internet connection becomes unavailable. Dew computing
does not reduce the importance of the Internet; on the contrary,
dew computing makes information on users’devices systemati⁃
cally organized and collaborative with the Internet. Dew com⁃
puting enhances the Internet and cloud computing.
3.2 Redundancy Rate

The redundancy rate is an index that measures how much in⁃
formation on a node has a copy on the Internet.

Redundancy rate is defined as:
R = W

V , (4)
where R is the redundancy rate, V is the node’s available infor⁃
mation amount, and W is the amount of information inside V
that has a copy on the Internet. All the discussions in Section
3.1 regarding to the methods to determine values U and V are
also suitable here for values W and V.

In the mainframe stage, major computing tasks were done by
each node; programs and other form of information were also
saved at each node. Redundancy copy may exist due to special
arrangements, but there were no generally⁃available redundan⁃
cy copies. The redundancy rate at this stage was very low.

In the cloud computing stage, major computing tasks are
done at the server side; useful information is also saved on the
server side. The node on the user side (user’s device) is mere⁃
ly a terminal, no useful information is stored on the node; it is
not necessary to make a redundant copy for such information.
Even though important information is stored on the node, re⁃
dundant copy of such information might be specially arranged;
there is no systematic mechanism to perform redundant copy⁃
ing. Generally speaking, the redundancy rate at this stage is al⁃
so very low.

In the dew computing stage, the dew server and related data⁃
bases on a node provide useful information to the user. These
dew components are supported by the cloud servers and syn⁃
chronized with the cloud servers; these dew components all
have redundancy copies on the Internet. If the node has com⁃
pletely adopted dew computing, all the available information in
this node would be dew component information. Since all the
dew components have redundant copies on the Internet, the re⁃
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dundancy rate would be 100%. If the node also contains infor⁃
mation other than that related to dew computing, the redundan⁃
cy rate could be less than 100%. We can conclude that dew
computing significantly increases the redundancy rate. If dew
computing components are dominant on the node, the redun⁃
dancy rate could be close to 100%.
3.3 Analysis of Online Impact and Redundancy Rate

In the above two sections, we introduced two indices: online
impact and redundancy rate. These two indices change over
the three stages of Internet computing paradigm development:
mainframe stage, cloud computing stage, and dew computing
stage. We summarized these changes in Fig. 3.

We notice that the online impact has increased from almost
0 in the mainframe stage to a big number close to infinity in
the cloud computing stage, and then decreased in the dew com⁃
puting stage. The increasing portion shows that the Internet
has developed greatly such that users heavily rely on it. Once
the Internet is not available, the impact to users is very big. In
some extreme situations, users feel nothing can be done with⁃
out the Internet. While the high online impact number shows
the greatness of the Internet, we should also notice the other
side of the story: even if the Internet is just temporarily not
available, we have to face some negative effects. The decreas⁃
ing portion of the online impact line reflects the efforts to solve
this problem.

In the dew computing stage, online impact is reduced be⁃
cause when the Internet becomes not available, the dew server
can provide some services to the user so that the user will feel
a less severe impact.

Let us further apprehend the meaning of the index online im⁃
pact. Is it correct to say that the bigger the online impact, the
better the Internet? This conclusion probably was right for the
past few decades. To some extent, online impact is an index to
measure the greatness of the Internet. With the development of
the Internet, more and more data and services have been add⁃
ed to the Internet; users become more and more reliant to the

Internet; the online impact becomes higher and higher.
In our daily lives, we rely on many resources, such as utili⁃

ties, transportation, governments, and heroes. When some re⁃
sources are not available, we will feel some impact on our
lives. The bigger the impact is, the more important the re⁃
source is. For example, we heavily rely on electricity; we will
feel a big impact when a blackout happens. While we all agree
that electricity is vital to our lives, we feel unsafe if electricity
is the only means we can count on. Homeowners may want to
buy generators or propane tanks/stoves in winter as backup. In
other words, homeowners want to reduce the impact when a
blackout happens.

Generally speaking, people would like to use the resources
that we highly rely on because these resources must be of great
values, but people also want to have some backup options so
that they would not get into a big trouble when these great re⁃
sources become not available. In other words, people like re⁃
sources that have great impact factors, but do not want these
impact factors to be too big.

In the case of the Internet, users want devices on the Inter⁃
net to have big online impact numbers, but they do not want
these numbers to be too big. Dew computing is a solution to re⁃
duce the online impact: from infinity to a finite number or from
a bigger number to a smaller number.

Analyzing the redundancy rate line in Fig. 3, we notice that
the redundancy rate stays quite low in the mainframe stage and
the cloud computing stage, and then increases to a high num⁃
ber close to 100% in the dew computing stage. The shape of
this line shows that dew computing has brought in something
new. This new feature can be described as user⁃aware (system⁃
atic) redundancy.

In computer science, redundancy is a widely ⁃ used tech⁃
nique to improve reliability and availability, but this technique
was mainly used by developers and was often transparent to us⁃
ers. Dew computing systematically brings in redundancy tech⁃
nique to users. In a dew computing system, the user is aware
that data and services are redundantly installed both in his/her
own device and in the cloud servers; the user is also aware that
his/her device will exchange data with cloud servers when it is
possible and necessary.

Dew computing is not only a technique to implement appli⁃
cations; it also brings in a new feature, user⁃aware redundancy,
to the users and familiarizes users to use this new feature. In
this sense, dew computing brings in significant changes to the
Internet computing paradigm.

To summarize the whole analysis using these two indices, on⁃
line impact and redundancy rate, we obtain the following obser⁃
vations:
1) Dew computing is a new form of the Internet computing par⁃

adigm, which is significantly different from previous Inter⁃
net computing paradigm forms.

2) Dew computing enables users to feel a less severe impact
when the Internet becomes not available.
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▲Figure 3. Online impact and redundancy rate change over major
stages of Internet computing paradigm development.
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3) Dew computing brings in a new feature, user⁃aware redun⁃
dancy, to users.

4 Conclusions
Since the first group of papers related to dew computing

were published in 2015 and early 2016, dew computing re⁃
search work can be roughly classified into three major groups:
early exploration, dew computing feature research, and dew
computing application research. Considering the short time
since this research area was started, it is amazing that so many
papers have been published already. It is worth to note that
among the recently published papers, 7 papers were related to
the overall features of dew computing, but 10 of them were re⁃
lated to dew computing applications. This phenomenon indi⁃
cates that dew computing application is the current focus of
dew computing research.

To be consistent with the above dew computing research fo⁃
cus, commercialized dew computing applications have also pro⁃
gressed pretty fast recently. Many dew computing products
have been developed and put into the market. This fact further
indicates that dew computing is needed by the society and the
market.

Dew computing has been going through fast progress in both
research and development, but we still need to answer the fol⁃
lowing questions: what are the essential differences between
dew computing and other Internet computing paradigms? What
are the special features of dew computing? The Internet com⁃
puting paradigm transition analysis was performed to answer
these questions. Online impact and redundancy rate are two in⁃
dices introduced to perform such analysis.

The analysis revealed the following two features of dew com⁃
puting: 1) Dew computing enables users to feel a less severe
impact when the Internet becomes not available; 2) dew com⁃
puting brings in a new feature, user⁃aware redundancy, to us⁃
ers. These two features indicate that dew computing is signifi⁃
cantly different from other Internet computing paradigms.
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1 Introduction
riven by technology and economies of scale, cloud
computing platforms are becoming the main⁃
stream hosting platform for a variety of infrastruc⁃
ture services and data intensive applications [1].

With the development of cloud computing, large scale data
computing has gained widespread attention due to its ability to
automatically parallelize a job into multiple short tasks, and
transparently deal with the challenge of executing these tasks
in a distributed setting. The crux is that the execution time of a
task is variable. The tasks on the slowest machines (stragglers)
become the bottleneck in the completion of a job. Straggler mit⁃
igation has received considerable attention across prior studies
[2], [3]. Launching copies for the slower tasks is the dominant
technique to mitigate the stragglers. A fundamental limitation
is that traditional techniques for straggler mitigation do not
take into account of network traffic in the pipelining case.
While this approach of replicating tasks decreases task comple⁃
tion time, it may increase network traffic. The wide area net⁃
work (WAN) that connects geographically distributed ma⁃
chines is one of the most critical and expensive infrastructures
that costs hundreds of millions of dollars annually [4].

Thus, providing traffic awareness for pipelining task duplica⁃
tions is essential for big data processing applications in cloud.
To the best of our knowledge, however, no existing work is in
place to respect the network traffic in the pipelining case. We
seek for a mechanism to minimize the network traffic cost by

coordinating task duplication and pipelined intermediate data.
In this paper, we introduce a controller to manage task dupli⁃

cations. Every task duplication has a communication link with
the controller. To reduce network traffic, the controller picks
the first finished task output from a duplication and discards
the subsequent data generated later by other duplications.
Each task duplication produces a large number of key ⁃ value
pairs for pipelining data records. The communication between
controller and each duplication will greatly increase the net⁃
work overhead. To solve this problem, we propose an online
distributed algorithm which is executed by each task duplica⁃
tion. The algorithm makes a rule to group data records and
transmit the group instead of transmitting one data record at a
time. This solution helps reduce the communication times with
the controller, but may cause delay. We thus make a trade⁃off
between the transmitting delay and communication overhead.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
2 reviews the parallel computing and related work. Section 3
describes the motivation and challenges of the proposed work.
Section 4 gives an overview of our system model and formu⁃
lates the network traffic minimization problem. Section 5 intro⁃
duces online distributed algorithms. Section 6 demonstrates
the performance evaluation results. Finally, section 7 con⁃
cludes this work.

2 Background and Related Work
MapReduce [5] has emerged as the most popular program⁃
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ming framework for big data processing in cloud. Ever since it
was introduced by Google, the MapReduce programming mod⁃
el has gained in popularity, thanks to its simple, yet versatile
interface. The paradigm has also been implemented by the
open source community through the Hadoop project [6], main⁃
tained by the Apache Foundation. MapReduce divides a com⁃
puting job into two main phases, namely map and reduce,
which in turn are carried out by several map tasks and reduce
tasks. The intermediate data transmission process from map
task to reduce task is referred to as shuffling. We use a typical
MapReduce job to show how the model works. As shown in
Fig. 1, several map tasks are executed at the same time. The
generated intermediate results in forms of key⁃value pairs are
stored in local storage. To simplify fault tolerance, MapReduce
materializes the output of each map before it can be consumed.
A reduce task cannot fetch the output of a task until the map
has finished executing and committed its final output to disk.

A fundamental limitation of MapReduce is that the interme⁃
diate data is materialized. Storing intermediate data on the lo⁃
cal disk impacts MapReduce’s performance. Thus, optimizing
the intermediate data management is a popular topic in indus⁃
try and academic research. In order to improve shuffling perfor⁃
mance, a modified MapReduce architecture is proposed, Ma⁃
pReduce Online, in which intermediate data is pipelined be⁃
tween operators [7]. When a map task generates a key ⁃ value
pair, it immediately sends this key⁃value pair to corresponding
reduce task, avoiding intermediate data storage. More⁃ over, af⁃
ter receiving key⁃value pairs, reduce tasks can start data pro⁃
cessing earlier, without waiting map tasks to finish. Pipelining
intermediate data improves system utilization.

The technique of replicating tasks has been widely applied
in parallel computing by system designers [8].

By adopting task duplication, the distributed computing sys⁃
tems achieve predictable performance. Several large scale ap⁃
plications use the technique of task duplication to mitigate
stragglers, such as Longest Approximate Time to End (LATE)
[9], Dryad in Microsoft [10] and Mantri [11]. When the fastest
task finishes, its output will be stored and then other running
task copies will be killed. The original MapReduce paper han⁃
dles the stragglers by adopting backup tasks.

However, the traditional techniques of straggler mitigation
causes excessive network traffic when the pipelining case is
used for them. Replicating tasks in large scale applications has
a long history [12], [13] with extensive studies in prior work.
However, these studies are not applicable in the pipelining
case. For example, we suppose that multiple task copies are
launched for a map task with pipelined intermediate data.
Whichever task copy produces intermediate data, the reduce
task will receive the data, even though it has received the data
from other task copy already, which generates huge data trans⁃
mission in the shuffling process. The most important difference
among our work and the related work is that our proposed
method respects the network traffic. Since the limited band⁃
width shared by multiple applications, the redundant data
transmission would congest the network and bring negative per⁃
formance for cloud computing applications. To fill in this gap,
we take a stab at task duplication for pipelining data transfer.

3 Motivation
Here, we illustrate the value of task duplication in the pipe⁃

lining case and give a reasonable solution.
When big data processing is executed on cloud, these jobs

consist of many parallel tasks. Every task is executed in paral⁃
lel on different machines. In our proposed work, there is a con⁃
troller to manage the execution of each task replication. In the
same way, every task replication runs in parallel on different
machines. The controller will receive a notification when a ma⁃
chine finishes its assigned task, and then choose the first fin⁃
ished task to transmit the data. The data generated by other
task replications will be discarded after the controller decides
one of the task replications to transmit the data records. By
adopting this method, the overlapping data will not be transmit⁃
ted, which minimizes the network traffic cost generated by
same duplications. As shown in Fig. 2, multiple task copies
are launched for one of the map task, i.e. M_c1, M_c2 and
M_cn. Each task copy produces the key⁃value pair in a differ⁃
ent time. The controller will pick the fastest one for the input
of the reduce task.

However, another crucial factor should be taken into ac⁃
count. The machine executing a task replication will communi⁃
cate with the controller after the task replication generates a

▲Figure 1. The MapReduce model.
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set of data records. The same task replications will generate
great numbers of data records in big data processing. The com⁃
munication between the controller and task replications greatly
increases the network overhead. Let cc be the cost caused by
the communication.

To reduce the cost generated by huge communication, we
make a rule to transmit the group of key⁃value pairs instead of
transmitting one key⁃value pair. Similarly, the controller choos⁃
es the first finished the data block group to transmit and dis⁃
cards the data block group generated by other task replica⁃
tions. The challenge is to determine how many key⁃value pairs
should be grouped together. How to divide the data block into
groups will be discussed in section 5.

The delay, another crucial fact needed to take into consider⁃
ation, arises from transmitting the data block group. The data
block is not transmitted immediately when it was been generat⁃
ed. If too many key⁃value pairs are grouped, the data receiving
at the next task may have a large delay that seriously slows
down the data processing. Otherwise there is a big communica⁃
tion overhead with the controller, almost same with the scheme
without grouping. Similarly, the delay causes cost. Let
minæ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷cc +σ∑

i

cid , be the cost caused by delay. In this paper,
we try to make a good tradeoff between cd and cc .Although the approach of combining task duplication and
pipelined intermediate data can significantly accelerate data
processing, redundant data are generated and may incur con⁃
gestion on the network. In this paper, we design a novel online
shuffling with a traffic controller to eliminate redundant data.

4 Model and Problem Formulation
The MapReduce programming model consists of two primi⁃

tives: map phrase and reduce phrase. The former phrase pro⁃
duces a set of intermediate records (key/value pairs), which are
provided as input to the reduce phrase. As a result, transmit⁃
ting the intermediate data through the network generates traffic
cost. The cost of delivering a certain amount of data over a net⁃
work link is evaluated by the product of data size and distance
between two machines.

Now we formulate the network traffic minimization problem.
All symbols and variables used in this paper are shown in Ta⁃
ble 1. We first consider the data delivering between two ma⁃
chines. Let cxy denote the traffic cost of transmitting data from
machine x ∈ M to machine y ∈ R, which can be calculated by:
cxy = vxdxy，x ∈M，y ∈R. (1)
The receiving delay cost of sending group i is cid . To make a

good tradeoff between control overhead and data receiving de⁃
lay, we attempt to minimize the following function:

minæ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷cc +σ∑

i

cid , (2)

where σ is the competitive ratio indicating the relative weight
of delay cost [14]. This problem is challenging because we
have no knowledge of generation time of key⁃value pairs in fu⁃
ture. Therefore we design an online grouping algorithm that
groups key⁃value pairs in data buffer. The detailed design will
be presented in next section.

5 Design of Online Distributed Algorithm
Our proposed online grouping algorithm makes a good trad⁃

eoff between control overhead and data receiving delay. In an
online big data processing environment, the data is pipelined
between operators. The intermediate data should be transmit⁃
ted to next phrase immediately. In our proposed work, the du⁃
plications of a task have the same output, but the time to pro⁃
duce each intermediate data record is different. By using a con⁃
troller, the task duplications can communicate with the control⁃
ler to confirm whether it transmits or discards its output data.

Another issue we need to solve is that the large number of
communication times between a task duplication and the con⁃
troller will increase the network overhead. Therefore, we pro⁃
pose an online distributed algorithm (Algorithm 1) to achieve
the transmitting group of data records.

▼Table 1. Symbols and variables

Notations
M
R
vx

cxy

cc

cit

cid

dxy

Description
A set of machines to generate intermediate data
A set of machines to receive intermediate data
Data volume of an intermediate record produced by machine x
The traffic cost from machine x ∈ M to machine y ∈ R
The cost caused by communication with the controller
The total cost of transmitting group i
The delay cost of group i
The distance between two machines x and y

Algorithm 1. Online Distributed Algorithm
1: cd ← 0, cc ← 0
2: while data processing not over do
3: if confirmation message is received then
4: remove and transmit confirmed packets from buffer
5: begin buffering new packet
6: cd ← 0, cc ← 0
7: else if cd + cc ≥ ct then8: send transmitting request
9: else10: continue buffering packets
11: recalculate cd and cc12: end if13: end while
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We consider that multiple copies are launched for a task,
and their intermediate outputs are sent to the corresponding
task. Since task copies get the same input data, they generate
the same output in the forms of key⁃value pairs. At the begin⁃
ning of Algorithm 1, we define the variables cd and cc to ind⁃
icate the delay cost of the data records in buffer and the com⁃
munication cost between task duplication and the controller,
respectively. Note that the algorithm is executed on each task
duplication. There is a buffer to store the temporary data re⁃
cords. If the task duplication receives the confirmed message
from the controller (line 3), it will remove the buffered packets
and transmit packets to next phrase (line 4). Otherwise, it will
check the sum of cd and cc , and then compare the sum with ct.
If the sum is larger than ct, it will send the transmitting request
to the controller (line 8). We set the condition (line 7) to buffer
the produced data sets into one group. The reason is that our
primary goal is to minimize network traffic, and therefore the
extra cost cannot be larger than the network traffic cost.

6 Evaluation
We conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the perfor⁃

mance of our proposed work with the following two operations.
•Only the controller manages the execution of task duplica⁃

tions to deliver the intermediate key ⁃ value pairs without
overlap.

•Each task duplication executes the proposed algorithm to re⁃
duce the network overhead. To compare with our work, the
random allocation algorithm is executed on each machine to
deliver group of data records.
To our best knowledge, we propose to mitigate task strag⁃

glers and minimize total network cost for pipelining environ⁃
ment. The intermediate data records (key/value pairs) are asso⁃
ciated with random size within [1-50], and each task has 30
task duplications in our simulations. The time of producing an
intermediate data records is randomly set within [2-6] ms. For
comparison, we also show the results of an random grouping al⁃
gorithm and the one without traffic control.

We first evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm
by comparing with the random allocation algorithm and no
group allocation algorithm. The controller chooses the machine
that finishes its assigned task first, and then applies algorithms
to divide the intermediate data into different groups. First of
all, we tested intermediate key values’numbers of 100, 200,
300, 400, 500 and 600 for pipelining data processing output,
and set the fixed task numbers to 30. As shown in Fig. 3, al⁃
though the total cost increases as the number of key ⁃ value
pairs increase for all the cases, our proposed algorithm has
much lower increase than the other two schemes.

We then test the performance under the case of the fixed
number of intermediate key value pairs, 300. As shown in Fig.
4, the total cost shows as an increasing function of number of
tasks from 20 to 25 for all the cases. In particular, when the

number of tasks is set to 25, the total cost of our proposed algo⁃
rithm is about 5.3 × 104, while the total cost of no algorithm is
6.3 × 104, with a reduction of 25 percent. In contrast to the ran⁃
dom allocation algorithm, our proposed algorithm also has a
higher performance, because the random allocation algorithm
does not consider the data delay.

As shown in Fig. 5, we study the influence of different num⁃
ber of task duplications by increasing the number of duplica⁃
tions form 10 to 15. The results show that our proposed algo⁃
rithm always outperforms the other two schemes. That is be⁃
cause it requires only 2 times communication with the control⁃
ler after delivering a group of data records, which is much
smaller than the communication times without algorithm. More⁃
over, we make a tradeoff between the communication cost and
the data delay cost and try to minimize the total cost. However,
the random allocation algorithm does not take the data delay
cost into consideration. Therefore, the total cost of the random
allocation algorithm is much bigger than our proposed algo⁃
rithm in the same cases.

Finally, we study the performance of three schemes under
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▲Figure 3. Total cost vs. the number of key⁃value pairs.

▲Figure 4. Total cost vs. the number of tasks.
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different weights of ratio by changing its value from 0.8 to 1.4.
A small value of ratio indicates less importance of delay cost.
From Fig. 6, we observe that the total cost of the random allo⁃
cation algorithm has a sharp increase. However, the curve of
our proposed algorithm increases slowly and it still outper⁃
forms the other two schemes.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we study the principle of the parallel comput⁃

ing frameworks in cloud. We also use the technique of task du⁃
plication and strive for a traffic awareness for online big data
processing. This approach can effectively accelerate job execu⁃
tion while avoiding redundant data transmission. To make a
good tradeoff between network overhead and data delay, we de⁃
sign an online grouping algorithm to eliminate the traffic cost
in cloud network. Finally, the performance of the proposed al⁃
gorithm is evaluated by extensive simulations.
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▲Figure 5. Total cost vs. the number of task duplications.

▲Figure 6. Total cost vs. weight of delay.
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Abstract

The development of cloud computing has made container technology a hot research issue in recent years. The container technolo⁃
gy provides a basic support for micro service architecture, while container networking plays an important role in application of the
container technology. In this paper, we study the technical implementation of the Flannel module, a network plug⁃in for Docker
containers, including its functions, implementation principle, utilization, and performance. The performance of Flannel in different
modes is further tested and analyzed in real application scenarios.
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W
1 Overview

ith the development of cloud computing, con⁃
tainer technology has become one of the hot
research issues in recent years. In order to
utilize container technology in the production

environment, container network should be addressed firstly [1].
The container networking technology [2] connects inter ⁃ host
containers and isolates each container network with others.
Currently, the container networking technology has two solu⁃
tions [3]: overlay networking and network routing. In overlay
networking, application layer protocols are encapsulated and
overlaid on the existing IP layer. Typical applications include
Weave, Flannel, and Open vSwitch. In network routing, con⁃
tainer networking is implemented through routing on network
Layer 3 or 2. Typical applications include Calico and Macvlan.
The overlay networking solution has no additional require⁃
ments on the existing network and container networking is
available without the need to change the underlying network,
so this mature solution is widely applied. However, with the in⁃
crease of network nodes, the network is getting more and more
complicated, and it is becoming more difficult and costly to
maintain the network [4]. In addition, overlay networking is im⁃
plemented through encapsulation on the application layer, so
performance is also a large concern. Network routing features
high network transmission performance and easy network main⁃
tenance, but has particular requirements on routers and switch⁃
es in networking, which affects its scope of application.

Flannel, a representative of the overlay networking solution
for container networking, is a network plug⁃in service designed
by CoreOS for Kubernetes. With Flannel, each Docker contain⁃
er created on different hosts in the container cluster can have a
unique virtual IP address in the cluster [6], and Docker con⁃
tainer networks can interwork with each other. Flannel is an in⁃
dependent open⁃source project using the Apache License Ver⁃
sion 2.0 protocol and compiled with the Go language. Flannel
is easy to use with a comprehensible implementation principle
and has become a mainstream network plug ⁃ in recommended
by many container solution providers.

This paper will provide an in ⁃ depth analysis of the imple⁃
mentation principle, as well as its utilization methods and
modes of Flannel.

2 Implementation Principle of Flannel
Network
Flannel provides an independent subnet for each host, and

the network information of the entire cluster is stored on etcd,
a distributed lock service. The IP address of a target container
in the subnet of the host is queried from etcd for forwarding da⁃
ta across hosts. Fig. 1 shows the implementation principle.

In Fig. 1, Host 1 and Host 2 are two hosts, on each of which
two containers are operating. If the user datagram protocol
(UDP) mode [7] is used for a request that needs to be sent from
Container1 to Container3, the virtual network interface control⁃
ler (NIC) Flannel0 (the virtual NIC name in virtual extensible
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LAN (VXLAN) mode may be different) is created.
The implementation procedure is described as follows:

1) IP datagrams are encapsulated and sent through eth0 of the
container.

2) Container1’s eth0 interacts with Docker0 through veth pair
and sends a packet to Docker0. Docker0 then forwards the
packet.

3) Docker0 determines that the IP address of Container3 points
to an external container by querying the local routing table,
and sends the packet to the virtual NIC Flannel0.

4) The packet received by Flannel0 is forwarded to the Flan⁃
neld process. The Flanneld process encapsulates the packet
by querying the routing table maintained by etcd and sends
the packet through eth0 of the host.

5) The packet determines the target host in the network across
hosts.

6) The Flanneld process that listens to the 8285 port on the tar⁃
get host decapsulates the packet.

7) The decapsulated packet is forwarded to the virtual NIC
Flannel0.

8) Flannel0 queries the routing table, decapsulates the packet,
and sends the packet to Docker0.

9) Docker0 determines the target container and sends the pack⁃
et to the target container.

3 Network Forwarding Modes Supported by
Flannel
The Flannel configuration file is stored under the /coreos.

com/network/config directory of etcd and can be viewed by run⁃
ning the etcdctl command. The directory where the configura⁃

tion file is stored can be changed through ⁃⁃etcd⁃pre⁃
fix.

The configuration file is a json file, consisting of
the following five key parameters:
•Network (character string): IPv4 Classless Inter⁃Do⁃

main
Routing (CIDR) of the entire Flannel network. It is
the unique required keyword.

•SubnetLen (integer type): length of the subnet allo⁃
cated. 24 is set as default (eg. /24).

•SubnetMin (character string): start IP address allo⁃
cated to a subnet. The first address of the subnet is
set as default.

•SubnetMax (character string): end IP address allo⁃
cated to a subnet. The last address of the subnet is
set as default.

•Backend (dictionary): type and specific configura⁃
tion used by the back end. The keywords supported
in the dictionary are described below (default:
UDP).
Backend specifies the transfer mode of an encapsu⁃

lated packet and supports the following modes:
1) UDP: encapsulating packets through UDP [8]
•type (character string): udp
•Port (digit): UDP port number used for sending encapsulated

packets, with 8285 set as default
2) vxlan: encapsulating packets through kernel VXLAN [9]
•type (character string): vxlan
•VNI (digit): ID used by the VXLAN [10] (VNI), with 1 set as

default
•Port (digit): UDP port number used for sending encapsulated

packets, with 8472 set as default (kernel default value)
3) host⁃gw: creating an IP route to a subnet through the IP ad⁃

dress of the remote host. This requires the hosts that are op⁃
erating Flannel are directly interconnected on Layer 2.

•type (character string): host⁃gw
4) aws⁃vpc: used for the containers operating on AWS
5) gce: used for containers operating on GCE
6) alloc: only implementing network distribution, with no pack⁃

et forwarding.
Fig. 2 shows a json file for packet forwarding in UDP mode.
The technical implementations in UDP, VXLAN, and host ⁃

▲Figure 1. Implementation principle of flannel network.

{
"Network": "10.0.0.0/8",
"SubnetLen": 20,
"SubnetMin": "10.10.0.0",
"SubnetMax": "10.99.0.0",
"Backend": {

"Type": "udp",
"Port": 7890

}
}

Figure 2. ▶
A json file in UDP mode
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GW modes are described below.

4 Implementation Principle and Analysis of
Flannel Network Forwarding Modes
Flannel provides the networking service

for containers and uses etcd to store the net⁃
work configuration information [11], [12].
Flannel obtains subnet information from
etcd, declares the network segment of its sub⁃
net, and stores it in etcd. Before data forward⁃
ing across hosts, Flannel queries the IP ad⁃
dress of the host corresponding to the subnet
and sends data to flanneld of the host, and
the flanneld forwards the data. The following
analyzes the data stream sending and receiv⁃
ing flows in UDP, VXLAN, and host ⁃ GW
modes.
4.1 UDP Mode

UDP is the default mode used by Flan⁃
neld. The virtual NIC flannel0 is added on a
host and uses the 8285 as the listening port
by default.

According to the Wireshark analysis (Fig.
3), the data is forwarded in the UDP mode.
The source and destination IP addresses of
the source packet are the IP address of the
host, and the IP addresses of containers are
encapsulated into the packet.
4.2 VXLAN Mode

In VXLAN mode, Flannel runs a flanneld
process on each host and creates a VXLAN
device (virtual NIC Flannel.x, where x indi⁃
cates the VNI). In this test, VNI is 1, so the
virtual NIC Flannel.1 is created.

According to the Wireshark analysis as
shown in Fig. 4, the data is forwarded also
through UDP, and the source and destination
IP addresses are the IP addresses of the host.
Some VXLAN encapsulation protocols are
added in the packet (which is different from
the UDP mode), and the IP addresses of the
two containers are encapsulated into the
packet.
4.3 Host⁃GWMode

Different from that in UDP and VXLAN
modes, no Flannel virtual NIC is created in
the host⁃GW mode, but the hosts need to be
interconnected on Layer 2. In this test, the IP
addresses of two containers are 192.38.88.2

and 192.38.95.2.
According to the Wireshark analysis (Fig. 5), the source and

destination IP addresses in the packet are the IP addresses of
the two containers but not the IP address of the host. No UDP⁃
based packet encapsulation is implemented. Instead, the pack⁃

▲Figure 3. Wireshark analysis for UDP mode.

▲Figure 4. Wireshark analysis for VXLAN mode.

▲Figure 5. Wireshark analysis for host⁃GW mode.
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et is transmitted through TCP.

5 Conclusions
Our tests were conducted in two servers with the same con⁃

figuration, including the servers with 100M network card, oper⁃
ating system ubuntu14.04, Flannel v0.7.0, and etcd v2.3.1. Be⁃
sides, Iperf, the network performance testing tool for testing
the maximum bandwidth performance of TCP or UDP, is used,
and two containers are running on each of the hosts. Table 1
describes the results of the performance tests.

According to the testing results, the host⁃GW mode provides
the best performance, because no virtual NIC is created in this
mode, which thus reduces the number of forwarding operations
and improves network performance. However, in this mode, the
destination address is the container’s IP address and media ac⁃
cess control (MAC) addressing is used, which requires that the
two hosts be interconnected on Layer 2.
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▼Table 1. Performance comparision of direct data transmission
between two hosts with UDP/VXLAN/host⁃GW⁃based transmission
through Flannel.

Mode
Direct transmission
between two hosts

UDP
VXLAN
Host⁃GW

Rate (M/s)
94.3
92.7
91.2
94.3

Description
There is a normal performance loss in
direct transmission between two hosts.

There is greater performance loss.

The performance is approximate to that
of direct transmission between two hosts.
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Since virtualization technology enables the abstraction and
sharing of resources in a flexible management way, the over⁃
all expenses of network deployment can be significantly re⁃
duced. Therefore, the technology has been widely applied in
the core network. With the tremendous growth in mobile traf⁃
fic and services, it is natural to extend virtualization technol⁃
ogy to the cloud computing based radio access networks (CC⁃
RANs) for achieving high spectral efficiency with low cost.
In this paper, the virtualization technologies in CC⁃RANs are
surveyed, including the system architecture, key enabling
techniques, challenges, and open issues. The enabling key
technologies for virtualization in CC⁃RANs mainly including
virtual resource allocation, radio access network (RAN) slic⁃
ing, mobility management, and social ⁃ awareness have been
comprehensively surveyed to satisfy the isolation, customiza⁃
tion and high ⁃ efficiency utilization of radio resources. The
challenges and open issues mainly focus on virtualization lev⁃
els for CC ⁃RANs, signaling design for CC ⁃RAN virtualiza⁃
tion, performance analysis for CC ⁃ RAN virtualization, and
network security for virtualized CC⁃RANs.
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1 Introduction
ith the explosive growth of wireless data traf⁃
fic and differentiated performance require⁃
ments of mobile services and the Internet of
Things (IoT), traditional networks are facing

serious challenges in satisfying capacity demands, energy effi⁃
ciency, and flexibility requirements [1]. Meanwhile, especially
from 3G to 4G, many wireless networks have been deployed to
satisfy data traffic demands and guarantee seamless coverage
[2]. However, those heterogeneous wireless networks usually
overlap the same areas, thus compromising the full use of infra⁃
structure resources and radio resources [3]. In addition, based
on the dedicated hardware and vertical network architecture,
the wireless networks are designed for peak capacity demands
and operated separately, with wireless resources and network
resources being unable to be dynamically allocated. Those
problems and challenges cause the capital expenses (CAPEX)
and operation expenses (OPEX) not cost ⁃ efficient. From the
perspective of network resources, 5G wireless communication
networks are expected to intelligently integrate all kinds of re⁃
sources from multiple resource owners to provide augmented
and data⁃intensive services in a multi⁃vendor multi⁃proprietor
scenario with maximizing resource utilization [4]. Traditional
networks based on dedicated hardware and other resources
with static or periodic allocation are unable to satisfy the re⁃
quirements and facing great challenges. However, with virtual⁃
ization, which can pool the resources as“virtual machines
(VMs)”to realize dynamic sharing and reprogramming, the net⁃
work functions and resources can be managed flexibly with
higher utilization. Under different network environment, virtu⁃
alization technology has different flexibility and complexity as
well as challenges.

With the goal of creating a more flexible, cost⁃effective, and
open wireless communication network, some ideas and con⁃

crete initiatives of the virtualization⁃driven 5G have been dis⁃
cussed on the 34th meeting of Wireless World Research Fo⁃
rum (WWRF34) [5]. Virtualization has been seen as one of the
main evolution trends in the forthcoming 5G cellular networks
[6]. Software defined networking (SDN), network function virtu⁃
alization (NFV) and cloud computing are considered as the
promising technologies to realize virtual networks, especially
in core networks (CNs) and network controls. They are widely
treated as the important virtualization technology in ICT area.
Concretely, the fundamental principle in SDN is flexibly de⁃
coupling the control plane (i.e., configuration and manage⁃
ment) and data plane (i.e., forwarding), therefore, SDN has
been regarded as a crucial driver to virtualize wireless access
and core networks [7]. NFV is mainly focused on functionality
modular design and general ⁃purpose platform replacing dedi⁃
cated hardware. Through migrating network functions from the
dedicated hardware to general⁃purpose networking and comput⁃
ing platforms, the cost of deploying and operating infrastruc⁃
tures can be reduced [8]. Through cloud computing, distribut⁃
ed computation infrastructures and services can also be quick⁃
ly deployed, dynamically managed, and globally optimized [9].

With tremendous growth in wireless traffic and services, vir⁃
tualization has been introduced into wireless networks, such as
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mobile cellular network virtualization [10] and software ⁃ de⁃
fined wireless mesh networks [11]. At the same time, as virtual⁃
ization technology has been widely applied in CNs, in order to
achieve its full potential and relief the pressure of RANs, it is
necessary to extend virtualization technology to the radio ac⁃
cess segment [8]. However, the inherent nature of wireless com⁃
munications, such as broadcasting characteristic, stochastic
fluctuation of wireless channel quality, severe interference and
computational complexity, lets the traditional network architec⁃
ture and resource allocation for high system capacity and data
rates unable to satisfy diverse services with differentiated per⁃
formance requirements. Fortunately, considering virtualization
into RAN environments, resource virtualization with central⁃
ized and hierarchical control and management can provide
more elaborate resource granularity and a greater degree of re⁃
source sharing. In addition, the signaling overhead and com⁃
plexity can be decreased because of centralized processing
gain and signaling⁃data split.

However, from the perspective of current related studies,
network virtualization and wireless network virtualization are
mainly focusing on mobile network virtualization based SDN
and NFV. In [12], from the data plane and control plane per⁃
spective, a virtual server platform—NetVM was proposed for
network functions, based on which the SDN NFV (SDNFV) for
controlling the smarter data plane was introduced. The joint de⁃
sign of software⁃defined wireless networking (SDWN) and wire⁃
less network virtualization (WNV) was presented for address⁃
ing the crucial challenges in future networks and the NFV re⁃
source allocation (NFV⁃RA) problems were discussed in [13],
while the network virtualization and resource description in
SDWN were discussed in [14]. In addition, according to the re⁃
quirements of 5G, a concrete approach for wireless network vir⁃
tualization, including the framework model, control schemes
were mentioned in [15]. The SDWN was discussed in [16], in⁃
cluding use cases, generic architecture detailing in terms of
modules, interfaces, and high ⁃ level signaling. In [17], given
that SDNs mainly adopt forwarding rules as the basic control
unit to manage network traffics, the rules increase dramatically
after network virtualization. If the rule space is not large
enough for processing new packets, network devices have to
communicate to the SDN controller, which leads to latency for
users and heavy load to controller. Therefore, the amount of so⁃
cial IoT groups vRANs under limited rule space and latency re⁃
quirement has been optimized.

As to RAN virtualization, the current existing studies are
mainly on software ⁃ defined and virtualized wireless access,
concretely including the flow oriented perspective, protocol ori⁃
ented perspective, and spectrum oriented perspective [18]. Fur⁃
thermore, from the flow oriented perspective, the authors of
[19] and [20] researched the network virtualization substrate
(NVS) implemented in base stations, which mainly focused on
the management, scheduling, and service differentiation of dif⁃
ferent data flows among different slices. In [21], multiple CN

operators have accessed to a common RAN, which needs RAN
virtualization to map virtual network elements onto wireless re⁃
sources of the existing physical network. In [7], multiple isolat⁃
ed virtual networks are built on one or more physical network
substrates and they are able to use customized network proto⁃
cols, signal processing and network management functional⁃
ities to satisfy the intended services. Both [7] and [17] can be
regarded as multiple wireless protocol instances that are isolat⁃
ed, customized and managed on the same wireless hardware
from the protocol oriented perspective. As to the spectrum ori⁃
ented perspective, the resources to be sliced are radio frequen⁃
cy (RF) bands and white spectrum [18] for extended sharing
and high radio resource utilization, which can be treated as the
spectrum virtualization.

To improve the spectral efficiency and energy efficiency,
many kinds of cloud computing based RANs (CC⁃RANs) have
been proposed, such as the cloud RAN (C ⁃ RAN), heteroge⁃
neous C⁃RAN (H⁃CRAN), and even fog RAN (F⁃RAN). Unfor⁃
tunately, the virtualization technology in CC ⁃ RANs has not
been widely and systematically researched, which can be a
promising direction for future advanced RAN design. CC⁃RAN
virtualization can fit well the type and amount, as well as the
granularity of resources for the service performance require⁃
ments by dynamical and flexible abstraction and slicing.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. we pro⁃
vide a brief survey on the background of network virtualization
in Section 2, including the related definitions, projects and
business models, motivations, and contributions. In Section 3,
we introduce the components of network virtualization with re⁃
lated realizing technologies. Three main CC ⁃ RAN architec⁃
tures with virtualization are comprehensively analyzed in Sec⁃
tion 4. Following, we discuss the key enabling technologies for
CC⁃RAN virtualization to satisfy the requirements of isolation,
customization and high⁃efficiency utilization of radio resources
in Section 5. In Section 6, challenges and open issues has been
discussed. In Section 7, we concluded the paper.

2 Background of Network Virtualization
In this section, we present a brief review of history and de⁃

velopment of network virtualization. The related definitions are
also given and compared, especially on CC ⁃ RAN virtualiza⁃
tion. Then we investigate the main projects on network virtual⁃
ization and realted business models, especially for the virtual⁃
ization in CC⁃RANs. Finally, we give a brief summary of the
existing related articles and summarize our contributions.
2.1 History Development of Network Virtualization

Virtualization has accelerated the development of informa⁃
tion technology. In an information and communications tech⁃
nology (ICT) system, virtualization can realize the physical
hardware, such as servers, network and storage devices in a
software form, which simplifies IT management and enables ag⁃
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ile IT services delivery with low costs. With a lot of benefits,
virtualization has gradually become a popular concept in ICT
area, such as virtual machines, virtual memory, virtual data
centers and even virtual network functions. In wired networks,
virtualization has been applied for decades. The authors of [22]
described virtual local area networks (VLANs), virtual private
networks (VPNs), active and programmable networks, and over⁃
lay networks. The common feature of them is that the wired net⁃
work virtualization is limited to one or two layers, thus the ben⁃
efits of virtualization have not been fully exploited. In order to
take full advantages of virtualization, the networks need to be
fully virtualized, and services be completely separated from
their underlying infrastructure.

Since the introduction of SDN and NFV, the network virtual⁃
ization has been widely researched. In [23], a network function
virtualization proof of concept (PoC) was reported, which dem⁃
onstrated that the dynamic SDN control coordinating with a
cloud management approach could bring added value to tele⁃
communication operators and service providers. The PoC also
demonstrated how telecommunication services based on NFV
can be made self⁃adaptive to the network conditional and user’s
changing requirements. Based on modular design, NFV comb⁃
ing with SDN control can satisfy well the differentiated scenari⁃
os and performance demands by CN slicing and further end⁃to⁃
end network slicing. Accordingly, users can get better QoS be⁃
cause of customization. Network virtualization has been consid⁃
ered as one of the most significant technologies for the future
Internet. With increasing mobile Internet and IoT wireless data
traffic and services, wireless network virtualization has been
widely discussed.
2.2 Definitions of Network Virtualization

In order to avoid confusion, in this part, the related defini⁃
tions on network virtualization in the recent literature have
been summarized, including virtualization, NFV, network virtu⁃
alization, WNV, and RAN virtualization.
2.2.1 Virtualization

Virtualization is the process of creating a software⁃based (or
virtual) representation of something rather than a physical one,
and the heart of virtualization is the“VM”, a tightly isolated
software container with an operating system and application in⁃
side [24]. More importantly, a thin layer of software in plat⁃
forms called hypervisor decouples VM from the host, and the
hypervisor can dynamically allocates computing resources to
each VM as needed. Virtualization can be applied to applica⁃
tions, servers, storage, and networks, which is the most effec⁃
tive way to reduce IT expenses while boosting efficiency and
agility for all size businesses.
2.2.2 Network Function Virtualization

NFV was proposed by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) in October 2012, for minimizing or

even eliminating the dependence on proprietary hardware [25].
Taking advantages of the evolution of IT virtualization, NFV is
transferring network functions from dedicated hardware appli⁃
ances to software⁃based applications running on commercial off
⁃ the⁃shelf (COTS) equipment [26], such as high⁃volume serv⁃
ers, switches, and storage. Through NFV, network functions
can be instantiated in various locations such as data centers,
network nodes, and even end ⁃user equipment as the network
requires. The NFV framework, state⁃of⁃the⁃art, and implemen⁃
tation as well as challenges for next generation mobile network
can be found in [25].
2.2.3 Network Virtualization

Network virtualization can be regarded as a process of shar⁃
ing the entire network system with an optimized approach [15].
In [27], network virtualization has been defined from the per⁃
spective of network resources. Network virtualization is any
form of partitioning or combining a set of network resources,
and abstracting it to users such that each user, through its set
of the partitioned or combined resources, has a unique, sepa⁃
rate view of the network. The resources can be fundamental
(nodes, links) or derived (topologies), which can be virtualized
recursively. The node and link virtualization involves resource
partition, combination, and abstraction. NFV is a strong tech⁃
nology candidate toward network virtualization. Through NFV,
network functionalities can be encapsulated into software pack⁃
ages that can be distributed through the network and per⁃
formed in a homogeneous environment [28], which will simply
the implementation of network virtualization.
2.2.4 Wireless Network Virtualization

WNV has a very broad scope ranging from infrastructure vir⁃
tualization, spectrum sharing, to air interface virtualization
[22], which can be easily understood as the network virtualiza⁃
tion emphasizing on mobile networks, including mobile CNs
and RANs. Wireless network virtualization as the technologies
in which physical wireless network infrastructure resources
and physical radio resources can be abstracted and sliced into
virtual wireless network resources holding certain correspond⁃
ing functionalities, and shared by multiple parties through iso⁃
lating each other [10], [22], [29]. In [30], based on wireless net⁃
work virtualization technology, several concurrent virtual net⁃
works could run on the shared wireless physical substrate and
the physical nodes as well as physical links are virtualized into
several virtual nodes and virtual links belonging to different
virtual networks. Recently, the research of network virtualiza⁃
tion mainly concentrates on WNV.
2.2.5 RAN Virtualization

To enable end⁃to⁃end network virtualization, both the wire⁃
less CNs and RANs have to be virtualized [19]. The network
virtualization has been focused on the design of network sub⁃
strate to support multiple virtual networks. However, with the
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relatively mature application of the virtualization technology
such as NFV and SDN in mobile CNs, recent research atten⁃
tion has shifted to meeting the baseband ⁃ processing require⁃
ments of RANs on high⁃volume IT hardware as well as central⁃
ized resource virtualization and dynamical allocation to avoid
over⁃provisioning [31].

Through radio spectrum virtualization, infrastructure shar⁃
ing, virtualization of multiple radio access technologies
(RATs), and virtualization of computing resources, virtualiza⁃
tion can be applied in the context of RANs [31]. In [32], RAN
virtualization is explained as leveraging SDN/NFV to virtualize
a portion of the RAN functionalities onto standard IT or COTS
hardware in a central location or in the cloud, which has the
potential to offer advantages such as smaller footprint and ener⁃
gy consumption through dynamic load balancing and traffic
steering. However, the radio resource virtualization and shar⁃
ing were not taken into full consideration in [32].

The similar definitions of RAN virtualization, such as wire⁃
less access virtualization in [7], software ⁃defined and virtual⁃
ized wireless access in [18], RAN sharing in [19], and software⁃
defined radio (SDR) and software⁃defined fronthaul (SDF) net⁃
works in [33] also have been discussed in the recent literature.

From the related definitions above, RAN virtualization is in⁃
cluded in the wireless network virtualization, and wireless net⁃
work virtualization is included in network virtualization. All
three of them generally take virtualization technology, such as
NFV, as the enablers. However, RAN virtualization has to deal
with problems specific to the characteristics of wireless access
links that usually have more dynamic sets of users, user mobili⁃
ty, and varying channel conditions, which makes it harder to
virtualize the wireless resources across multiple entities [19].
Therefore, there exist several challenges in RAN virtualization:
•A virtualized RAN (or a RAN slice) should be able to use a

permitted amount of resources by dynamical allocating,
which easily varies with network load and is influenced by
interference, user mobility and operator policies.

•It is harder to achieve the two conflicting goals of isolation
and efficient resource utilization across slices, since the
RAN has to consider the resource sharing for uplink traffic
and the up⁃down direction of resource allocation [20].

•Wireless networks often incur considerable overheads due
to signaling and retransmissions; however, the resources are
rather limited.
In addition, unlike virtualization of CNs, where the virtual⁃

ized functionalities are executed by VM under the control of a
hypervisor on centralized general purpose processors (GPPs),
RAN virtualization can only run before the RAN actually
needs to interface with the physical network by transmitting an
RF signal [32], which needs the system to respond in real time
to the RF signal. In order to achieve the full potential of RAN
virtualization, the definition of RAN virtualization needs to be
extended wider than that of virtualization in the IT area, such
as resource abstraction and sharing. In this paper, the virtual⁃

ization technology in CC⁃RANs is comprehensively surveyed.
2.3 Projects and Business Models

Network virtualization has been one of the hottest topics in
telecommunications. However, when it comes to RANs, it may
seem technically complex, risky and hard to deploy. The au⁃
thors of [22] have given a summary on network virtualization
projects; however, those projects mainly focus on wireless net⁃
work virtualization. In order to investigate the newest research
and achievements, it’s necessary to review the latest projects
on RAN virtualization as well as business models.
2.3.1 Projects

Recently, the projects on virtualization of RANs have been
launched, including the Flexible Architecture for Virtualizable
Future Wireless Internet Access (FLAVIA) [19], [34], Small
Cell Forum [35], SDN at the Edges [23], 5G Exchange (5GEx)
project [36], and Small cEllS coordinAtion for Multi ⁃ tenancy
and Edge services (SEAME) project [37], etc.

FLAVIA is a European Union 7th Framework Programme
(FP7) project that fosters a paradigm shift towards the future
wireless Internet: from pre⁃designed link services to program⁃
mable link processors. The significant concept of FLAVIA is
to expose flexible programmable interfaces to enable service
customization and performance optimization via software ⁃
based exploitation of low ⁃ level operations and control, trans⁃
mission timing, frame customization and processing, spectrum
and channel management, power control, etc.

SDN at the Edges is the framework of activity“SDN at the
Edges”founded in 2015 by the EIT⁃Digital initiative under the
“Future Networking Solutions”action line, which aims at in⁃
vestigating how to create the technical conditions for accelerat⁃
ing the practical development of SDN and NFV solutions.

Small Cell Forum provided a comprehensive analysis on
small cell virtualization through its operator group in June
2014. The report [35] describes the findings of that activity, in
particular, the benefits of centralization and virtualization of
small cell RAN, including improved coordination, enhanced
scalability, reduced cost, accelerated upgrade lifecycle, and
flexibility. In addition, the different functional splits and relat⁃
ed performance benefits and constraints are also discussed.

5GEx Project, through designing an agile exchange mecha⁃
nism for contracting, invoking, and settling the wholesale con⁃
sumption of resources and virtual network services, aims to en⁃
able cross ⁃domain orchestration of services over multiple ad⁃
ministrations or over one multi⁃domain administration and that
the services can be provisioned in less than 90 minutes.

SEAME, by bringing virtualization, control and intelligence
to the network edge, proposes the Cloud ⁃Enabled Small Cell
(CESC) concept, a new multi ⁃operator enabled small cell that
integrates a virtualized execution platform for deploying virtual
network functions (NVFs), supporting powerful self ⁃ manage⁃
ment and executing novel applications and services inside the
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access network infrastructure.
2.3.2 Business Models

With abundant services and applications unprecedentedly
appearing, mobile network operators (MNOs) are under great
stress because of being pipelined with little profits. Since
MNOs are looking for new approaches to be cost⁃efficient and
to relieve fast increasing financial investment burden, new
business models based on an extension to existing standard⁃
ized network sharing functionality have been provided in [19],
including on ⁃ demand capacity, wholesale ⁃ only network, and
over⁃the⁃top service providers.

Comparing with the business models developing for network
sharing above, in the network virtualization environment, ac⁃
cording to which party physical resources and virtual resources
belong to, business models can be described as the roles (the
business models themselves), the functions of the roles, and
the relation between the roles [22], [38]. A two⁃level model and
a three⁃level model as well as the functions of roles, including
infrastructures provider (InP), MNO, mobile virtual network op⁃
erators (MVNOs), and service providers (SPs) have been con⁃
cretely explained in [22]. In [38], the business models of net⁃
work slicing as a service (NSaaS) have been classified into
three classes, including business to business (B2B), business
to consumer (B2C), and business to business to consumer
(B2B2C). In addition, according to different control levels on
mobile network resources, MVNOs are further classified into
three types, including resellers, services providers, and full
MVNOs [10]. The detail functions of each roles and differenc⁃
es as well as typical representatives are discussed in [22] and
[38], thus omitting them here for brevity.

Finally, the business models can also be summarized as
“something”as a service (XaaS). Infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) and network as a service (NaaS) are respectively provid⁃
ed by InPs and MVNOs. SPs can also provide software as a ser⁃
vice (SaaS) and cloud as a service (CaaS). An example might
be RAN⁃as⁃a⁃Service (RANaaS), where RAN is offered like a
cloud⁃service [39].
2.4 Motivations and Contributions

Recently, RAN virtualization has been gradually concentrat⁃
ed on in literature. However, on the one hand, the related defi⁃
nitions may be in a muddle and the existing literature on net⁃
work virtualization usually lacks consideration on concrete
RAN architectures. RAN virtualization can be unified in differ⁃
ent RATs, each of which is dedicated to different services and
offering a different quality of service (QoS), since virtualization
can simplify the management of different RATs [31]. On the
other hand, the current network virtualization and wireless net⁃
work virtualization are mainly emphasizing on mobile CN virtu⁃
alization based on SDN and NFV, and jointly designing the ge⁃
neric network virtualization architecture.

To provide a better understanding of research opportunities

and challenges on virtualization technology in CC⁃RANs, the
survey gives the state ⁃ of ⁃ the ⁃ art CC⁃RAN virtualization and
wants to attract more attention on it, unleashing the potential
gains given by CC⁃RAN virtualization. The main contributions
of the paper can be summarized as follows.

We systemically review the related definitions, and based on
a brief investigation on the current network virtualization re⁃
search, we give the components of network virtualization.

In order to take different advantages of CC⁃RANs and to sat⁃
isfy the different performance requirements, we illustrate and
classify the virtualization architecture into three trendy CC ⁃
RANs.

In order to satisfy the requirements of virtual networks, in⁃
cluding isolation, customization and high radio resource utiliza⁃
tion of CC ⁃ RAN virtualization, we review the key enabling
technologies. Finally, we discuss the challenges and open is⁃
sues as the broad perspectives in CC⁃RAN virtualization.

3 Components of Network Virtualization
Network virtualization can be treated as the process of virtu⁃

alizing a set of network resources. Since RAN virtualization is
virtualization technology applied in RAN context, the compo⁃
nents of network virtualization are same for RAN virtualiza⁃
tion. From the perspective of resources, network virtualization
can be treated as abstracting and dynamically allocating re⁃
sources to efficiently share by multiple virtual networks via iso⁃
lations. In Fig. 1, from the perspective of resource, the network
virtualization architecture consists of three layers, including
the infrastructure and wireless resources layer (L1), virtual re⁃
sources layer (L2), and logical networks and services layer
(L3). Through virtualization technology, the physical resources
in L1 can be abstracted as virtual resources, which can be dy⁃
namically allocated to L3 and orchestrated for service slices.
3.1 Infrastructure Virtualization

The legacy network deployments are based on physical mid⁃
dle⁃boxes and vendor⁃locked equipment [23]. It may be impos⁃
sible to achieve the scalability and flexibility in 5G network
with higher resource utilization and satisfying various service
demands. Meanwhile, through purchasing or developing soft⁃
ware and running it on physical machines such as commodity
services, all kinds of network functions can be realized. Howev⁃
er, the gains of flexibility, dynamic resource scaling, and ener⁃
gy efficiency will be declined.

On the one hand, the physical network elements, such as an⁃
tennas, BSs, processor hardware and routers, can be virtual⁃
ized to support sharing of multiple operators by infrastructure
virtualization [22]. Hardware and network sharing is beneficial
for small cells in order to avoid massive over⁃provisioning [31],
especially for the heterogeneous and dense deployments in 5G
networks. In [40], a novel concept of Universal Intelligent
Small Cell (UnISCell) has been proposed for enabling the
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dense small cell via infrastructure re⁃engineering and sharing.
On the other hand, infrastructure virtualization also includes

link virtualization as well as control and management. In [41],
the processes of node virtualization and link virtualization, as
well as management, have been concretely described. Special⁃
ly, virtual links can be created by configuring Ethernet VLANs
between the physical nodes hosting the virtual nodes. Actually,
infrastructure virtualization may be directly observed in CC ⁃
RAN architecture in [42] and [43]; base band units (BBUs) are
centralized and shared among different sites via virtualization,
after which they are named a virtual BBU pool.

Since virtualization enables operation and management dis⁃
crete, siloed infrastructure components toward a pooled infra⁃
structure can be managed holistically. Adopting virtualized in⁃
frastructure can benefit a lot. For example, it can significantly
reduce the complexity of deployment, and simplify operation
and maintenance. Infrastructure virtualization can also create
an elastic environment which helps business react more quick⁃
ly to market demand changes and customization [24].
Fig. 2 gives an example for C⁃RAN architecture that applies

the NFV architectural principle to an E⁃UTRAN based system.
The enhanced NodeB (eNodeB) as a logical network entity is
implemented both in the cloud platform and at physical radio
access points (RAPs). The eNodeB consists of a number of vir⁃
tual RAN processing units (vRPUs), responsible for executing
the RAN protocol stack, and a virtual eNodeB controller that
terminates 3GPP interfaces toward the core network and other
eNodeBs. In the architecture, the virtualized eNodeB can be
implemented as a virtualization network function (VNF), which
is instantiated on a virtualized infrastructure.

Infrastructure virtualization can also achieve dynamical in⁃
frastructure resource allocation and traffic balancing. In this

way, footprints and energy consumption can be lowered [44].
3.2 Radio Spectrum Virtualization

Radio spectrum resources are always scarce and significant
for wireless communications. Generally, radio spectrum re⁃
sources refer to the licensed spectrum or dedicated free spec⁃
trum [10]. With the emerging and developing of cognitive radio
(CR) and edge computing technologies, the idle white spec⁃
trum can be used by others to alleviate the shortage, and rela⁃
tively distributed computing for spectrum sensing has been ap⁃
plied for wireless networks. A novel wireless distributed com⁃
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◀Figure 1.
Network virtualization
architecture from the resource
perspective.
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puting (WDC) scheme for cyclostationary feature detection
spectrum sensing approach was proposed and investigated in
[45]. Comparing with conventional Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) time smoothing algorithms, the proposed scheme can re⁃
duce the computational complexity for each processing CR.

Spectrum virtualization considers the total available radio
spectrum as a whole resource and virtualizes them as the ab⁃
stracted access medium [22]. In [15], spectrum virtualization
was viewed as an extension of dynamic access or sharing,
which could achieve more spectrum sharing gain and improve
wireless system capacity. A virtualization method and its proce⁃
dures were also presented in [15], in which an advanced spec⁃
trum management (ASM) function obtains and updates related
spectrum information, including available spectrum informa⁃
tion from the cognitive plane and the latest spectrum usage in⁃
formation from eNodeBs, and the ASM function then allocates
spectrum resource and coordinates among different eNodeBs.
The evaluation results showed that after spectrum virtualiza⁃
tion, the total utilization could increase by 30 percent (Fig. 3).
In [18], a spectrum virtualization layer (SVL) under the physi⁃
cal layer was proposed to execute wireless spectrum virtualiza⁃
tion. By spectrum reshaping techniques, the SVL could share
the same RF front units on different ranges of the spectrum.

Spectrum virtualization can significantly promote full net⁃
work virtualization, thus allowing extended radio spectrum
shared by multiple operators [10] and higher spectrum efficien⁃
cy (SE) and system capacity.
3.3 Cache/Storage Virtualization

Caching the multimedia contents at the network edge has
been treated as one effective solution to dealing with the explo⁃
sive growth of mobile multimedia traffic, improving the QoS of
real ⁃ time data services, especially in strict ⁃ latency scenarios,
and alleviating the heavy traffic burden on the backhaul and
fronthaul. However, the effective in⁃network caching in tradi⁃
tional network architecture is not practical because of the dedi⁃

cated hardware for signal processing in RANs and complex
controlling and processing units in CNs, so the concept of
“Cache⁃as⁃a⁃Service (CaaS)”, a caching virtualization frame⁃
work for cloud⁃based mobile networks was proposed and an il⁃
lustration of the deployment of caching virtual machines was
given as the Fig. 1 in [46]. CaaS is based on mobile cloud com⁃
puting and a centralized caching controller is used to realize
the caching VMs anywhere with properly allocated positions;
by caching virtualization, the contents can be chunked, distrib⁃
uted, and stored based on its popularity, traffic diversity and
the diversity of user requests.

Meanwhile, the content ⁃ level slicing of virtual resources
(Fig. 4) was proposed in [29], which can be considered as an
extension of dynamic content access and sharing through time
multiplexing, space multiplexing, etc. There are three physical
contents (caches) and three services sharing the contents, and
physical cache is sliced into several virtual contents used by a
service without knowing the existing of other slices.
3.4 Energy Virtualization

Energy efficiency (EE) has become a key pillar in the design
of communication networks [47]. EE requirement mainly lies
in two aspects: the 1000x improvement comparing to 4G net⁃
works on the network side and on the device side, especially
for machine⁃type devices requiring a very long battery life (e.g.
more than 10 years) [48]. The concept of Energy⁃as⁃a⁃Service
(EaaS) has been proposed for reducing energy costs for both us⁃
ers and network operators [49].

On the one hand, mobile users can offload energy⁃consum⁃
ing applications to cloud servers for limitations of battery ca⁃
pacity and computing resources. The related research can be
found in [50]. This is a tradeoff between energy consumption
and traffic latency for mobile users. On the other hand, since
electromagnetic wave is almost ubiquitous, simultaneous wire⁃
less information and power transfer (SWIPT) may be one prom⁃
ising way to achieve the“recycling”of transmit power when re⁃
ceiving data services; in order to minimize the energy cost of
data transmission in the context of collaborative mobile cloud
(CMC) with SWIPT, the resources allocation and user schedul⁃
ing were studied in [51]. In [52], a framework named GreenDe⁃
livery was proposed, where energy harvesting (EH) based small
cells (SCs) provide content delivery services with respect to the
battery status and content popularity distribution. The case
studies show that related power consumption is reduced. If the
EH based SCs are deployed, traditional passive energy con⁃
sumers may be shifted to active energy prosumers.

The energy resource virtualization mainly focuses on how to
achieve energy efficiency, regardless of offloading or SWIPT,
EH or any other advanced schemes, such as traffic⁃aware ser⁃
vice provision and wireless multicasting.
3.5 Data Center virtualization

Data centers (DCs) are facilities that house computer sys⁃
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▲Figure 3. Evaluation results of the spectrum virtualization in [15].
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tems and associated components such as networking and stor⁃
age systems, and they are essential to satisfy ever ⁃ evolving
computational demands around cloud computing, big data and
IT infrastructure [53]. On the one hand, due to the delivery of
explosively growing amount of data traffic over the wireless net⁃
works, considerable amount of wireless resources and costs
will be occupied. Furthermore, it is expensive to build a lot of
new DCs, so the best way is to improve usage of existing facili⁃
ties with lower infrastructure overhead to achieve better re⁃
source management and cost efficiency [49]. On the other
hand, data centers are facing some challenges such as the un⁃
guaranteed QoS, security risks, and management complexity
and inflexibility, and the data center virtualization as an ap⁃
proach to address these challenges and virtualized data center
embedding problem was studied in [54].

Data center virtualization is the process of designing, devel⁃
oping and deploying a data center through virtualization and
cloud computing technologies, which encompasses a broad
range of tools, technologies and processes that enable a data
center to operate and provide services on top of virtualization
layer/technology [55]. Using data center virtualization, an exist⁃
ing or a standard data center facility can provide/host multiple
virtualized data centers on the same physical infrastructure,
which can simultaneously be used by separate applications
and/or organizations. This not only helps in optimal IT infra⁃
structure/resource utilization, but also in reducing data center
capital and operational costs. In addition, to reduce energy con⁃
sumption, the approach of VM migration with server manage⁃
ment and virtualization to increase the number of machines
and switches that can be shutdown has been discussed [56].

4 Virtualization Architecture in CC⁃RANs
The RAN architecture has not experienced many changes

since its birth in cellular system from the first generation (1G)
to today’s fourth generation (4G). Bases stations (BSs) are gen⁃
erally deployed and operated in a distributed way with the
hardware and software tightly coupled [57]. Under the tradi⁃
tional RAN architecture, since control/user (C/U) planes are
coupled, some BSs cannnot fall asleep or be switched off even
though there is little traffic because of basic coverage, leaving
some extra energy wasted. Therefore, capacity and coverage
need to be separated via logically decoupling the data delivery
and control signaling distribution in future R ⁃ RAN systems
[58]. The network deployment and upgrade are also expensive
and time consuming due to dedicated hardware and distributed
deployment. In addition, facing the exponentially growing mo⁃
bile Internet and IoT traffic as well as pursing 1000 times EE
improvement, the RAN architecture and corresponding deploy⁃
ment are expected to achieve some breakthroughs.

On the one hand, cloud based network architecture takes
the advantage of the centralized cloud principle to share stor⁃
age and computational resources via virtualization [42], which
can achieve powerful processing and dynamical resource allo⁃
cation. It is worth to note that the C⁃RAN is a NFV instance on
the RAN side to achieve soft RAN [59]. Actually, virtualization
technology has been applied in CC ⁃ RANs. As mentioned in
the Introduction section, the CC ⁃RANs include the C ⁃RAN,
the H⁃CRAN, and even the F⁃RAN. All of them are integrated
with virtualization technology but have some inherent bottle⁃
necks or challenges.

On the other hand, the development of SDN is tightly con⁃
nected to cloud computing, since cloud computing makes large⁃
scale logical centralized control solutions feasible, including
centralized data storing, processing, online accessing, etc.
[60]. In addition, some researchers have introduced SDN into
fronthaul networks named as SDF network in C ⁃ RANs [57],
[61]. Therefore, the software⁃defined characteristic has a tight
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◀Figure 4.
An example of cache
virtualization framework. The
physical content (cache) is sliced
into virtual contents that can be
shared among different services
dynamically and the slicing can
be time multiplexing or space
multiplexing [29].
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relationship with the cloud computing, and we will give a brief
review on virtualization architecture in SD ⁃RANs, C ⁃ RANs,
and F⁃RANs. We can discover that it is a trend that the virtual⁃
ization architecture in F ⁃RANs will be integrated with SDN,
network virtualization and Cloud computing. Here, the cloud
computing includes cloud computing and fog computing, since
the fog computing is usually treated as an extension of classi⁃
cal cloud computing.
4.1 Virtualization Architecture in SD⁃RANs

SDN has brought a rethinking of routing and packet switch⁃
ing in the Internet [57]. Introducing the principles such as the
C/U split, centralized control and software application program⁃
ming interfaces (APIs) into RANs has been proposed in aca⁃
demia and industry. In [61], self⁃organizing networking (SON)
solutions and the concept of SDF as the RAN optimization us⁃
ing above SDN principle were discussed. In [33], in order to
enable multi ⁃RATs interwork and heterogeneous deployment,
one software ⁃defined access (SDA) architecture was proposed
and discussed. In [62], in order to achieve the conception of ef⁃
ficient spectrum management and sharing mechanisms, a soft⁃
ware ⁃defined 5G heterogeneous network (HetNet) system was
introduced to support harmonized SDN⁃enabled approach.

In the SD⁃RANs, macro⁃cell BSs are directly connected to
the controller, while the BSs of smaller cells connected with
the macro⁃cells via a reliable backhaul link. In [63], SoftRAN
was proposed as a software ⁃ defined RAN. By abstracting all
base stations in a locally geographical area as a virtual big
base station composed of a centralized controller and individu⁃
al physical base stations just with minimal control logic, the
SoftRAN was introduced as a software defined centralized con⁃
trol plane, which has refactored the control plane functional⁃
ities. The latency ⁃ sensitive decisions continue to be handled
by the individual physical base station. In SoftRAN architec⁃
ture, the global utility over a logical geographic area can be op⁃
timized and network management can be simplified by soft⁃
ware programming.

In [58], based on the SD⁃RAN, a beyond cellular green gen⁃
eration (BCG2) architecture base on LTE system was proposed,
which decouples the centralized control plane and data ⁃ for⁃
warding, as well as decoupling coverage and capacity. The
eNodeB functionalities are split between the signaling nodes
and data BSs. If there is no demand, the data BSs are in asleep
mode, while the signaling controller is always⁃on for coverage.
Since the signaling node is designed based on general⁃purpose
processors and can be sharing by operators via virtualization,
the power consumption will not substantially increase. In [64],
the SD⁃RAN controller for enterprise WLANs and the imple⁃
menting platform were introduced, in which some of the main
features of the SD ⁃RAN controller were discussed, including
slicing (a network slice is a virtual network), soft state, and
modular architecture. Fig. 5 shows the virtualization architec⁃
ture in SD⁃RANs.

In Fig. 5a, the individual physical base stations include sig⁃
naling nodes and data BSs. Signaling nodes are only responsi⁃
ble for control plane functionalities, while data BSs mainly fo⁃
cus on data transmissions and some delay⁃sensitive decisions
with minimal control logic. However, through software⁃defined
way, signal nodes and data BSs can be shifted to the others.
Fig. 5b shows the centralized controller, referencing to [58],
where the virtual big BS communicates with centralized con⁃
troller via related APIs. It is worthy to note that the centralized
controller has a global view of the SD⁃RAN. In the state⁃of⁃the⁃
art proposals of SD⁃RANs, the centralized controller resides in
either the core network or a centralized data center.

However, since the limited processing ability and flexibility
of the centralized controller, the individual“virtual big BS”in
the SD⁃RANs may fail to do well in large⁃scale cooperation pro⁃
cessing (LSCP) and massive connection scenarios. It may also
be caught in a dilemma in the latency ⁃ sensitive missions be⁃
cause of the simple control logic of data BSs and the delay be⁃
tween users and centralized controller. Through the signal
nodes realizing control plane functionalities in a locally geo⁃
graphical area, the hierarchical design may perform well
enough in the sparse deployment, but it is unable to effectively
handle rapidly growing traffic and the dense base station de⁃
ployment [63]. In addition, the virtualization gain of SD⁃RANs
mainly comes from wireless resource virtualization and the cen⁃
tralized controller behind virtual big BS, leaving the CAPEX
and OPEX saving not being considerable.
4.2 Virtualization Architecture in C⁃RANs

The SD⁃RANs are facing above challenges and urgent break⁃
throughs need to be made in RAN architecture for future net⁃
work requirements. On the other hand, as a promising solution
to reduce CAPEX and OPEX, the C⁃RAN architecture can pro⁃
vide high SE and EE [42]. The C⁃RAN architecture is a signifi⁃
cant representative of cloud⁃based RANs, since underlay het⁃
erogeneous network (HetNet) with cloud computing (HetNet ⁃
CC) [65] and H⁃CRAN [66], [67] are based on cloud computing
[68]. It offers novel schemes and architecture for centralized
management and flexible network resource allocation.

The C⁃RAN architecture is the typical CC⁃RAN architecture
with virtualization. Based on cloud computing, the traditional
BSs are decoupled into two parts: the base band units (BBUs)
migrated into a BBU pool and the distributed remote radio
heads (RRHs) that are connected to the BBU pool via fronthaul
links [69]. The authors of [42] have comprehensively surveyed
the C ⁃ RAN architecture, including the general architecture,
the systems proposed by industries and academia, and the ar⁃
chitecture toward 5G network, so we omitted the C⁃RAN archi⁃
tecture here for brevity. Most functions of traditional BSs are
virtualized as a centralized BBU pool [70], upon which multi⁃
MNOs can share the physical infrastructures and VMNOs can
share the virtual network resources according to the demands
of SPs and users. Meanwhile, MNOs can quickly deploy RRHs
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to expand and make upgrades to their cellular networks [42].
MNOs and VMNOs can also scale the computing resources of
the cloud up and down depending on the live traffic demands,
which can further improve the network resource utilization.
However, a very important aspect to lower costs depends on
how to realize the network functions of BBU pool in cloud [71].
Through virtualization technology, the BBU pool can be shared
by different sites and among multiple MNOs. In [71], a BBU
pool was built in the cloud based on SDN and network function
virtualization concepts. In the pool, the hardware resources are
virtualized and allocated to service manager by infrastructure
manager on demand, which depends on the requirement of a
BBU virtual instance. In [59], a C⁃RAN network architecture
combing the ideas of SDN and NFV was introduced, and the
idea that C⁃RAN is an NFV instance on the RAN side to real⁃
ize soft RAN was illustrated. We treat the architecture as a typ⁃
ical virtualization architecture in C⁃RANs.

In Fig. 6, the C⁃RAN architecture consists of a radio cloud
center (RCC), next ⁃ generation fronthaul interface (NGFI) ⁃
based fronthaul (FH) network, and RRHs. The RRC provides a
cloud platform with all kinds of sharing resources and all the
CC⁃RAN functions appear as software applications running in
VMs under the management of one hypervisor/virtual machine
monitor (VMM) [72]. The RCC may also provide isolated gener⁃
al⁃purpose platform (GPP) to network operators to develop new
services or carry out an experiment without influencing exist⁃
ing operations. The baseband ⁃ related functions are processed
by the BBU while the radio frequency related functions are pro⁃
cessed by RRHs; therefore, the traditional common public ra⁃
dio interface (CPRI) is more and more unsuitable for future net⁃
works with networks evolving to 5G, because of its constant da⁃
ta rate, relatively fixed connection between the RRH and the
BBU, and the sampling I/Q data rate dependent on antenna
amount [59]. The next ⁃ generation FH interface has been de⁃

signed. Rethinking the split BBU⁃RRH function, there will be
several kinds of RRHs. One new RRH may contain RF func⁃
tions and partial baseband processing functions. Especially,
the authors have mentioned one RRH may be able to be auto⁃
matically switched to another BBU pool for protecting commu⁃
nication reliability.

Some researchers have also introduced SDN into SDF net⁃
work in C ⁃ RANs [57], [61], and the development of SDN is
tightly connected to cloud computing, since cloud computing
makes large⁃scale logical centralized control solutions feasible
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▲Figure 5. Virtualization architecture of a) SD⁃RAN and b) the centralized controller [63].
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[60]. Recent literature has started rethinking the C⁃RAN archi⁃
tecture with combining multiple virtualization technologies.
Based on the idea of SDN, including SD⁃RAN [63], SDF [58],
and the NFV on cloud infrastructure, the software⁃defined hy⁃
per ⁃ cellular architecture (SDHCA) has been proposed in [57]
as its Fig. 1.

In the physical representation, the architecture can be divid⁃
ed into three subsystems. It is worthy to note that the RRHs
have flexible functions. They can merely execute RF transmis⁃
sion/reception, or be dynamically configured to play the roles
as control base stations (CBSs) and traffic base stations (TBSs)
with some baseband processing functions. Especially, the de⁃
ployment of RRHs can be compatible with the traditional net⁃
work planning mechanisms, thus realizing the largely multi⁃
plexing of traditional BSs. On the other hand, the proposed SD⁃
HCA can provide one control coverage and multiple conceptu⁃
al layers for different user traffic types as we can see in the log⁃
ical presentation.

Concretely, through software⁃defined and function virtualiza⁃
tion on the cloud infrastructure, the RRHs can be flexibly con⁃
figured and the network functions can be split from hardware.
The control and data planes of SDF network are also decou⁃
pled, which may be one direction to deal with the constraints
of fronthaul capacity and coat⁃inefficiency [69]. By software ap⁃
plications running on VMs, the network functions, such as air
interface control, service analysis, and fronthaul control, can
be easily programmed and updated. In addition, the computing
resource utilization may be higher since customization and the
power consumption may be decreased in the sleeping model.
4.3 Virtualization Architecture in F⁃RANs

The traditional C ⁃ RAN architecture [42], [73], [74], with
centralized processing architecture and fronthaul bandwidth
constraints, may lead to time latency, unreliability, and jitter,
especially when traffic load is heavy [69]. At the same time,
since the emerging wave of the IoT and latency⁃sensitive appli⁃
cations, a new platform called fog computing has been pro⁃
posed in [75] to satisfy such requirements as location aware⁃
ness, mobility support, distributed deployment and low laten⁃
cy. Fog computing extends the cloud computing paradigm to
the edge of networks, while fog and cloud use the same resourc⁃
es (networking, computing, and storage), and share many of the
same mechanisms and attributes, such as virtualization and
multi ⁃ tenancy [76]. Fog computing, cloudlet and mobile edge
computing as three typical edge computing technologies were
introduced and compared in [77], and the network slicing in
edge computing was pointed out as a challenge, which may be
realized via RAN slicing based on virtualization technology.

In [78], an integrated architecture for software ⁃defined and
virtualized RANs with fog computing was proposed to deal
with IoT scenarios, since the tremendous number of communi⁃
cation devices connecting to wireless networks imposes huge
challenges on network deployment, management, and data pro⁃

cessing. The core idea of the architecture is that SDN decou⁃
ples the control plane and data plane to provide network pro⁃
grammability, and virtualization realizes the sharing of network
and radio resources among virtual slices, as well as the bene⁃
fits of fog computing at the edge of networks. In addition, a vir⁃
tual resource chain (or network ⁃ level virtualization) called
Openpipe, and interface architecture was proposed. The Open⁃
pipe can be treated as an end⁃to⁃end network slice. Similarly,
the SDN and network virtualization can be applied into F ⁃
RANs, which will bring great benefits into F⁃RANs.

The F⁃RAN has been presented in [79] as a promising para⁃
digm to provide high SE and EE, while maintaining low laten⁃
cy for future wireless networks. Through local radio signal pro⁃
cessing, cooperative resource management, and distributed
storing capabilities in edge devices, F⁃RANs can decrease the
heavy burden on fronthaul and avoid the large⁃scale radio sig⁃
nal processing in the centralized BBU pool, both of which can
decline delay and improve resource utilization.

The related research on F⁃RANs has been widely done. In
[79] and [80], the system architecture, key techniques such as
transmission mode selection and interference suppression of F⁃
RANs, and performance analysis based on cache, mode selec⁃
tion, radio resource allocation were studied for optimizing SE,
EE and latency. In [81], combing the advantages of C ⁃ RAN
and F⁃RAN, the F⁃CRAN was proposed as the harmonization
architecture. In [82], an information ⁃ theoretic framework was
introduced to capture the key tradeoff between delivery latency
and the capacity of fronthaul and caching storage, with a con⁃
clusion that edge caching, fronthaul and wireless transmission
should be jointly designed to leverage synergistic and comple⁃
mentary advantages of edge processing and virtualization.

However, as discussed in Section 1, F⁃RANs are also facing
the challenges such as huge amount of power consumption and
carbon dioxide CO2 gas [83], the complex management and
mobility support requirements, and compatibility for multi ⁃
RATs due to its heterogeneity and distribution characteristics.
Moreover, the cost efficiency, flexibility and high resource utili⁃
zation are always the pursuing of network deployment. In addi⁃
tion, differentiated IoT application scenarios, such as connect⁃
ed vehicle, smart grid, wireless sensors and actuators net⁃
works, [75] need customized network performance, such as low
latency and massive connectivity. The F ⁃ RAN virtualization
may be a powerful way to deal with the above challenges.

Based on the fog computing architecture in [76], and the F⁃
RAN architecture in [79] and [80], we design the virtualization
architecture in F ⁃RANs (Fig. 7). The architecture consists of
the core cloud and edge cloud. In the core cloud, the central⁃
ized BBU pool is designed with virtualization technologies,
such as NFV [25]. In the edge cloud, there are fog access
points (F⁃APs), each of which integrates the front RF, the local
distributed collaboration radio signal processing (CRSP), the
cooperative radio resource management (CRRM) and caching
capabilities, RRHs, UEs and other communication nodes in di⁃
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verse service scenarios. All these functions have their perfor⁃
mance requirements, such as high rates for mobile Internet ser⁃
vices, ultra⁃low delay and high reliability in vehicle networks,
massive connections in intelligent metering and measurement
with adaptive transmission mode selection. Based on virtualiza⁃
tion technologies and network slicing, there are multiple slices
coexisting on the same physical network.

In order to better deal with the distributed and hierarchical
characteristics in F⁃RANs, the architecture in [84] adopted the
hybrid control model of SDN controller as Kandoo. The model
SDN controller (in the global level) defines the specific poli⁃
cies and sends them to local controllers (in the local level,
which can be in a slice) through intermediate interface (inter⁃
mediate API).

5 Key Enabling Technologies in Virtualized
CC⁃RANs
The enabling technologies for wireless network virtualiza⁃

tion have been presented according to different RATs in [22].
The isolation level, control method, and purpose were also
mentioned to show that these technologies can be used as a tax⁃
onomy to classify key technologies. We have reviewed some re⁃

lated literature on virtualization in the context of RANs, such
as [19]-[21] and [31].The requirements for RAN virtualization
have been universally mentioned as customization, isolation,
and high resource utilization. And since the RAN architecture
with virtualization technology, such as sharing GPPs and other
virtual resources, the C/U split and software⁃defined has bro⁃
ken the traditional networking and resource allocation ways,
and new challenges and corresponding key enabling technolo⁃
gies are on the way to RAN virtualization.
5.1 Requirements of RAN Virtualization

In this section, the state ⁃of ⁃ the⁃art key enabling technolo⁃
gies for virtualization in CC⁃RANs are presented as virtual re⁃
source allocation, RAN slicing, mobility management, and so⁃
cial ⁃awareness, all of which are mainly encompassing on how
to realize RAN virtualization properties and requirements,
namely customization, isolation, and high⁃efficiency utilization
of radio resources.
5.1.1 Customization

Customization mainly includes the resource allocation cus⁃
tomization and the flexible architecture reconstruction to satis⁃
fy related network service demands. In [20], customization
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stresses that network NVS should provide simple and appropri⁃
ate programming interfaces to enable customized solutions
within slices (a slice consists of all the flows of an entity that
requests virtualized resources), which is resource allocation
customization. Similarly, in [19], through providing flexibility
to different entities, these entities can program the vBS to opti⁃
mize their service delivery. One resources negotiation for net⁃
work virtualization (RENRV) algorithm has been proposed in
[21], where resource customization is attained during the detec⁃
tion phase, and the requesting BS will be allocated resources
according to its actual traffic load conditions. As to the archi⁃
tecture aspect, obviously, since the traditional“one⁃size⁃ fits ⁃
all”network solution today is unable to satisfy future network
service demands well, the Nokia analyzed dynamic end⁃to⁃end
network slicing, which is introduced to establish multiple par⁃
allel network instances and realize customization in architec⁃
ture reconstruction [85].
5.1.2 Isolation

Since multiple virtual network slices should coexist, isola⁃
tion is the basic issue in virtualization. Isolation means that
any changes in one virtual slice, such as the number of end us⁃
ers, mobility of end users and fluctuating of channel status
should not cause any serious interference and negative influ⁃
ence on resource allocation for other slices [20]. In [86], isola⁃
tion among slices was introduced as the essentiality about man⁃
aging network and computing resources to realize a picture in
which the performance of one slice is not affected by the opera⁃
tion of another slice. Moreover, the protection mechanisms
were mainly concentrated on protecting common (control) chan⁃
nels or resources used for UEs accessing system.

However, each slice may be assigned with either shared or
dedicated radio resources up to radio resource management
(RRM) implementation and service level agreement (SLA)
[87]. Therefore, different use cases and service requirements
will need different isolation levels, which refers to the minimal
resource granularity [22], in which the isolation ways, such as
MAC layer, packet, flow, multilevel, and even traffic types and
context, have been surveyed from sub ⁃ carriers, sub ⁃ channel,
PRB, time ⁃ slot, space, upper layers and protocols. However,
the ideas of isolation is mainly using orthogonal resources. In
[21], the isolation is achieved during the transfer phase,
through Resource nEgotiation for Network Virtualization
(RENEV) algorithm ensuring a reserved portion of resources to
each requesting BS, the isolation and resource demand can be
satisfied. The two above methods may have low resource utili⁃
zation with low complexity.

Actually, using completely orthogonal resources to realize
isolation may be not practical, since the resources are limited,
especially in RAN virtualization with scarce spectrum resourc⁃
es. Therefore, the interference or negative effects under one
threshold may be able to treated as an isolation. From the dis⁃
cussion above, the isolation can be considered from the proto⁃

col design such as MAC scheduling protocols, and resource al⁃
location.
5.1.3 Resource Utilization

Given the RAN virtualization is treated as the RAN resourc⁃
es mapping to multiple virtual RAN slices, resource utilization
can be defined as the actually mapped resources of one slice
divided by the total amount of available resources for all virtu⁃
al slices [22], [88]. To evaluate the resource utilization of a vir⁃
tual slice, it can be derived with the used virtualized infrastruc⁃
ture resources, bandwidth, power, time ⁃ slots, and processing
capacity resources divided by the relatively available resourc⁃
es [22]. In [19] and [20], dynamically adjusting resources
across virtual slices to maximize the resources occupied as
much as possible was discussed. In [21], the RENEV guaran⁃
tees the efficient physical radio resource utilization by reconfig⁃
uring the medium access of each pair of requesting⁃requested
BSs with a rational signaling burden.

Finally, RAN virtualization should guarantee the efficient
use of physical radio resources, computing resources, and oth⁃
er resources. The virtual resource allocation will play a signifi⁃
cant role in higher resource utilization, which we will dis⁃
cussed in next subsection. At the same time, the virtualization
technology needs to cope with the tradeoff between complexity
and efficiency in dynamic resource allocation.
5.2 Virtual Resources Allocation in CC⁃RANs

The problem of embedding virtual networks in a substrate
network is mainly the resource allocation in network virtualiza⁃
tion [88]. Similarly, in CC⁃RANs, the virtualization can largely
be treated as the allocation of virtualized infrastructure resourc⁃
es and wireless resources, thus the virtual resource allocation
plays a vital role in the CC⁃RAN virtualization. The final goal
of virtual resource allocation is to improve the resource utiliza⁃
tion as much as possible with pursuing the higher system ca⁃
pacity and satisfying SLA requirements. However, the follow⁃
ing has to be taken into consideration for different service sce⁃
narios: diverse service requirements, traffic fluctuation charac⁃
teristics and the inherent characteristics of wireless environ⁃
ment such as broadcasting and stochastic fluctuation of chan⁃
nel quality, different resource granularity and resource priori⁃
ty, and the heterogeneity of IoT devices. For example, ultra ⁃
low latency services need more computing resources while
high data rate services should be provided enough spectrum re⁃
sources. Therefore, in virtualized RAN environment, among
multiple virtual CC⁃RAN slices, the virtual resource allocation
will be more challengeable. Fortunately, there have been some
related works on virtual resource allocation.

Considering the fog computing at the edge of network and
the increment of resource dimension (radio resources, edge
caching and edge computing resources, and virtual network
functionalities), the virtual resource allocation in virtualized F⁃
RANs can be carefully designed from two significant aspects.
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One is virtual resource allocation framework, and the other is
joint resource allocation and resource granularity.

Virtual resource allocation has been widely discussed main⁃
ly based on a hierarchical architecture, which is suitable for
virtualized F⁃RANs. since the diverse IoT devices and service
scenarios as well as the distributed characters of F⁃RANs, the
hierarchical architecture can be more efficient and flexible.

In [89], a hierarchical virtual resource allocation model was
proposed to maximize the MVNO profit with the consideration
of backhaul capacity of the infrastructure providers (InPs) and
users’QoS requirements. In [90], a base station equipped with
a large number of antennas serves users who belong to differ⁃
ent virtual slices (a typical hierarchical scenario) was analyzed
and joint power, sub ⁃carrier and antenna allocation problems
were studied to maximize the sum⁃utility while maintaining the
minimum rate for each slice. In [91], a joint BS assignment, sub
⁃ carrier, and power allocation algorithm for dynamic resource
allocation was proposed to maximize the network sum rates un⁃
der the constraint of maintaining the minimum required rate of
each slice (the users of different service providers) in multi ⁃
cell virtualized wireless networks.

Relatively, the models or methods to solve virtual resource
allocation problems become more interesting. For example, the
successive convex approximation (SCA) and complementary
geometric programming(CGP) were adapted to develop an effi⁃
cient two ⁃ step iteration approach to settle above virtual re⁃
source allocation problem in [91]. Since all involved parties, in⁃
cluding InPs, MNOs, MVNOs, and SPs, want to maximize their
own revenue, the game theoretic approach may be an effective
tool [6], [92]. In [6], in order to address two⁃level hierarchical
virtual resource allocation problem for achieving strict inter ⁃
slice isolation and the ability of intra⁃slice customization, a hi⁃
erarchical combinatorial auction mechanism was mentioned.
In [92], the dynamic interactions among the SPs and the net⁃
work operators (NOs) were modeled as a stochastic game,
where SPs are responsible for QoS management for their own
users while NO manages the spectrum resources and regulates
the game.

We can find the pervasive feature in virtual resource alloca⁃
tion in RANs is based on a hierarchical architecture with the
introduction of MVNOs and slices for differentiated services
and flexible management. The other outstanding characteristic
is resource dimension increment in virtualized F ⁃RANs. Be⁃
cause of the edge caching and edge computing ability of F ⁃
RANs as well as infrastructure and network function virtualiza⁃
tion, traditional radio resource allocation may not be able to
satisfy QoS requirements. The deployment problems of partial
core network functionalities based on VMs and virtualized
links and nodes mapping also need to be dealt with in virtual
resource allocation.

In [13], virtual network embedding (VNE) and NFV re⁃
source allocation (NFV ⁃ RA) problems were discussed. VNE
deals with the allocation of virtual resources in nodes and links

mapping to substrate nodes and links, respectively. The VNE
problem is known to be NP⁃hard [93] and most of the related
work has been concentrated on designing heuristic algorithms
and simplifying the network realization complexity. Mean⁃
while, VNE can be optimized by embedding cost, link band⁃
width, QoS, and energy efficiency. On the other hand, NFV ⁃
RA has three different stages, including VNFs⁃chain composi⁃
tion (VNFs ⁃ CC), VNF forwarding graph embedding (VNF ⁃
FGE), and VNFs scheduling (VNFs ⁃ SCH). The VNFs ⁃ CC
seeks to concatenate the VNFs efficiently for a network service
in the most adequate way, and VNF⁃FGE seeks to find where
the VNFs will be allocated in the NFVI in a suitable way, con⁃
sidering the requirements of individual requests and the over⁃
all requirements of all services. The VNFs⁃SCH seeks to deter⁃
mine when is better to execute each function into the NFVI to
minimize the total execution time without degrading the ser⁃
vice performance and respecting all the priorities and depen⁃
dencies between the VNFs composing the service at the same
time. In [8], the scheduling of wireless VNFs in the RAN was
formulated as an integer programming problem. In [94], a man⁃
agement and orchestration (MANO) entity in virtualized infra⁃
structure has been enabled. In addition to deriving the affinity
scores for resources units (RUs) referencing to a specified RU
for concrete VM instance, MANO can perform precise and effi⁃
cient resource tailoring and dimensioning, which benefits the
operation and management of the virtual network functions in
virtualized infrastructure. Both [13] and [94] focus on virtual⁃
ized infrastructure resource allocation that can be applied in
that of F⁃RAN virtualization.

The joint resource allocation on virtualized CC⁃RANs also
plays a vital role, since network performances such as service
latency, energy efficiency and spectrum efficiency are influ⁃
enced by multiple factors. When the resources are virtualized,
the extended sharing and flexible allocation should be more
elaborated. The joint optimization of cloud and edge process⁃
ing, focusing on the strategy to populate the caches of en⁃
hanced RRHs (eRRHs) for F⁃RANs, can be found in [95].

Comparing with traditional static resource allocation, virtual
resource allocation is expected to gain better performance, and
the model and methods of resource allocation and optimization
need carefully redesign with considering the resource granular⁃
ity and dynamically sharing characteristic. In addition, virtual
resource allocation should be further researched, especially for
real ⁃ time and low ⁃ complexity demands since the virtual re⁃
source mapping processes and generic hardware with low cost
may decrease specific performance.
5.3 RAN Slicing

The current relatively monolithic network architecture is not
flexible and scalable enough to efficiently support future net⁃
works with diverse and sometimes extreme service require⁃
ments. In addition, the introduction of network services should
be efficient and multiple use cases are expected to be operated
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on the same operator network [96]. Network slicing has been
regarded as one of the most significant technologies to deal
with the above challenges.

In [38], the concept of network slicing as a service (NSaaS)
was introduced to offer end⁃to⁃end cellular networks as a ser⁃
vice. Three forms of networking slicing, including CN only,
RAN only, and CN and RAN were also introduced. The RAN
only slicing runs on wireless platforms, which consists of radio
hardware and baseband resource pool. Both radio hardware
and baseband resource pool can be realized on GPPs, where
various parameters of air interfaces, such as symbol length,
sub⁃carrier spacing, cycle prefix length, and the parameters of
hybrids automatic repeat request (HARQ), as well as other pa⁃
rameters like cell selection, handover threshold, can be set up
for each slice to realize logical network customization [38].

Recently, RAN slicing has been designed mainly from two
aspects. One is CC ⁃ RAN resource management perspective,
and the another is RAN architecture and protocol stack per⁃
spective. Through the architecture and protocol stack design,
diverse logic RANs can be achieved based on the unified phys⁃
ical network according to SLA requirements. The SLAs can de⁃
scribe which QoS metrics are expected to be guaranteed, possi⁃
bly denoting a minimum amount of spectrum.

From the RAN resource management perspective, the au⁃
thors of [97] presented RAN slicing at four levels, including
spectrum planning level, inter ⁃ cell interference coordination
(ICIC) level, packet scheduling (PS), and admission control
(AC), and compared them from the granularity of isolation (i.e.
high level of radio ⁃ electrical isolation and low level of traffic
isolation) and customization. It was concluded that the RAN
slicing approaches providing high level isolation may lose the
higher granularity and flexibility. In [98], the network slicing
architecture featuring CC ⁃ RAN abstraction was proposed,
which uses the FlexRAN concept [99] to enforce network slic⁃
ing in the RAN and adapt the resource allocation policy ac⁃
cording to the slice requirements. From the level of resource
isolation, the dedicated resources and shared resources models
were aslo mentioned, as well as a two⁃level MAC scheduler to
abstract and share the physical resources among the slices.

From the protocol stack perspective, in [86], multiple RAN
slices may multiplex into a common MAC, PHY and radio,
while other slices may use dedicated spectrum or dedicated
APs, and thus use a dedicated MAC/PHY that involves new
protocol design and model selection. In [100], Chain Mobile
and other companies have designed the RAN architecture with
network slicing, which emphasizes that the RAN protocol stack
can be tailored to meet diverse service requirements of differ⁃
ent network slicing instances (e.g. enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB) slices, ultra-reliable and low latency communications
(URLLC) slices, and massive machine- type communications
(mMTC) slices, etc.).

In addition, due to the particularities of wireless environ⁃
ments, guaranteeing slice isolation is full of challenges [101].

As for AN slicing isolation, similar to the level of resource iso⁃
lation mentioned above, there are mainly two ideas. One is that
RAN slices occupy completely orthogonal resources at a re⁃
source granularity interval. The other is maximizing the net⁃
work resource utilization with controlling the negative effect or
radio interference under a certain threshold. The former can be
easily deployed but with the low resource utilization, which
can be used for low service traffic load and needs no extra over⁃
head for interference management. The latter will be complex
and needs other extra assisted technology such as intelligent
spectrum sensing, interference cancellation, and other ad⁃
vanced virtualization or software migration technologies.
5.4 Mobility Management

Mobility management mainly includes location management
and handoff management. The former enables content delivery
and communications, while the latter mainly keeps service con⁃
tinuity when users move from one access point to another
[102]. Generally, users move freely and independently, requir⁃
ing ongoing communications and minimal disruptions. This
may leads to stochastic and time⁃varied interference to others.
In real network deployments, user mobility and interference in
a multi ⁃cell and multi ⁃ layer network need to be fully consid⁃
ered, which has a direct influence on the user experience and
system capacity.

With virtualization applied in CC⁃RANs, virtual resource al⁃
location, extended radio spectrum sharing, and hierarchical
management architecture will leave more challenges on mobili⁃
ty management. For example, one user’s location update may
involve multiple different VMNOs or InPs, which makes the
tracking location complex.

Related research has been done. In [103], based on wireless
network virtualization technology, a handoff scheme was intro⁃
duced to support handoff between three virtual networks, each
of which has a network controller used to schedule users, in an
integrated train⁃ground communication system.

In [104], a SDN⁃enabled authentication handover and pro⁃
tection mechanism was designed for dense and heterogenous
small cell networks for 5G, which is mainly based on sharing
of user ⁃ specific security context information among related
APs. An authentication handover module was also implement⁃
ed in the SDN controller to monitor and predict the location of
users. The relevant cells prepare related resources in advance,
and the user can get seamless handover authentication during
mobility.

Since SDN has been introduced into virtualized F ⁃ RANs,
the local controls are deployed in the edge cloud, which can
support high level of SDN controller to make global handover
decisions and can handle handovers in F⁃RAN slices. In [105],
one scheme of mobility management for network slicing based
on 5G system was proposed. Fig. 8 shows the handover proce⁃
dure, which is based on the SDN controllers in edge cloud as
well as a hierarchical and cooperative control mechanism. The
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mobility management can be employed in virtualized F⁃RANs.
5.5 Social⁃Awareness

Social⁃awareness is also known as social consciousness and
originates from sociology, which is often used to describe the
sociality and social behaviors of human beings [106]. Social ⁃
awareness has been introduced in communications, which is
originated to enhance D2D communications for relieving ener⁃
gy consumption, data usage [107], cutting down transmission
delay, etc. Recently, Social⁃aware energy harvesting D2D com⁃
munications [108] and caching based socially⁃aware D2D com⁃
munications [109] have appeared in literature.

Since rich diversity of mobile devices with powerful compu⁃
tation capacity, social ⁃ awareness has gradually been used for

networking. By exploiting the users’social relationships and
behaviors, the social properties of nodes can be analyzed and
used. In [106], the socially aware networking (SAN) was sur⁃
veyed. From the architecture of the SAN, we can see that the
first two steps are to obtain social⁃awareness by sensing and an⁃
alyzing data by using intelligent technologies, such as data
mining and machine learning. Then, the SAN can deduce im⁃
portant social properties, including community, centrality, sim⁃
ilarity, tie strength, and human mobility pattern. Based on
these social properties, different networking protocols to satisfy
the requirements of applications can be adaptively designed.

Social⁃awareness can be applied in F⁃RAN virtualization, es⁃
pecially in the cache/storage virtualization, energy virtualiza⁃
tion, virtual resource allocation, and dynamically networking.
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◀Figure 8.
The handover process for
virtualized F⁃RANs based on 5G
network slicing system [105].
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In a virtual environment, the entire system, including the oper⁃
ating system, the applications, and data, can be encapsulated
as a set of VM files [24]. Based on the social ⁃ awareness, the
probable locations of VMsand network resources can be pre⁃
dicted. With the deployment and migration in advance, the
time of service request response can be declined and the re⁃
source utilization can be improved. In [110], the social⁃aware⁃
ness was introduced into virtual network embedding (VNE) par⁃
adigm, which mainly contributes to virtual resources efficiently
mapping onto physical ones. Since social ⁃ awareness provides
useful information such as the importance of a node based on
specific mapping algorithms, the physical resource allocation
among the virtual node requests can be more efficient since
the popular nodes will be initially selected.

6 Challenges and Open Issues
Virtualization technology has been applied in IT area for

many years. With the explosively growing traffic of diverse ser⁃
vices and the demand of quick network deployment with cost⁃
efficiency, virtualization technology has been introduced into
communication networks. However, there are still many chal⁃
lenges in the virtualization of CC ⁃RANs before its wide and
successful rollout.
6.1 Virtualization Levels for CC⁃RANs

Resource sharing has been fully discussed at the spectrum
level, infrastructure level, and network level in H ⁃CRANs in
[28]. In [101], slicing could be done at different levels, from ap⁃
plication and flow slicing to hardware and spectrum slicing.
Different levels mean different benefits and challenges. Simi⁃
larly, the virtualization levels represent different sharing and
abstraction degrees, which influences the resource granularity
and the system flexibility and complexity. In real deployments,
it is necessary to decide up to which level virtualization should
be applied to achieve an efficient virtualization solution. In CC⁃
RAN virtualization environment, virtualization levels mean dif⁃
ferent protocol stack design. How to determine the virtualiza⁃
tion levels and describe them are worth of further investigation.
6.2 Signaling Design for CC⁃RAN Virtualization

The process of virtualization maps multiple virtual networks
to the same physical network with the logically centralized con⁃
trol function. The controller or hypervisor takes responsibility
of the signaling generation and forwarding [72]. In addition, in
each virtual network (or a slice), some more elaborate control
signalings directly satisfy users’service requirements. Consid⁃
ering the differences among virtual networks, the differentiated
signaling design or unified signaling set design should be ana⁃
lyzed. The unified design is easily generated, processed, and
upgraded, while the differentiated design is more streamlined.
The present common sense is that proper control signaling de⁃
sign needs considering delays and reliability and should be ex⁃

plored in a careful manner to enable the connectivity among
different parties involved in CC⁃RAN virtualization [49].
6.3 Performance Analysis for CC⁃RAN Virtualization

With virtualization technology applied in wireless networks,
the software ⁃defined and functional modular design increases
the difficulty in measuring the performances because of the
flexibility and other constraints. As shown in [111], the initial
virtualized network function (VNF)/VNF components (VNFCs)
deployment strategy needs to satisfy the intra ⁃ functional con⁃
strains between multiple VNFCs as well as administrative con⁃
straints; the VNFC embodies a subset of network functions at⁃
tributed to the respective VNF. The cost of the deployment is
calculated in terms of the DC infrastructure resources, such as
computation and networking. On the other hand, the radio re⁃
source abstraction and slicing need to be carefully consider⁃
ation, especially for the virtualization in CC⁃RANs, which in⁃
volves the radio resource sharing and the protocol design. What
’s more, virtualization for cloud computing brings in special
challenges for cloud service performance [112], and the state
of the art of cloud service performance evaluation has been pre⁃
sented from the system modeling perspective in [112]. The per⁃
formance metrics will be more diversified, and the traditional
system models and algorithms may be ineffective. Therefore,
performance analysis urgently needs to be well dealt with not
only for confirming the performance metrics, but also for the
system models and algorithms according to different design
and optimization problems.
6.4 Network Security for Virtualized CC⁃RANs

Due to the virtualization technology applying to CC⁃RANs,
the extended radio spectrum sharing and infrastructure virtual⁃
ization will let CC⁃RANs more flexible and open, which may
be easily attacked. At the same time, a large number of intelli⁃
gent IoT devices/nodes, even including malicious pseudo base⁃
stations, may access networks with well self ⁃ adaption/context
awareness capacities, which will bring lots of potential threats
to network security. These threats may not only harm the ser⁃
vice and information security of some users, but also restrict
the entire network capacity. What's more, the encryption often
needs considerable computational resources and communica⁃
tion overheads [42]. In these contexts, traditional authentica⁃
tion, authorization, and even accounting strategies may need to
be redesigned to satisfy diverse radio accesses and dynamic
virtualized CC⁃RAN reconstruction.

7 Conclusions
This paper simply surveyed the state ⁃of ⁃ the ⁃art virtualiza⁃

tion technology in CC⁃RANs, mainly concentrating on C⁃RAN,
H⁃CRAN and F⁃RAN. The background of network virtualiza⁃
tion, virtualization architecture in different CC⁃RANs, virtual⁃
ization key enabling technologies, and open issues were pre⁃
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sented. Since wireless network virtualization has attracted
much attention, the benefits of virtualization, the diverse radio
access demands and cost⁃efficient requirements render the in⁃
troduction of virtualization technology into CC ⁃ RANs as an
overwhelming trend. Meanwhile, the key enabling technologies
for CC⁃RAN virtualization are summarized as virtual resource
allocation, RAN slicing, mobility management, and social ⁃
awareness for satisfying the requirements of isolation, custom⁃
ization and high radio resource utilization. However, given the
relative infancy of the CC⁃RAN virtualization, there are quite a
number of outstanding problems that needs further investiga⁃
tion from the perspective of promising key technologies and ad⁃
vanced solutions. At last, considering the deployment of virtu⁃
alized CC⁃RANs, we mainly discussed the virtualization levels,
signaling design, performance analysis, and network security
as the challenges and open issues. Besides, the advanced isola⁃
tion technologies among multiple virtual CC⁃RANs networks,
the network intelligence of CC⁃RAN virtualization, as well as
the practical deployment schemes are also urgent to be dis⁃
cussed and further investigated.
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